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View all 61 replies 

pezzamange 4 days ago

 ·  48  

So...they're not selling it then. You can't say they're selling fetal tissue and post a 2 and a 
half hour video showing them not selling it.
Reply

Doulos Iesou Christou 3 hours ago

 ·  

+Ralph Gardner you get over yourself :D you are so funny...you have no clue about 
brainwashing right? I can't help you then if you are so blinded!
Reply

View all 108 replies 

WanderLink 2 weeks ago

 ·  207  

Any one who supports abortion is pro genocide.
Reply

abel wayne 5 hours ago
+Ralph Gardner You just spoke more bullshit than the whole of the Democratic party. 
And that is a LOT Of bullshit. Listen, Ralphy BOY, the next time you think of opening 
your mouth and spewing bullshit, instead, take a dump in the nearest toilet, then to a 
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Read more

 ·  

hand stand and drop yourself in, okay? Oh,by the way, next time, give some 
particulars, claiming that Christianity has "slaughtered" for 2 millenia(no s is necessary, 
you dumb dolt) with no proof or evidence, makes your argument mere opinion, not 
f t  M b   d t  t  YOURSELF d l  th t Ch i ti  t b  

Reply

Ralph Gardner 4 hours ago

Read more

 ·  

+abel wayne Wow!! Such logic is so deafening if weren't so funny and ridiculous! You 
may have intelligence but the lack the wisdom to discern vetted points of view. Are 
you serious, Abel Wayne-Boy, that there's "no proof or evidence" about my 
statement???  Very amusing there little man. It would seem you've never taken a 
history class though I'm sure you have  but just weren't paying attention. Some 
examples: Manifest Destiny (the slaughter of the Native Americans above 75 M deaths

                

Reply

View all 135 replies 

LucasLeArtist 2 weeks ago (edited)

 ·  152  

There are so many idiots here. If the fetuses are to be aborted anyway, how can it be a bad 
thing to donate the tissue for research? And yes, it was donated. Not sold. PP received a 
small sum for the donated tissues in order to cover shipping and processing costs. Shipping 
biological tissue is not as simple as shipping something from amazon, and the $30-100 for it
is not an exuberant amount. The outrage over this is just another brainless knee-jerk 
reaction from conservatives. This research could save lives.
Reply

abel wayne 5 hours ago

Read more

 ·  1  

+LucasLeArtist Well asshole, the "fetuses"(babies, moron) are NOT SUPPOSED to be 
aborted. The Declaration of Independence, written before the US Constitution, 
mentions Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness as rights that we are 
AUTOMATICALLY given, not by the state, but by God. Therefore the baby has rights 
just as the mother has rights. And IF she aborts the baby, she has denied the 
unalienable rights mentioned in the Declaration of independence. The US Constitution 
d  t i   f  ANY i ht  h t    it d  t  It i l  

Reply

MONEYVAL9 2 hours ago

 ·  

+abel wayne I wonder what God thinks when he sees these .
Reply

View all 110 replies 

ToeIn2194 2 weeks ago

 ·  115  

So glad they uploaded the full version as full proof.
Reply

Jeff Evanson 7 hours ago

 ·  

+milkmandan77 If we had wanted children, we wouldn't have had the abortions now 
would we? The issue is right vs wrong, I think everyone of you who says 'OMG they 
are going to burn in hell' have in common, is that you fail to understand that your 
religious views have no legal or moral weight with those of us who don't believe in 
fairy tales.
Reply

milkmandan77 7 hours ago

 ·  

+Jeff Evanson I too believe that all religion is a fairy tale meant to control man while 
extorting him. So now that we have that out of the way let's examine your first 
sentence - you've aborted your own child before? Tell us what that was like.
Reply

legion lowrey 2 weeks ago
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View all 125 replies 

 ·  81  

There are actually some people defending this by claiming the video was edited and false 
to suit a narrative. However this puts that argument to rest this is indefensible and pure evil.
Reply

legion lowrey 1 day ago

 ·  

+Joseph Fergus" the verdict out by the states" Two states out of over twenty and think
its over? Your argument is invalid. 
Reply

View all 48 replies 

Brother Seth 2 weeks ago (edited)

 ·  20  

Murdering, selfish, immoral, evil to the core, devil infested, rotten, dirty, vile, going to burn in 
hell = Planned Parenthood and the spirit behind it.
Reply

Jeff Evanson 8 hours ago

 ·  

+Brother Seth I think you are confusing Planned Parenthood with the wars in the 
middle east.
Reply

View all 141 replies 

Sam Pendleton 2 weeks ago

 ·  66  

I don't know why this should surprise anyone; these are the most bloodthirsty people on 
earth. They've managed to convince three generations of Americans that a human only 
becomes a person when the government says so, and that before that, it's an irritant to be 
exterminated.

50 million dead humans because people want to f*** without consequences.
Reply

Ralph Gardner 3 hours ago (edited)

Read more

 ·  

+Sam Pendleton So ready are you to call it nonsense when you have nothing to 
counter except your own opinion?? There are thousands of pieces of evidence over 
the last 100+ years that point to what I speak to. I've had a near-death experience 
that defies our understanding of 3-dimensional reality (too long a story but suffice to 
say the police officer was shaken by my having zero trauma much less injury). As it 
turns out, though theoretical, physicists have come upon the theory of about 11 
di i  d b   t i l  h 't b   b t th    li it d b  

Reply

Sam Pendleton 2 hours ago

Read more

 ·  

+Ralph Gardner " So ready are you to call it nonsense when you have nothing to 
counter except your own opinion??" 

My opinion is that until someone proffers evidence of an extraordinary claim, I am 
under no compulsion to believe in it.

            

Reply

View all 146 replies 

Josh Bo 2 weeks ago

 ·  209  

The NYT reported that Planned Parenthood referred to this a "highly edited" as if to say it 
isn't showing the full story. Thanks for posting this full version from beginning to end. It's 
actually worse than the shorter version. This is evil.... pure and simple.
Reply

abel wayne 4 hours ago

·

+GabZonY No, you are an idiot and you know it. Please, don't pro create.
Reply
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MONEYVAL9 2 hours ago

 ·  

+GabZonY Where did u read that ? The feminist version of the bible ?Stop being a 
troll Gab .
Reply

View all 37 replies 

Cmentman Z 2 weeks ago

 ·  90  

I'm a Marine, and I can't figure out how anybody can eat during this type of discussion. So 
disgusting!
Reply

Abby Peters 11 hours ago

 ·  

+leon scott ever read revelations? you are aware that in the end times there will be a 
war led by Christ to fight the Devil and his minions... known to most as "Armageddon". 
It is easy to misinterpret the Bible without understanding it's history, context, and literal 
translation. This link might help you sort through the difference between murder and 
suppressing evil through war with scripture evidence to site: 
http://www.gotquestions.org/war-Bible.html 
Reply

abel wayne 4 hours ago

 ·  

+Cmentman Z I can't understand how anyone can keep their cool hearing this shit. My 
hatred grows for those who would harm children, I utterly despise these vampirish 
women. They are the epitome of evil.
Reply

View all 88 replies 

SarahTron37 2 weeks ago

Read more

 ·  37  

No wonder they had to edit that shorter video so rigorously.

Just a couple of thoughts off the top:

--Intact dilation and extraction is only illegal in most circumstances when the fetus is alive 
("partial birth abortion"), which she never indicates is the case in her procedures. In fact, 

                 

Reply

Mighty AtheistSquirrel 3 days ago

Read more

 ·  

+Michael P  Pay attention .  There is no such thing as getting a REMIMBURSMENT 
for a Donation.   It's impossible
If you get even cost reimbursed then it's a PROFIT
People receiving human issue can pay a service to a separate org for transport
If PP get a dime, then its the sale of human organ issue for profit.
There is no such thing as donating anything and getting a kick back from it
ALL h it bl  i i  f DOLLAR l   b   it  ff  b t th   b  NO d ll  

Reply

Michael P 3 days ago

Read more

 ·  

Jesus. You dont even know what definition of profit is.

And until you do some research on the topic you claim to know something about, you 
really have nothing useful to add.

It has nothing to do with what you "feel" it should be like.

Reply

Vicky Sharron 2 weeks ago
Does he not ask if orders for specific body parts can be made? Does she not say YES and 
then explain how the abortion is done differently depending on what is wanted?   They were 
making business deals for obtaining body parts from aborted fetus.  this is against the law. 
Color it what you want, it doesnt change what this video is about. An abortion Doctor 
making business deals for body parts of the abortions she does and is in charge of others 
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View all 102 replies 

Read more

 ·  70  

doing under her direction.  <sarcasm> With the number of abortions done in this country, 
                  

Reply

Vylsith 18 hours ago (edited)

Read more

 ·  

+humz403 "But a human being simply refers to its nature as a species. So when does 
a fetus enter the human being family?"

Fallacy of equivocation.  His meaning was obvious, and you're twisting his words to 
imply something that was not meant.  There's a reason why a fetus stays inside the 
womb until a certain point in development.  Obviously it's still technically part of the 

               

Reply

Dave Marx 16 hours ago

 ·  

Open your own clinic where you offer to adopt the fetuses instead.
Reply

View all 8 replies 

MiZZ BLACK Shared on Google+ ·  2 weeks ago

 ·  6  

Fucking Disgusting
Reply

Darryl “Ustād” Barnes 1 week ago

 ·  

+marmaladekamikaze lol  you're a fucking idiot. Please shoot yourself and stop 
wasting my time 
Reply

marmaladekamikaze 1 week ago (edited)

Read more

 ·  

On the contrary, it isn't a fallacy it follows socrates' method of questioning, the founder 
of the scientific method.
You should really be familiar with this, seen as you claimed a grandiose knowledge of 
how science is conducted? To bring you up to speed, the method searches for logical 
validity & consistency, which is an essential feature of any sound-rational-statement.

               

Reply

View all 215 replies 

Jack Bryson 2 weeks ago

 ·  198  

EVERYONE should be pro-life now. NO MORE planned parenthood!
Reply

Tuhljin 6 hours ago (edited)

Read more

 ·  

+Unsolved Paradox "You calling me a bigot? I don't really think religious people are 
stupid."

And yet you phrased it that way, not as a hypothetical. Yes, wanting to "discriminate" 
was, sort of (though your ilk discriminate-by-definition against religious people all the 
time), but the bit after "because" is more than iffy. I would be willing to give the benefit 

              

Reply

View all 30 replies 

KhondorFlex 2 weeks ago

 ·  13  

However you slice it, selling "tissue" or body parts of aborted babies is bad!  REAL BAD!
Reply

Rose Grace 1 week ago
+hksin11186 No, you just refuse to watch the video.
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Show more

 ·  Reply

View all 76 replies 

YouAllTheTubes 2 weeks ago

 ·  107  

I'm Pro Choice. This is fucking evil
Reply

View all 12 replies 

Obama is radical islam 1 week ago

 ·  23  

Liberalism is a cult. Liberals brains were edited by the cult.
Reply

Jeff Evanson 8 hours ago

 ·  

+Obama is radical islam lol, look at your user name, and you want to talk about edited 
brains.... Christianity is a cult. You worship a fucking zombie. Who, if ever he walked 
the earth, looked a lot more like a modern day Muslim than most Christians.
Reply

View all 88 replies 

Maggie Sullivan 2 weeks ago

 ·  135  

Planned murderhood is satans best friend.
Reply

stark1987 2 days ago

 ·  

+Sefcak James hmm, i always thought i was just a logical person who used peoples 
beliefs against them :P, sometimes sarcasm is lost through the internet
Reply

View all 4 replies 

David A Shared on Google+ ·  2 weeks ago (edited) ·  

14  

Shared to Catholic Resources
The full, unedited video of the recent Planned Parenthood video. Some people are saying 
that the other clip was edited but this is the full 2 hour and 42 minutes long video. If you 
ask me Humans are beyond hope and this society is a huge lost cause and is evil.

Keith Hinton 2 weeks ago

2  

+David A The worst has been going on since '73; this is just a callus,  sprinkling on 
top of the feminist cake! Thank you, brother! 

David A 2 weeks ago

1  

+Keith Hinton my pleasure.

View all 29 replies 

Jumbo Tron 2 weeks ago

Read more

 ·  27  

Just amazing how some people, after seeing one of the most vile and disgusting things 
ever, don't want to condemn it.....but instead like a child try to change the subject!!!!      
                                                                                                                
Oh but the tape was edited...

But God killed people too... etc.

Reply
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25 July 2014 
 
Speakers: 
 
-Deborah Nucatola, MD, Senior Director of Medical Services, Planned 
Parenthood Federation of America (“PP”) 
 
-Two actors posing as Fetal Tissue Procurement Company (“Buyer”) 
 
frame counts are approximate 
 
 
 
000500 
 
Buyer: So, I have a dilemma to ask the doctor. 
 
PP: OK. 
 
Buyer: I really, after this week was looking forward to a glass of wine, maybe a 
bottle, to share of course. I have such a sinus headache though, I have advil 
sinus, not over the counter though. Can I mix them? 
 
PP: Uh-huh. Oh yea. 
 
Buyer: Please tell me yes. Ok. 
 
PP: Absolutely. I recommend that you drink as much water as you do wine, or 
your headache is going to get worse. But yea, no that should be fine. So, where 
are you guys based? 
 
Buyer: Here we go, Norwalk. Based out of Norwalk.  
 
PP: oh. I was sitting here trying to figure out when we ended up where we are. I 
was like, are you close you close to here? 
 
Buyer: You’re based out of Sherman Oaks right? 
 
PP: Yes, and I’m actually seeing a patient in Calabasas today. 
 
Buyer: So you ok now? Glad to be out of your car?   
 
PP: Oh, I’m so happy to out of my car. Luckily I can take Beverly Glen home, so 
I’m very happy. I won’t have to deal with any freeways after. 
 
Buyer: Well, again we appreciate, I give you time to look over the menu. 
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PP: I’m actually going to talk to the waiter and be annoying. But, I pretty much 
know what I’m going to do.   
 
Buyer: What kind of wines do you like? 
 
PP: I’m generally big red fan, myself.  
 
Buyer: No. All girls are white. 
 
PP: You know, I think what is, I justify the red because it has health benefits. 
Where the white is purely pleasure.All go for anything, and white’s cold and it’s 
ninety degrees outside, so whatever you like. 
 
Buyer: Well, I love red, but I was for sure thinking that- 
 
Waitress: How are you? Iced water ok to start? 
 
PP: I’m well thank you. Iced water fabulous.  
 
Waitress: You need an iced tea or anything? 
 
PP: No, thank you. Do you still have the wine list?    
 
Buyer: They took it. The other folder? They took it.  
 
PP: Good we’ve finally been able to connect, I know it’s been difficult.   
 
Buyer: Was it a good time for you? 
 
PP: Yes, I’ve been in LA for almost two weeks. I’m leaving again for two weeks 
on Monday.   
 
Buyer: So, I want to pick your brain and make your time as productive as 
possible. How much time do you have? I want to make sure we’re not- 
 
PP: I have a meeting at 4. 
 
Buyer: At 4. Ok, how long would it take you to get there? 
 
PP: I’m going over Beverly Glen. As long as we’re done by three I should be fine. 
I mean, I don’t what you guys have planned, but I think we should have time.  
 
Buyer: Picking your brain. Picking your brain, and having a glass of wine. 
 
PP: What are you guys having? 
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Buyer: For food? I like the look of the salmon, with the cherry tomato and the 
basil.  
 
PP: Oh then it has to be white. It has to be. 
 
Buyer: It does not have to be.  
 
PP: It does. We can do a rosé as well. I’ll let them pick, I like to do it based on 
what we’re eating.  
 
Buyer: I am not picky. But, I like you idea about red. You can justify it right? 
 
PP: Of course. It has health benefits. 
 
Buyer: If it’s a good red wine, the cheap ones, it’s mostly coloring, from what I 
hear.   
 
PP: Yes, if it’s done well and made well, it has health benefits. That’s my uh, 
that’s my line.  
 
Buyer: So, the main thing, well, not the main thing that I would like to discuss is, 
I’d really like to connect with people who feel they don’t know we’re out there. 
They don’t know there’s this opportunity. And that could be a little touchy, for 
them more for us, and I want to be delicate to any reservations. 
 
PP: Yeah, you know, I don’t think it’s a reservations issue so much as a 
perception issue, because I think every provider has had patients who want 
to donate their tissue, and they absolutely want to accommodate them. 
They just want to do it in a way that is not perceived as, ‘This clinic is 
selling tissue, this clinic is making money off of this.’ I know in the Planned 
Parenthood world they’re very very sensitive to that. And before an affiliate 
is gonna do that, they need to, obviously, they’re not—some might do it for 
free—but they want to come to a number that doesn’t look like they’re 
making money. They want to come to a number that looks like it is a 
reasonable number for the effort that is allotted on their part. I think with 
private providers, private clinics, they’ll have much less of a problem with 
that. 
 
003500 
 
Buyer: Okay, so, when you are, or the affiliate is determining what that 
monetary—so that it doesn’t create, raising a question of this is what it’s 
about, this is the main—what price range, would you—? 
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PP: You know, I would throw a number out, I would say it’s probably 
anywhere from $30 to $100 [per specimen], depending on the facility and 
what’s involved. It just has to do with space issues, are you sending 
someone there who’s going to be doing everything, is there shipping 
involved, is somebody gonna have to take it out. You know, I think 
everybody just wants, it’s really just about if anyone were ever to ask them, 
“What do you do for this $60? How can you justify that? Or are you 
basically just doing something completely egregious, that you should be 
doing for free.” So it just needs to be justifiable. And, look, we have 67 
affiliates. They all have different practice environments, different staff, and 
so that number— 
 
Buyer: Did you say 67? 
 
PP: 67. 
 
Buyer: Okay. And so of that number, how much would personality of the 
personnel in there, would play into it as far as how we’re speaking to 
them— 
 
PP: I think for affiliates, at the end of the day, they’re a non-profit, they just 
don’t want to—they want to break even. And if they can do a little better 
than break even, and do so in a way that seems reasonable, they’re happy 
to do that. 
 
Really their bottom line is, they want to break even. Every penny they save is a 
just pennies they give to another patient. To provide a service the patient 
wouldn’t get. 
 
Buyer: Because of the losses in that area.  
 
PP: Exactly. So, I don’t know your, what you’re thinking as far as range. If you’re 
thinking about just California, if you’re thinking about just the West Coast, if 
you’re thinking about bigger regions. 
 
Buyer: Right now, we’re obviously right here in Norwalk, would love to uh- 
 
Buyer: Get established locally, I think is kinda the primary concern. Uh, to be 
established with a collection site for fetal tissue locally, and then ultimately, I 
think, what I would like to see happen, which would be something very different, 
as far as the different procurement organizations that exist right now, for 
example, StemExpress, they cater to researchers across the country but they’re 
sourcing material from just Northern California. 
 
PP: Exactly.  
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Buyer: But when we’re talking about stem cell research, cell viability and the 
amount of time that we’re actually looking at from extraction to you know, getting 
it to the laboratory is critical. So, ideally if what we can provide is to be able to 
source as locally as possible to where a given research client is, that would be 
really, a huge competitive advantage for us. And, also I think that’s something 
that researchers would want, that would facilitate the whole thing a lot better.   
 
PP: And then, what gestational age range were you thinking? When can you 
start? Because you know, I’ve worked with people who start at 9 weeks. I’ve had 
the ones who wanted the higher gestational ages.  
 
Buyer: There’s times depending on the specific project that people want 
pancreas at 9 weeks, 10 weeks. From my perspective, I think it’s not going to be 
reasonable to be collecting at a site that does not have the capability to go farther 
up in to the 2nd trimester. It doesn’t mean that the facility needs to go all the way 
up to 24 weeks every time but, to be able to at least say we can go up to 12 and 
16, 12 and 18 would probably be better, for the age protocols that require later 
gestational tissue, 18 weeks is kind of the lowest range, 18 to 20, 24 for certain 
things. So, if we could get up to 18, that would make it worth it to be operating at 
that site. 
 
PP: Ok, and we have some affiliates that use digoxin or some other feticide and 
that would basically limit. So, in general, you’re probably going to be able to get 
to twenty weeks, it’s going to be very unusual to get a patient that’s above twenty 
weeks. At the Planned Parenthoods in California. New York, doesn’t use digoxin 
at all- 
 
Buyer: Not at all. 
 
PP: Not at all. There’s like a culture war on feticide. People on the west coast 
seem to prefer feticide, people on the east coast seem to not believe in feticide. 
Everyone has their own styles.  
 
Buyer: Eleanor Drey was telling me that they do not use it as UCSF.  
 
PP: That’s not Planned Parenthood, Eleanor hates misoprostol and digoxin. 
That’s Eleanor. 
 
Buyer: So, that’s a personal- ok.  
 
PP: It’s a data poor zone, I wouldn’t say it’s a data free zone because there is 
some limited data and it is up to interpretation as to what you think of that data. I 
think it also has to do, again, with model of delivery. Eleanor is in a hospital 
where they can hold patients all day long, if they need, even overnight. In 
outpatient clinics I think people are trying to do so in a much more efficient way. 
So, in general what I’m saying you’ll probably get up to twenty and then after 
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twenty you’ getting feticide. But there are three affiliates right now in California 
that go up to 20 weeks. The other thing is, have you been speaking with Family 
Planning Associates at all, in California? 
 
023050  
 
Buyer: I was told that FPA- FPA is the same thing right? I was told that they start 
digging at thirteen weeks, once they go into the second trimester.  
 
PP: They’re not digging at thirteen weeks. 
 
Buyer: That’s not true? 
 
PP: Not at all, I know they’re medical director, I can connect you with their 
medical director, that’s not the case.   
 
Buyer: Wow, because I was shocked. When I heard that I thought, wow well- Do 
you have her name? 
 
PP: Her name is Rachel Steward. I’ll connect you all via e-mail.   
 
Buyer: That would be excellent. I know that we had spoken a couple times about 
the Orange County affiliate, which I think, is literally the closest to us right now.  
 
PP: Yea, and I reached out to their medical director, and they’re working with 
someone, I don’t know who it is, but they’re just not interested in talking with 
anyone at the moment. I don’t know what’s going on with the San Diego and 
Riverside County affiliates- Orange is Orange and San Bernardino, San Diego is 
San Diego and Riverside. In L.A. there is the affiliate in Pasadena. 
 
Buyer: And how far do they go? 
 
PP: I think they only go up to 14 weeks.  
 
Buyer: Eh, that’s not really- 
 
PP: L.A. is working with a partner- 
 
Buyer: Novogenix 
 
PP: Yea, I guess. 
 
Buyer: You don’t know for sure, I guess.  
 
PP: I know the people, I don’t know- I know the staff. I’ve never actually asked, 
because that’s a decision that’s not actually made by me. But, it’s an established 
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relationship, I don’t imagine that it’s going to change in the short term. Which, is 
why I think family planning associates is an option because they go from 
Bakersfield, all the way down to Orange County, so pretty broad range. They 
definitely go to 18 weeks, and at some sites, a little higher than 18 weeks.   
 
Buyer: When we were talking saying the $30-$100 price range is per specimen 
that were talking about, right? 
 
PP: Per specimen. Yes.  
 
Buyer: And what does per specimen mean for Planned Parenthood? Is that, you 
guys consider that, a discrete sample.  
 
PP: One case. One patient, and again, there’s different steps involved too right? 
There’s who’s going to consent the patient to donate. It it’s staff, then that’s staff 
time, that gets figured into it, as opposed to if there’s someone that’s there, then 
it’s just flagging the interested or “eligible” patient and somebody else does the 
work. It’s basically for individual patient. So, if you end up shipping four individual 
specimens, that’s still one patient. 
 
Buyer: Yea, that’s what I was going to say. If we take kidney, liver, thymus and 
say bone marrow- 
 
PP: Yea, to us it’s all just one. 
 
Buyer: Because when we charge, that’s four different specimens to a researcher 
but- 
 
031204 
 
PP: That’s basically the way that they do their work. The way they budget is by 
the amount of time they spend on one patient. That’s one bunch of tissue, they 
handle the tissue, they do what they do, you know, in that way, so. But yea, that’s 
the way- It depends, if you’re expecting somebody to process, and package, 
identify tissue for you, it’s going to be at the higher end of the range. In all cases, 
it’s really gonna be about staff time, because that’s the only cost to the affiliate. 
And then, if you want space. For example, it is, it’s Novogenix is at PPLA, they 
have a corner of the lab. And they set up, come in with their coolers and 
everything, and handle all the tissue, but they’re taking up space, so I’m sure the 
affiliate considers that when they come up with what’s reasonable. But I don’t 
think anybody’s gonna come up with a crazy number, because they’re all very 
sensitive to this too. And at the end of the day, they want to offer this service 
because patients ask about it. 
 
Buyer: I think that’s what is most important to me is the patient and how can we 
serve them, and how can we make this- just the whole experience, well maybe 
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just my passion for the patient. So can you give me an idea of what that’s like for 
the patient? I get to them after, but doing that, is there a way to do it in a delicate 
way so that— 
 

PP: Yea, I mean, there are obviously the patients how come in, who are asking 
about it from the start so it’s easy to talk about. But the others, I mean 
honestly, there’s not going to be one thing that works for every patient. 
Every patient experiences a whole wide range of emotions about the 
experience in general, and so you don’t know where they’re coming at from 
there. But I think every one of them is happy to know that there’s a 
possibility for them to do “this extra bit of good,” in what they do. And I 
think patients respond most to knowing the types of outcomes that it might 
contribute to, so for example Alzheimer's research, Parkinson’s research. I think 
most of these patients have some experience with at least one of these 
conditions or another. I think the ones that come in asking are the ones who have 
already had the experience, that’s why they come in asking. But um, I actually 
think it’s an easier conversation to have, than just consenting them for the 
procedure in general because at this point, I think it’s more important when you 
have the conversation. I think that a lot of people feel strongly that the 
conversation shouldn’t be had until after they’ve made their decision to terminate, 
they know how far along they are, and they know what’s going to happen, and 
when all that is said and done, and they’ve had time for all of that to sink in, then 
it’s time to basically say, this is how we normally handle the tissue, but if you 
would be interested here’s another opportunity to contribute to research, 
contribute to science, donate your tissue. Most patients are very motivated. I 
haven’t really seen very many patients that say no. I was in the O.R. yesterday 
and we had, I’d say, 18 patients, probably half of them were either got 
digoxin or were under eighteen and the rest of them all donated their 
tissue. So, I don’t think- I don’t think it’s a difficult conversation to have because 
the difficult stuff has already happened, they’re kind of prepped for this. If 
anything, this is almost a pleasant surprise in a way, you know you’ve been 
through the tough stuff, you’ve made this difficult decision. Now there is 
one more opportunity for you to think about. And, I think they appreciate it.   
 
Buyer: And, you’re even saying that if you can have the conversation earlier, the 
earlier the better.  
 
PP: Well, we like- there’s always concerns too about kind of coercion. So you 
always have to make sure they’ve made their decision, to actually have the 
procedure, and then before you start adding on other things, any time we do any 
research. And Planned Parenthood has very strict protocols or grounds, if we’re 
doing a research study in general, when the different points in the consent 
happen. This doesn’t fall into the research bucket because it’s not a specific 
protocol, it’s not specific project. So, if there’s not consented for a specific 
project, it’s not going to an I.R.B., but yet there’s still certain principles we still 
think it’s most ethical to follow. And that is just to make sure they’ve made their 
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decision and they’re comfortable with the decision, then to say ok, now that 
you’re past that point in the process, now there’s one other opportunity we 
wanted to let you know about.  
 
Buyer: Well, it can’t hurt if I’m in an area that I’m not familiar with, so, I don’t 
even know how to phrase it. If there is a particular organ that we need, would the 
procedure be any longer? 
 
PP: So, that’s a whole ‘nother issue, and that’s kind of an ethical issue too, 
ideally you shouldn’t do the procedure in any other way. You should always do 
the procedure the same, and that’s what the providers try to do. They’re not 
gonna treat these patients any differently than they would treat any other 
patients, just the disposition of the tissue at the end of the case is different.   
 
Buyer: So, would that not be something- I’m thinking of specific requests that we 
have from our researchers, so would, obviously, 20, 21 weeks, I imagine this, but 
I don’t know, I imagine it would take longer. Does the patient know that, are they 
willing to go through that? 
 
PP: What would take longer? 
 
Buyer: Just the procedure— 
 
Buyer: So, I guess cell viability is a concern right? So, some of the intactness of 
the specimens is a pretty big deal.   
 
042596 
PP: Yea, so that’s where we kind of get into an ethical situation, because 
what I think most providers don’t want to have do, they don’t want- In terms of the 
steps and the preparation, and getting them to the actual procedure, you know, if 
you really want an intact specimen, the more dilation, the better. Is the clinic 
gonna you know, put in another set of laminaria to do something different? 
I think they’d prefer not to. For example, what I’m dealing with now, if I know 
what they’re looking for, I’ll just keep it in the back of my mind, and try to at 
least keep that part intact. But, I generally don’t do extra dilation. I won’t put in 
an extra set of laminaria, or add an extra day, that’s going to add significant 
cost of expense to everybody. Basically, if you need to add another set of 
laminaria, and have the patient come back another day, if you provide 
procedures enough days in a row that you can do that, then you know, that’s a 
whole ‘nother consideration. In general, I’d say most people, unless there’s a 
specific research protocol that’s been I.R.B. approved, try to avoid that.  
 
Buyer: You’re saying, on the researcher side, if their I.R.B. has signed off on 
what- how they want to do it.  
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PP: Yeah, I mean, what I mean is, in general the standard protocol should apply. 
So, in general, patient was seen the day before, the goal is to get a minimum 
number of laminaria, and that’s it. And once they’ve reached, if they get what 
they think is reasonable with laminaria, the patient goes home and comes back 
the next day for the procedure, they get misoprostol for the same amount of time 
as everybody else. Some patients are going to respond very well, some patients 
aren’t. I don’t think there are a lot of providers who A, have to opportunity to say, 
well, they're not really that dilated so let bring in another set, their schedules just 
don’t work that way. And, kind of ethically I don’t think they want to do that, they 
basically want to treat the patient as they would any other, and again, it’s just the 
disposition of the tissue. So, you know, every case, every patient that consents 
and wants to participate, doesn’t always yield the tissue that you’re looking for. If 
it were to go beyond that, if there were patients who were treated in a different 
way, specifically to maintain, you know, it opens a whole new avenue. I think 
there’s a difference consent that’s involved.  
 
Buyer: A different consent? 
 
PP: Yeah. 
 
Buyer: So, if the patient was one who was very happy knowing where it was 
going, would you have more freedom? 
 
PP: You probably would, but they would have to be consented differently right? 
Because ideally the procedure that they were consented for, they’re not going to 
have the same procedure. The way it’s described in their consent form is 
different. Right now, when they are consenting to tissue donation, they’re just 
consenting to what happens with the tissue after the procedure is done. They 
would have to have an extra level of consent that would probably say, “I 
understand that this procedure may take an extra day, or I might be here extra 
hours. And so it’s adds a complexity level for the patient, but also on the staff and 
the flow of the affiliate to actually accomplish what they’re setting out to 
accomplish. 
 
Buyer: So it sounds like, it’s more something if you had in the back of your mind- 
 
PP: Yes. So if I know if somebody’s in the clinic, and there’s something 
that’s specific they’re trying to collect, I’ll keep it in the back of my mind, 
but I’m not going to say no, I’m not going to do this case now, I don’t have 
enough dilation to do that. But we do the best we can with the situation that 
we have. Like I said, it’s just a kind of a consent issue, the idea is they’re 
now not getting the standard of care, like everyone else.  
 
Buyer: But from our end I’m just thinking the consent issue, the staffing, the time, 
it makes it more complex. 
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PP: Yes. 
 
Buyer: Well, that’s good to hear. 
 
Buyer: What would you say is the degree of a difference I guess you can make, 
if you have it in the back of your mind-  
 
000000 
 
Buyer: We need liver and we prefer, you know, an actual liver, not a bunch 
of shredded up— 
 
PP: Piece of liver. 
 
Buyer: Yeah. Or especially brain is where it’s actually a big issue, hemispheres 
need to be intact, it’s a big deal with neural tissue and the progenitors, because 
those are particularly fragile. If you’ve got that in the back of your mind, if you’re 
aware of that, technically, how much of a difference can that actually make if you 
know kind of what’s expected or what we need, versus— 
 
PP: It makes a huge difference. I’d say a lot of people want liver. And for 
that reason, most providers will do this case under ultrasound guidance, 
so they’ll know where they’re putting their forceps. The kind of rate-limiting 
step of the procedure is the calvarium, the head is basically the biggest 
part. Most of the other stuff can come out intact. It’s very rare to have a 
patient that doesn’t have enough dilation to evacuate all the other parts 
intact. 
 
Buyer: To bring the body cavity out intact and all that? 
 
PP: Exactly. So then you’re just kind of cognizant of where you put your 
graspers, you try to intentionally go above and below the thorax, so that, 
you know, we’ve been very good at getting heart, lung, liver, because we 
know that, so I’m not gonna crush that part, I’m going to basically crush 
below, I’m gonna crush above, and I’m gonna see if I can get it all intact. 
And with the calvarium, in general, some people will actually try to change 
the presentation so that it’s not vertex, because when it’s vertex 
presentation, you never have enough dilation at the beginning of the case, 
unless you have real, huge amount of dilation to deliver an intact 
calvarium. So if you do it starting from the breech presentation, there’s 
dilation that happens as the case goes on, and often, the last, you can 
evacuate an intact calvarium at the end. So I mean there are certainly steps 
that can be taken to try to ensure— 
 
Buyer: So they can convert to breach, for example, at the start of the—” 
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PP: Exactly, exactly. Under ultrasound guidance, they can just change the 
presentation. 
 
Buyer: Okay. 
 
PP: So the preparation would be exactly the same, it’s just the order of the 
removal of the products is different. And most people see that as not very- 
 
Buyer: Yea, we’re not talking about it needs to be a hysterotomy or anything, or 
something crazy like that, in order to- there’s probably an easier solution to this 
problem.  
 
PP: And, we’ve been pretty successful with that. I’d say. 
 
004600 
 
Buyer: So yesterday was a clinic day. So for example, what did you 
procure? 
 
PP: You know I asked her at the beginning of the day what she wanted, 
yesterday she wanted, she’s been asking, a lot of people want intact hearts 
these days, they’re looking for specific nodes. AV nodes, yesterday I was 
like wow, I didn’t even know, good for them. Yesterday was the first time 
she said people wanted lungs. And then, like I said, always as many intact 
livers as possible. People just want— 
 
Buyer: Yeah, liver is huge right now. 
 
PP: Some people want lower extremities too, which, that’s simple. That’s 
easy. I don’t know what they’re doing with it, I guess if they want muscle. 
 
Buyer: Yeah. A dime a dozen. 
 
PP: Mhm. 
 
Buyer: Yeah. 
 
PP: You know, I think it’s good to have—so this is another consideration to 
make, because when you do partner with a clinic, you’re probably partnering with 
the manager, the owner, the director, you’re not so much having a relationship 
with the providers, but I think it helps to have a relationship with the provider, 
because if you do, you can have this conversation with them, and you can 
say, this is what we’re looking for today, and they’re more apt to— 
 
Buyer: Keep it in the back of their mind. 
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PP: Absolutely. Of course I want to help. I’d rather this actually get used for 
something, so I think, as much as the patients, the providers absolutely want to 
help.  
 
Buyer: And so, if it’s something as simple as converting to breech that doesn’t 
require a separate consent? Does that make the procedure take longer? Is that 
another step for the provider?  
 
PP: No, it’s just what you grab versus what comes out. It doesn’t make anything 
any different. The other consideration I think you guys need to make, is who does 
the training. Because when they do the training, you're basically guaranteed to 
not get anything.  
 
Buyer: Oh, you mean when it’s a provider who’s been training.  
 
PP: One who’s training, who’s basically doing the procedure, it comes out in a 
thousand- you’re not going to get anything intact, so. What we did for a while, 
and I think it worked pretty well if there’s a trainee, I’d say, any research case, 
I’ll do. And as you get better, I’ll let you do more, but we really need to do this, 
intact. 
 
Buyer: So, you probably did all the procurement cases yesterday.  
 
PP: I didn’t have a trainee yesterday so, it’s a lot, they’re just starting.  
 
Buyer: When you said training, I thought you meant tissue training, for clinicians. 
Because that’s something that we should talk about, that impacts the contractual 
relationship with the facility. Is it, does it tend to be more one way, than the 
other?  Are there many affiliates with staff that have tissue training? they know 
how to handle it, they know what to do with it, they prefer to have their own 
people doing it. Or because we’ve been imagining that we would do it, sending 
techs of our own in. Similar to the Novogenix situation that you have.  
 
PP: I would say, baring some bizarre space issue, because some places have 
very limited space. Some people would be happy to do as little for you as 
possible. The more you can do for them, the easier it is. That includes consenting 
the patients- 
 
Buyer: Right, because I was imagining would be doing consent a well.   
 
PP: That’s probably the biggest inconvenience, ugh that’s one more thing my 
staff has to talk about. They only have so many minutes to talk to the patient. 
If you said you’re going to do all the consenting, you’re going to collect the tissue, 
I don’t know who would really say no. I really don’t.  
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Buyer: That’s really what they want to hear.  
 
PP: That’s what they want to hear, they want to hear you basically say, other 
than taking up a little bit of space, this is going to be as low impact as possible, 
on you and your flow. You’re going to need a room, somewhere to consent the 
patients, once the patient is ready to be consented. So, you’re going to need 
space in the lab, you’re going to need a place to consent. That’s it, otherwise, as 
long as you don’t leave anything behind, they’re going to be happy. Their are 
affiliates who have been doing this for so long, they have staff that are so good at 
it, they may just say, that it’s something that staff can do. Especially because you 
know, they know how to identify some stuff. They probably wouldn’t know how to 
identify the stuff you need. They’re looking for basically, all of the limbs a thorax a 
head, to present them, “We’ve got it all.” That’s the only concern. 
 
Buyer: How long, right now, is the average amount of time they spend with a 
patient? 
 
PP: I would say about ten minutes.  
 
Buyer: Per patient.  
 
PP: Per patient. yes. And also contraceptive counseling and all that.  
 
Buyer: That’s all pre procedure, pre op.  
 
PP: The layout of the actual Planned Parenthood is counseling rooms and 
procedure rooms. So, yea those are just counseling rooms with a desk and a 
chair.  
 
Buyer: Certainly, I’m not an expert in your clinic flow, I don’t presume to know 
where would best fit in. But, I know that what we’ve done for other practices, for 
example the cosmetic facilities. We have a clinic float, our tech kind of acts as a 
float, they have their clipboard, and kind of mark down all the interested patients, 
you know ahead of time to try to facilitate that. I don’t know if that will help or 
hinder your process.  
 
PP: That’s how it works with a lot of the researchers, as well. They kind of just 
identify who is interested. What did you do at the cosmetic centers? 
 
Buyer:  That’s where we get a lot of the adipose tissue because that is a very 
rich source of multipotent and pluripotent stem cells.    
 
PP: There’s a private surgical center that I work with in Calabasas, where I was 
this morning, they have tons of far. There were six canisters when I get there this 
morning.  
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Buyer: It’s not the sexiest thing to work with but- 
 
PP: It works.  
 
Buyer: Yea, and they pay for it, so. It’s a good way to start out. As you can 
imagine, the jokes are not ending.  
 
PP: I bet. 
 
Buyer: So, you spoke with the medical director of the Orange affiliate, and they 
have an organization already, they’re not interested in changing? Do you know 
anything- what in particular they are really satisfied with from that relationship, 
that maybe we can emulate? 
 
PP: I didn’t probe, I just asked if they were interested, they said they were 
working with someone. I don’t know who it is. I know years ago there was 
someone they were working with, and they stopped for a little bit, I don’t know if 
they started again.  
 
Buyer: And that situation or the one right now, is that a procurement organization 
they’re working with or is it just a laboratory-  
 
PP: I don’t know. That, I don not know. I’m just trying to think of our affiliates up 
and down the west coast. Like I said, San Diego/Riverside, I didn’t ask. 
 
Buyer: From what I understand, ABR is pretty tight with San Diego.    
 
PP: Ok. I’m actually going to be having drinks with their medical director next 
week so, I can ask.  
 
Buyer: Ok, yea, yea. That would be good. We were talking about it, and we if we 
were looking farther up field rather than locally around here, then it makes most 
sense to be looking at that swath or southwestern United States going east. 
Ideally we could just be going north, but Northern California is kind of dominated 
by StemExpress. Whether or not that will continue, is an open question. From 
what I understand of them, but it looks like it’s better to go East into kinda more 
open territory right now. We’re looking at Arizona, New Mexico- 
 
PP: Arizona only goes to 20 weeks. There’s is a law that says 20 weeks, it was 
18, I think it has a stay, but it is definitely a possibility.  
 
020396 
Buyer: But, they do go to 20 in Arizona? Because that’s as good as we would be 
getting in Orange right? Because they start dig’ing at 20 weeks.  
 
PP: I’m sure they would be interested.   
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Buyer: In Arizona? Do you know the medical director, or their patient services 
person? How many surgical locations do they have? 
 
PP: They have two. They used to be two separate affiliates, Northern Arizona 
and Southern Arizona and they partnered. I think it’s Phoenix and Tucson. 
 
Buyer: Those are big cities though, I imagine, if those are the only two clinics 
they probably have pretty good volume then.  
 
PP: You know, I can’t tell you. Off the top of my head, I don’t know but they seem 
to have pretty good volume. But yeah, I think Arizona’s good, and they definitely 
have the gestation—they go as far as the state will allow them to go. 
 
Buyer: Do they have any previous experience with providing, procurement or—? 
 
PP: No and they have a fairly new medical director also, but their CEO is very 
business savvy and like I said, I can’t imagine he wouldn’t be interested. 
 
Buyer: You have to talk directly to the CEO as opposed to- 
 
PP: I’ll reach out to the CEO, and they have two medical directors, one who 
handles primary care, and one who handles surgical services. I’ll reach out to 
both of them and ask them who’s the best person to connect you with. 
 
Buyer: I did see online that the Gulf Coast affiliate as well already does donation 
services- 
 
PP: They do a ton of research, so I wouldn’t be surprised if- 
 
Buyer: So, I don’t know if that’s in conjunction with a tissue procurement 
organization or if they work directly with researchers or if they’ve already got it 
covered and there is no need for us but- 
 
PP: I can ask. Of all the affiliates they have the largest research program, they 
have a multi-million dollar budget. I think they are very well connected. I’ll ask.  
Buyer: Yea, the research client community in Texas is kind of a hub. Not so 
much as California or Wisconsin for example. But in terms of the regions of client 
base we’re looking at is basically California, Wisconsin, North Carolina, and 
Texas are kind of- 
 
PP: North Carolina, they don’t have your gestational age- 
 
Buyer: Is there- apart from New York, is there any where else on the east coast- 
if we could open up the research triangle area in North Carolina, the Raleigh to 
Chapel Hill area. That’s a huge, huge market.  
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PP: We have an affiliate in Orlando that goes to 20 weeks right now. I’m pretty 
sure. We have several affiliates not just in New York city that go to at least 18. I 
think, I have to see, the southern New England affiliate, Connecticut and Rhode 
Island and then there’s Massachusetts, which is huge, but they also have a very 
developed research program. I’m sure whatever they are doing, they’re doing 
locally. It’s worth reaching out.    
 
Buyer: Washington DC? I met Dr.- 
 
PP: I think they only go to 14 weeks. Genola Perry is their medical director.  
 
Buyer: I didn’t meet her, I met the guy who is also the medical director for NAF. 
Matt Reeves. 
 
PP: Matt Reeves, he’s a provider there. Yea, I’m pretty sure they only do 1st tri’s 
there. Not positive.  
 
Buyer: I know that- He and I spoke about second trimester and he indicated he 
had good volume. It was an interesting conversation because he’s friends with 
someone, I think it was in Pennsylvania, who was actually a researcher and so 
he’s like: “Oh yea, in the ‘90s we used to collaborate all the time, it was great.” 
 
PP: I’m trying to think of the meeting that I had with pretty much all the later 2nd 
trimester providers. 
 
Buyer: Did people talk about this kind of stuff there, was there a good response 
to it? What was your impression? 
 
PP: Just causally, the meeting was for several other purposes. I’m just trying to 
think of who was there. Like I said, the Southern New England affiliate was there 
along with Connecticut and Rhode Island. Gulf Coast was there, Minnesota, 
North Dakota and South Dakota go up to 20 weeks. Middle of the country- 
 
Buyer: They’re within courier distance though.  
 
PP: Yes they are. 
 
Buyer: Yea, that might be a good one. That’s what I mean by sourcing tissue, as 
locally as possible to a client.  Because if we can get it to a point where it’s not a 
matter of FedExing it over night or delivery or something like that, it’s just a 
matter or somebody couriering it a three or four hour drive. That’s kind of the 
critical that makes a huge difference between us and another organization.  
 
PP: Now, is StemExpress just located in Northern California? I don’t even know. 
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Buyer: That’s my understanding, they’re located in the Sacramento area. Mar 
Monte, the big Mar Monte affiliate and I think whatever other Southern California 
affiliates there are.  
 
PP: Yea, I know that the Shasta Pacific affiliate works with them. I guess Mar 
Monte works with them. And many, many years ago there was University of 
Washington, there was a group at University of Washington that reached out to- 
 
Buyer: Yea, University of Washington, that’s the NIH they’re kind of the official 
fetal tissue collection service and they- a lot of researchers don’t use them- I’m 
not sure why, I think it’s because there’s kind of a backlog in their cases. They 
were the only one around for a long time and the pipeline just doesn’t work 
properly.    
 
PP: So I guess my question is, are you guys planning on exhibiting at a Planned 
Parenthood meeting? 
 
Buyer: The one that you mentioned earlier, the one in October, Brianna-   
 
PP: Are you going to be in Miami? 
 
Buyer: Yea, we’re going to barring unforeseen circumstances.  
 
PP: That would be a good opportunity, all the medical providers are going to be 
there, some of the CEO’s are going to be there. I mean, you want to talk to the 
surgical services medical director. 
 
Buyer: And the main thing that they’re going to want to hear is that we do 
everything.   
 
034231 
PP: Yes. Basically, like I said- Look, there is not a provider out there, I can’t 
imagine, who I don’t know if you talked to Warren Hern at all, maybe he 
doesn’t care. But there is not a provider out there, who doesn’t want this. 
Everybody just sees this as a way to add another layer of good on top of what 
they’re already doing. They already feel that what they’re doing is good. Again, 
the majority of the providers are non-profit organizations like Planned Parenthood 
or operating on a razor thin budget. So as low impact that you can be on them, 
the better. I really do think you have a good opportunity with Family Planning 
Associates in Southern California. As I said, as soon as I get back to my desk I’ll 
connect you guys with Rachel. They’re expanding their services in a lot of ways. 
To my knowledge networking is even easier in California. So, I think that’s a 
fantastic opportunity there. Right now the laws in Texas are crazy, there’s two 
affiliates- there’s only seven clinics. Five of them are independent and two are 
Planned Parenthood.  
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Buyer: So, low volume [inaudible] 
 
PP: High volume, because there isn’t anywhere for patients to go. Texas is a 
huge state and they closed down almost all the clinics. There’s a woman named 
Amy, I’m blanking on her last name. She’s from whole woman’s health- I’m sure 
you met her, she got kind of shorter blonde hair, very nice, very outspoken. 
 
Buyer: Yea, we spoke with her.   
 
PP: She’s basically got most the clinics in Texas but then, there’s Gulf Coast, like 
I said, I don’t know the specifics of what they’re doing, but I’ll ask. And then 
there’s Greater Texas, which is Dallas and Austin. I don’t think they’re working 
with anyone.    
 
Buyer: And, what’s their gestational limit? 
 
PP: 20 weeks. So I think that, then again, the affiliates in Texas, I think, even if 
Gulf Coast is working with someone. I think if you can be creative or come up 
with another way or a better way, times are hard in TX right now, anything 
that you can do to make things a little bit easier for them, or a little bit 
better for everybody, I think gets your foot in the door. So, I’d be happy to 
introduce you to both of their medical directors. Paul Fine is Gulf Coast, and 
 Darryl Johnson is Greater Texas. Both Gulf Coast and Greater Texas have 
pretty well developed structures and pretty independent surgical services, and 
people in academic research. One other place I would consider, that you’re not 
thinking about possibly is St. Louis.  
 
Buyer: Right, Missouri, I think we mentioned that.  
 
PP: David Eisenberg is the Medical Director of the St. Louis region. They do 2nd 
tri’s they have a few extensive collaboration with all kinds of research, pretty 
dynamic medical director, his name is David Eisenberg. I think that’s definitely 
worth your while. And just looking at the map, if there was one place that was 
untapped, I would say St. Louis.  
 
Buyer: And what’s the best way- for you to connect us by email? 
 
PP: Yea, what I’ll do, is kinda reach out and see if any of these folks are 
interested. Like I mentioned, they all be in Miami in October. I guarantee you, 
even if I didn’t connect you, they would come up to your table, because they’re all 
interested in doing this. To my knowledge, everyone has been looking to do this, 
but they’ve only been able to find someone who very local or very small 
opportunity to do this. If there is an organization that someone is working with 
that they can make an introduction or connection. I think they would be very open 
to that. So I think that’s a possibility, and like I said, you know, like one thing I 
think is a big pet peeve for many of them- people kinda just don’t understand the 
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practice environment. They don’t understand the way that patients flow, and how 
it’s going to impact them, so if you can show that you’re sensitive to that, that’s a 
breath of fresh air.  Just say: “We understand that you’re time limited, you have 
your staff, we want to be as low impact as possible. Just flag the patient that is 
interested, set some space aside some room for us, we can do the rest. We will 
handle the tissue, we will do everything, all we’re asking for, is your space and 
consideration.” And, I think that- I don’t know anyone who would say no. 
Everyone’s been looking to do this for a year and a half, the affiliates in 
California have been very lucky, because in California there is no shortage of 
possibilities. That’s not the case elsewhere. And definitely saw StemExpress at 
the NAF meeting but, I don’t even know how the connection with Novogenix was 
made, most affiliates don’t even know how to reach out, or who to reach out to, 
or even how to make this connection.  
 
Buyer: Yea. Has the relationship with Novogenix been for the last year and half? 
 
PP: I don’t know how long it’s been, I think it’s been about a year or two, yea.  
 
Buyer: And what was it about the last year and a half that everybody’s talking 
about? Is StemExpress and the Norcal affiliates?  
 
PP: I think it’s a variety of things, I think patients are asking more- 
 
Buyer: Just more, more people are aware, yea.  
 
PP: Patients will call up, make an appointment and say: “I would like to donate 
my tissue.” And the affiliates are really feeling like “Oh wow, I really need to 
figure out a way to get this done.” Because, patients are talking about- you know, 
in general, in healthcare, a provider is not going to offer a service unless there’s 
demand. And, there is a demand now, I mean, women know that this is 
something that they can do. 
 
Buyer: So, that would be something for us to think about, just women’s, making- 
 
PP: That’s going to be the best money that you spend, it’s just word of mouth, it’s 
much better than any ad, or anything you could ever do, if you can get women 
talking, saying “I want to do this”, the providers will then say, “Wow, I need to do 
this, it’s what they think about when scheduling appointments.”  
 
Buyer: So how many affiliates would you say total, that are actually working with 
a fetal tissue procurement organization right now? 
 
PP: To my knowledge, right now, I only know the California affiliates. When you 
mentioned Gulf Coast, I didn’t even know that, so I don’t believe it’s—I don’t 
know what it is they’re doing, but the Northern California affiliates, and the 
Southern California affiliates-  
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Buyer: Because it seemed like kind of a trade off to me, whether to try to focus 
on affiliates who have experience with doing this, either currently or in the past.  
 
PP: Yea. 
 
Buyer: But then, if it’s somebody who is already involved, then it becomes an 
issue of competition. Whereas if it’s someone who’s never done this before, 
maybe they’re interested but how long it’s going to take to get started up. 
 
PP: Yea, you know, I almost feel like I have to say, California is almost done in 
this regard- 
 
Buyer: Saturated? 
 
PP: And it is, the reason that it’s saturated too is, Normally, let’s say an affiliate, 
for example, was looking for a lab to work with, to do their pap-smears or their 
STD tests. They’re going to look for someone who gives the best service for the 
lowest price. This is a little bit different, because they want to do this, but they 
want to do it in a way that’s not going to impact them, and it’s much much less 
about money. You could call them up and say, “I’ll pay you double the money,” 
and they’re almost more inclined to say no, because it’s going to look bad.    
 
Buyer: Right.  
 
PP: To them, this is not a service they should be making money from, it’s 
something they should be able to offer this to their patients, in a way that doesn’t 
impact them. 
 
Buyer: Offsetting their costs. 
 
PP: Right. No one’s going to see this as a money making thing. The other reason 
affiliates think this is a good thing is, it’s less tissue that they need to worry about, 
it’s taken care of. They have to do something with that tissue, it’s hard to find 
somebody that wants to do something with that tissue, so the fact that there’s 
somebody that’s looking for that tissue is- 
 
Buyer: And that was a point we were looking into, what if, just taking that from 
them. 
 
PP: That is such a huge service to them, and I just have to say- 
 
000000 
 
PP: -time this came up on a national level, is there are issues with disposal of 
fetal tissue. Probably, the biggest company in the world that does this, is 
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Stericycle. Some anti-choice groups got the names of the board of directors for 
those companies, and started coming to their houses, making them feel 
uncomfortable, stop picking up tissue. At the houses of the directors, of a waste 
management company basically, that just handles biological waste. And, I think 
that’s what’s started the conversations with affiliates because they’re like: “What 
am I supposed to do with this tissue?” 
 
Buyer: We went to a session on that. 
 
PP: Yea, there was a session on that at NAF, because it is a serious issue. 
That’s a service that affiliates need, so I think some affiliates are looking at it as a 
way- it’s not obviously going to account for everything, not everyone is eligible, 
not everyone is going to donate, you can’t take everything, but that has raised an 
issue so, I don’t know if that is ridiculously far-fetched, we’ll handle all of you 
tissue. 
 
Buyer: Matt Reeves had actually suggested that to us. 
 
PP: Even if you could find a way to do that, can I just tell you? Even if there were 
people who weren’t donating, you’d have huge business just for taking the tissue. 
People would pay you. They would just say, “Take my tissue!” Then, you could 
only send off what you wanted to send off, but you would still have to consent the 
patients though. It’s just something to keep in the back of your mind.    
 
Buyer: Yea, I was about to suggest that- I mean if it’s the situation of, you know, 
California, so let’s say Novogenix is paying $50 dollars per specimen, and we 
say we’ll do $60. “Oh, I don’t know, it seems a little sketch.”  
 
PP: That makes it look fishy. Exactly. 
 
Buyer: And so, they say, “Alright, well Novogenix is only taking, like, what? They 
took five samples yesterday-” 
 
PP: Yea, we’ll take it all. 
 
Buyer: Yea, what if we could take it all. That is the better way to negotiate about 
this.  
 
PP: Yea, that’s gonna win your business. “We’ll take all of your tissue at the end 
of the day.”  
 
Buyer: Right. So we’re bartering more about services, than money. 
 
PP: Yes, and again, affiliates don’t - affiliates are not looking to make money by 
doing this. They’re looking to serve their patients and just make it not impact their 
bottom line. If anything, you can make it even better to their bottom line by giving 
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them services in kind instead of money. I think a lot of them will take you up on 
that. That would definitely get people. Say, “I’ll give it to you for the same 
price, AND I’ll do that.”  
 
Buyer: What uh- We only briefly got into it with Matt, what kind of total volume, 
like, if we’re talking about containers or liters of material, let’s use yesterday as 
an example, there were 18 cases? 
 
PP: 18 cases.  
 
Buyer: 18 cases, so for those 18 cases, let’s say it was all boxed up and binned 
up. What kind of volume of material are we talking about here? Quantitatively?  
 
PP: To be on the safe side, let’s say 18 liters.   
 
0085430 
 
Buyer: 18 liters. That’s really not a lot. 
 
Waiteress: Any coffee or tea? 
 
PP: No. 
 
Buyer: So, normally how are you guys disposing of it when it’s not being 
donated? Is it going to Stericycle? 
 
PP: It goes in a labeled box, and it goes to Stericycle, yes. Stericycle, they 
handle- this is considered pathologic waste, there’s pathologic waste and 
biological waste. You know, it has to be labeled in a special way, flagged in a 
special way. Because apparently, I didn’t know this until this whole issue came 
up, but apparently- a lot of waste is just steam sterilized and then dumped. If it’s 
biological waste it has to be incinerated, it has to be tagged for incineration, that 
adds cost. They only have so many sites that do incineration and they charge 
those for incineration.   
 
Buyer: (inaudible)  
 
PP: For everyone. And then when you have less players who are willing to do it, 
there’s only one price.  
 
Buyer: Is there a reason an affiliate just doesn’t have it’s own incinerator? 
Because that, I mean- 
 
PP: I think it’s probably expensive, I think if push came to shove and they had to 
they probably will. Affiliates are just starting to band together and do certain 
things, operate labs for example, I wouldn’t be surprised if in the next five or ten 
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years, there is somebody who does it, and maybe they take on all of the 
business- it’s still business, they’re a non-profit, it’s not like they have a lot of 
money lying around at the start. You have to spend money to do something like 
that, and they just don’t have the money to spend. And, I think they would rather 
just spend it on helping patients. It’s just the right space for it.  
 
Buyer: Yea, I mean obviously we’re not medical doctors so this is a little far out 
of our field with that. I’m surprised that incinerations is so expensive. That’s it not 
a- seems like it’s just burning up-   
 
PP: Yea, it’s not just that it’s so expensive, especially in California, I mean, I don’t 
know there’s emission issues-  
 
Buyer: (inaudible) 
 
PP: There’s gotta be all kinds of regulations that you can police, because you’re 
probably regulated environmentally, you’re regulated by OSHA, you’re regulated 
by the state department of health it’s just- 
 
Buyer: It’s not easy. 
 
PP: I’ve said well, can you partner with a hospital across the way- what’s the 
nearest hospital? They have to do something with their waste, they have surgical 
specimen’s and things, what are they supposed to do with everything? Eventually 
somebody will do it. Eventually it will all make sense. But, no, to take 18 liters of 
tissue, I mean what do you do at the end of the day? I guess you just ship off 
your tissue now? 
 
Buyer: Oh, you mean when we have access? We collect what researchers want- 
 
PP: Yea, and that’s it. 
 
Buyer: We don’t collect- Our tissue procurement really is not based on taking 
that everything and sorting through it. We’re trying to isolate exactly what’s 
needed and move one, Yea. So that was my initial response to Matt Reeves, was 
like we don’t really want to be a disposal service- 
 
PP: Yea, nobody does.  
 
Buyer: We want the stuff that is actually valuable.  
 
PP: Everything just adds another layer of complication to it. 
 
Buyer: Yea, interesting.  
 
PP: But yea, that would be a huge sell, a huge, huge sell. 
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Buyer: Yeah. More so than being able to say we’ll so $60 or $75 per specimen.  
 
PP: Yea. For sure. I’m telling you, Family Planning Associates, they may go for 
their money. Private providers, they are definitely private clinics, and that’s why 
exhibiting at NAF is great. I don’t know how their- it depends on the market. In 
most markets their volume’s not going to compare to Planned Parenthood’s 
volume. We have 40 percent of the market in the whole country.   
 
Buyer: 40 percent? 
 
PP: 40 percent. 
 
Buyer: Wow. 
 
016952 
PP: Yea. Not that we’re trying to, we just do. We’re looking now- moving forward 
as access is getting harder, and laws are changing- to figure out how we can 
partner so that everybody has access, but the way it turns out, if you look at it 
today, we have 40 percent because we’re the largest provider and we’re the 
target- 
 
Waitress: A little more wine, do we split it between the two of you? 
 
PP: We should just pour out what’s in the bottle. And if we drink it we drink it, and 
if we don’t we don’t. 
 
Waitress: Yeah. 
 
PP: Not gonna throw it away. It’ll evaporate. I’m very practical. 
 
Waitress: That’s good, it’s a good way to live. 
 
PP: But, because of that, we’re the target. And because we’re the target, we’re 
not looking to make money from this. Our goal is to keep access available. And if 
we do something that makes a target, that just removes access for everybody.  
 
Buyer: To be sustainable, essentially. Yea, and that’s kind of intuitively, I think 
we’ve been feeling about the providers we want to partner with, is you know, as 
far as the Independents, and not to, you know- I think that everyone is doing 
good work in a really hard situation, not to cast aspersions on that, but a lot of 
independents don’t really seem to have it together, as much as you know, a large 
center. And- 
 
PP: And a lot of them aren’t under the scrutiny that we are under.  
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Buyer: And so just in terms of not only in terms of being able to have a workable 
relationship, but also having a sustainable relationship down the road. You know, 
if we partner with a clinic that goes out of business in a year, two years, or 
whatever, you know, that’s no good for us.  
 
PP: Well, that’s really the fundamentals too, of talking about the cost per 
specimen. At the end of the day we just want to keep the doors open. And we 
don’t want to let jeopardize keeping the doors open. We just want it to be 
reasonable for the impact it has on the clinic. This is not a new revenue stream 
the affiliates are looking at. This is a way to offer the patient the service that they 
want. Do good for the medical community. 
 
Buyer: Right. 
 
PP: And still have access at the end of the day. That’s really where people- 
 
Buyer: And we just want to make sure that we can maintain our access to the 
stuff and that’s why- 
 
PP: Absolutely. I’m sure access is critical to you as well as our patients.  
 
Buyer: But, that’s when those specimen fees come in for us. We want to make 
sure establish a relationship and keep it, um whatever’s the best way to.  
 
Buyer: I think just as important though is the volume, knowing that we have it, 
that we’re not making empty promises to people, making sure we have a secure 
access to a high volume. 
 
PP: Absolutely, you know, PPLA for example, probably about 3,000 2nd tri’s, 
12,000 total. But what you’re going to see, and see more of is, the Planned 
Parenthood affiliates who do go to 20 weeks, their volume is going to go up, it’s 
not going down. Because what’s happening is, the laws, the legal environment, is 
not shutting us down. They’re shutting everyone else down, who just don’t have 
their act together because they’re just not under the scrutiny. Um, and there are 
some groups and some independent providers, but there is only so much 
independent providers can do to withstand the pressure they’re getting. Which is, 
like I said, why we’re trying to partner together, to say, “Look we’re not going to 
be able to go to this community, what can we keep your doors open?” We want 
everyone to keep their doors open, but we have a little more- I wouldn’t even call 
it a resource, I would call it man power. We have a national office, we have 
people who are doing work on the advocacy front. We try to do everything we 
can for, our affiliates still need to do the work on the ground at the end of the day. 
We try to take as much of the burden off, as we can. The same would extend to 
you. All the burden we can take off is just one more thing.  
 
022869  
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PP: You know, I would love to find a way to frame this, too. And maybe you 
guys can think about this. You know it’s all about framing.  
 
Buyer: To frame if for affiliates or, you mean publicly.  
 
PP: Yes, to frame this publicly, because right now, we’re in a position where 
yes, our patients ask about this, and they feel that this is important, and they feel 
that they’re doing a good thing. But there are a lot of people who think that what 
we’re all doing is bad and they don’t want it to happen at all. You know, is there a 
way to continue to frame this, are there things that we can spotlight, benefits. 
Because if we can reframe the conversation, it’s just a win-win for everybody. 
More patients will want to do it, more affiliates will want to partner with you, and 
maybe some of the people who are trying to shut it down on every level will not. I 
don’t know how to do that, if I knew how to do that, I would have done it already. 
 
Buyer: But you’re making me think of other things that I do, you know, 
sometimes it doesn’t have to be a public conversations. It can just spread by 
mouth, as you said. 
 
PP: But, even a public conversation, a few years ago there was someone in the 
administration, and I’m blanking on who it was, it’ll probably come to me, who 
was just pushing, even when Christopher Reeves was working- there are people 
who are trying to elevate this and I think we just need to find the right champion.  
 
Buyer: Yea, now that you say that, that’s very similar to a conversations that 
scientists in the stem cell research, the regenerative medicine area have been 
having for many years now. Ever since it’s become a political issue, what ten 
years ago? However long? I was just at ISSCR, International Society for Stem 
Cell Research. It’s like the major meeting, this is my swag from the meeting. You 
know, every time they have a session on, “How do we communicate with the 
public?” 
 
PP: Yes. 
 
Buyer: “About what we know technically and what we’re doing.” I don’t think 
they’re as sophisticated as framing and reframing and discourse and whatever. 
It’s much more techy and kind of nerdy. It’s the same kind of problem. I was at an 
OC business mixer several months ago, and I was talking to someone who does 
social media about biotech and about tissue procurement. And he says: “Well, if 
you guys want to increase your client base, you need to be taking pictures of 
what you do and putting it on Instagram- 
 
PP: No, you don’t. He doesn’t understand what you do. [laughter] 
 
Buyer: And, I was like wait a sec, get this though, and I say that to him. And he 
says: “No, people are going to see it, they’re going to be grossed out and 
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offended, but there’s that fifteen year old emo kid who’s going to think that liver is 
the coolest thing ever. He’s going to like it, he’s not even a scientist, he thinks it’s 
gross, he likes it because he’s a fifteen year old emo kid. And then his dad sees 
it, and his dad is a doctor, or his dad is a researcher, and so he knows to go to 
you or to donate to you.” And I say, well, but what if his dad is a pastor? You 
know- 
 
PP: Yea, which happens a lot.  
 
Buyer: This guy was very- he doubled down. He said: “Yea, people are going to 
throw stones- 
 
PP: There’s always- 
 
Buyer: “You just have to be proud of what you do, and know that’s them, not 
you. And stand up and- 
 
PP: And, I think- 
 
Buyer: It’s a bold vision, but I don’t know if, you know- 
 
PP: It is a bold vision, and the conversation needs to continue, but you’re right, 
we all need to figure out a way to talk about what we do. I’m proud of what I do, I 
know you guys are proud of what you do. But, are there times when I’m sitting on 
an airplane thinking I don’t know if I want to tell this person what I do, because I 
don’t know anything about this person. I have to sit next to this person for the 
next four hours. It could be the worst four hours of my life. So uh, you don’t know, 
you have to be a little daring, but I do, I do think that we can figure out a way to 
talk about this. Look we’ve got to come up with the statistics, four in ten women 
have had an abortion in their lifetime, you know, by the time they’re forty-five- 
everybody knows somebody who’s done this. Wanna know something else? 
Even more than that I will say, everybody knows somebody who can benefit from 
stem cells research. We just need to collectively figure out, what the talking 
points are, but I know that we all want to be strong partners in this for sure. Like I 
said, I want to see all of this succeed. So, anything that I can do to work for 
everybody is a good thing. 
 
031493 
Buyer: Would there be a way, in the future maybe, if there’s a way rather 
than having to deal with all the different affiliates, is there a way to partner 
with PPFA directly? To get some kind of pre clearance or something, so 
that we have- 
 
PP: So, we tried to do this, and at the national office we have a Litigation 
and Law Department that just really doesn’t want us to be the middle 
people for this issue, right now. Because we were actually approached by 
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StemExpress to do the same thing. One of the California affiliates said, 
“We’re working with these people, we love it, we think every affiliate should 
work with them.” And so we had a conversation, and we said, you know, 
what if we go out and find everyone who is doing this and present 
everybody with a menu, and at the end of the day they just decided that 
right now, it’s just too touchy and issue for us to be an official middleman.  
 
Buyer: But, when they say right now, do they see a future? 
 
PP: Right now, the way the Supreme Court looks, it doesn’t look very good. If 
you talk to my litigation and law folks they will tell you that anything that goes to 
the Supreme Court right now, we all lose. There is also the cycle right? There’s 
the time of the year, anything that’s going to be heard we usually know by April, 
so after April it’s usually ok to talk because we don’t want to incite anyone to take 
it to that level. So, we’re at a pretty crappy time right now. We just heard Hobby 
Lobby and we knew we were going to lose the buffer zone case. Unless the 
composition of the Supreme Court changes anytime soon, we don’t want to 
be raising eyebrows.  
 
Buyer: Uh-huh 
 
PP: But I will tell you that behind closed doors, these conversations are 
happening with affiliates. And your presence- yea, in the future sometime, yes. 
This is something we need to continue the conversation because this is 
something we are always re-evaluating. And as I mentioned, the patients want to 
do this, the affiliates want to do this. We just don’t feel like it’s the right decision 
at the time. The timing is not right. Hopefully we’ll feel better, maybe we’ll feel 
better after November. Maybe things will look a lot better after November, I’m not 
so sure, I’m hoping. You know, otherwise I might move up to Canada. I can do 
my work from Vancouver just as well as I can do it from Los Angeles.    
 
Buyer: I was just there for ISSCR. Beautiful place.  
 
PP: It is a beautiful place. They have wineries, they have farms, very outdoorsy, 
a lot of snow in the winter but I’ll survive. I’ll come down to Southern California, 
my house.  
 
Buyer: Ha ha. 
 
036516 
PP: Yea, we’ve asked, and it’s just not something we can’t commit to right now. 
That doesn’t mean that we’re not continuing to have these conversations, that we 
are not going to continue to provide opportunities for our affiliates to connect. So, 
I really do think that you guys being there in Miami  is important, not just for 
Planned Parenthood, but for all the academics. So, the forum- the meeting you 
guys would be exhibiting at is a partnership between Planned Parenthood and 
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the Society for Family Planning. The Society for Family Planning, is essentially 
every training program that trains abortion providers in the country, is at that 
meeting. So this means you’re going to have people who are going on and doing 
this in their private practice, or their going to come and do it for Planned 
Parenthood. So with the exception of some of the more cowboyish independent 
providers, who we love and we’re trying to support. This is where everybody is, 
this is a win-win. And then look on the flip side, there maybe people who want to 
partner with you to procure tissue for them. 
 
Buyer: Right. That’s what I was thinking when you said academics.  
 
PP: Yea, so there’s going to be people from all over the sites, you know, 
Harvard, name a program the will be there. Wash U, OHSU, University of 
Maryland. We have twenty-three really strong sites, and many other around the 
country. So, you will be meeting a lot of academics, who really believe in what 
you do and good contacts, I mean, you’ve got Matt. He’s got the independent 
provider side. You’ve got me who’s got the PP side, and hopefully you can make 
some strong academic contacts. With UCSF? I don’t know that their are many 
academic sites, at the volume and support at UCSF are kind of an anomaly and 
giant.   
 
Buyer: They are saturated though, that was the word Dr. Drey used. They’re 
volume is saturated with being committed their local- 
 
PP: What about Cook County? Have you connected with Cook County? 
 
Buyer: Where is that? Chicago? 
 
PP: Chicago. The largest family planning provider in the Mid-West. Cook County 
hospital, Stroger Hospital- 
 
Buyer: And it’s a hospital, not an out patient clinic? 
 
PP:  Not an out patient, it’s a hospital.  
 
Buyer: And what is it called? 
 
PP: Cook county, Ashlesha Patel is the family planning program director. I’ll put 
her on my list.   
 
Buyer: And, what’s their limit?   
 
PP: 24. 20, 24.  
 
Buyer: Do they do dig? 
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PP: Yea, they dig. 
 
Buyer: How late? 
 
PP: 20, most people do 20.   
 
042119 
Buyer: So that- it’s not a PPFA National policy though right? 
 
PP: Not a PPFA National policy. 
 
Buyer: New York is not using it then. 
 
PP: PPFA National policy is you must comply with the Federal Abortion 
Act. There are a variety of ways to do that. In fact, you can’t do that before 20 
weeks. And there are affiliates who start at 20, there are affiliates that start at 22, 
and there are affiliates who don’t do it at all. New York doesn’t do it at all, I don’t 
know if you spoke with them.  New York City is- what PPLA is on the west coast, 
New York City is on the east coast. They don’t use dig, so you would have up to 
24 weeks, the other thing is, that they’re volume is probably as big, if not bigger, 
they do procedures Tuesday through Saturday. 
 
Buyer: Yea. 
 
PP: This is the type of setting where they check to see if the dilation is enough, if 
it’s not they put another set, and have them come back the next day because 
they’re doing them five days in a row. There you have probably the best 
opportunity outside of UCSF to get those larger cases. But Cook County is 
fabulous, it’s in the center of Chicago, two airports, plenty of opportunities there.  
 
Buyer: I know that we definitely want to get established somewhere local, and 
just to have that, it’s just more stable. You know? It’s kind of a sustainability 
issue- 
 
PP: I’m just trying to think of a way to get good volume in California.  
 
Buyer: Right. I would love- If we could sit down and have the same conversation 
with Orange County. I don’t know if PP Orange is more tied to their group or 
PPLA is more tied to Novogenix, you know, who has the stronger- 
 
PP: I don’t think anybody is tied to anybody. I think the problem with PPLA right 
now, is that they’re going through a leadership change. So, I don’t think anything 
is going to change anytime soon.  
 
Buyer: You guys don’t- aren’t in a position to- 
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PP: We have an interim medical director, we don’t have an ongoing medical 
director right now, so they’re just not in to make any big shifts until a new senior 
management has kind of settled in. I’ll definitely let you know when there’s a new 
medical director on board. You know, Orange I just don’t know, I get the feeling 
that they were like: “We’re good.” So I didn’t push it- 
 
Buyer: Can you find out who the company is that they’re working with? 
 
PP: Sure.  
 
Buyer: Because especially if it’s not a procurement organization, but just a 
biotech lab that happens to be in Orange County. So that, I didn’t mean to 
interrupt you. Sorry. 
 
046735  
PP: Oh no. I’ll ask them, but I’ll also push Jennefer Russo to your table. She’s 
the medical director of Orange County. I’ll make sure you guys connect with her.  
 
Buyer: Because that- 
 
PP: You guys can have the conversations with her, she can probably she more 
than I have any idea. Because I can ask what I can ask her, but I don’t know 
what I’m asking her about. 
 
Buyer: Because that makes a huge difference, if there’s only a lab, local that 
they’re working with, I’m sure that lab doesn’t have the kind of volume where they 
need all of their second tri cases. I would be surprised, unless it was UC Irvine. 
 
PP: I don’t even know, and like I said, the Novogenix name came about before, 
they’ve had three medical directors since the last medical director resigned, she 
set that up and nothing has been stable enough for them to re-evaluate that 
situation.  
 
Buyer: (inaudible) That’s not normal. 
 
PP: No, that’s not normal. The change is in senior management, one medical 
director retired. And after she retired, they haven’t been able to find a good fit yet.  
 
Buyer: So building a relationship with someone and then- 
 
PP: Yea, I just don’t feel like there’s the opportunity for that right now because 
everything is so transient that, until I feel we’ve found something with sticking 
power, it’s not worth your while. I do feel like Family Planning Associates has 
good possibilities. In fact, I’m going to text her right now to ask the dig question. I 
can’t believe that question.  
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Buyer: I was shocked, there goes that opportunity.  
 
PP: I don’t think they do dig, I’m going to double check right now. I don’t even 
think they do it at all.     
 
Buyer: They must be really concerned about a sheriff is Bakersfield or 
something.  
 
PP: I would be shocked, and she’s usually pretty quick, she might be with 
patients, but let’s see. Oh, we just got an answer. They don’t do dig until 18.6. 
 
Buyer: Oh, 18.6.  
 
000000 
 
Buyer: Can you ask her if they’re working with anyone right now? 
 
PP: Look what says! “Are you working with anyone.” In exact, actual words.  
 
Buyer: Read my mind. Is she in the area? Does she want to come and have a 
drink? 
 
PP: She’s downtown. In Koreatown actually, where their headquarters is. I 
trained her.  
 
Buyer: Oh wow. So you think FPA is a good provider, in your book they’re legit. 
They’re not flaky like the independent providers.  
 
PP: Novogenix is very little potatoes, I feel like its’- Doogie Howser basically runs 
the company, he’s a doc. I don’t know how he- 
 
PP: You’re talking about Novogenix? or FPA? 
 
PP: Novogenix. FPA is totally worth working with, with their medical director, for 
many years, I was apprehensive about FPA because it was basically just kind of 
like a for profit organization. They have a medical director there- they offer 
prenatal care now, they’re offering- they’re really rounding themselves out. 
They’re going to be become quite a competitor to Planned Parenthood in 
California. I’m not worried about it- 
 
Buyer: Friendly competition.   
 
PP: They’re trying to really build- to strengthen themselves to be a long time 
player in the community, and I think that’s an important collaboration.  
 
Buyer: Almost like Kaiser.  
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PP: Oh yea, for sure.  
 
Buyer: If, we can offer to an affiliate that we’re going to take care of everything, 
the consenting, the collection, we don’t even need an extra room, we just need 
three feet of space in the path lab, in the back with a dish so we can do that.  
 
PP: Uh huh. Which we already have set up, you just have to- 
 
Buyer: Right. Is that- are there affiliates, who would just donate the tissue for 
free?  
 
PP: Probably. I mean really, the guidance is, this is not something you should be 
making an exorbitant amount of money on.   
 
Buyer: Is that the PPFA guidance or? 
 
004293 
PP: Yes. Our goal, like I said, is to give patients the option without impacting our 
bottom line. The messaging is this should not be seen as a new revenue stream, 
because that’s not what it is.    
 
Buyer: That seems like it would be, and correct me if I’m wrong. Seems like it 
would be such an easy thing to not show a profit. No matter how much we 
compensate, it— 
 
PP: Yeah. Well, but at the end of the day, you still need to have the paperwork to 
back it up because, we are under a microscope. 
 
Buyer: But your cost, your loss in some areas must be so much that that can be 
shown to, I don’t know- 
 
PP: I understand. If you were to look at it in the big picture, yes. But nobody 
looks at it in the big picture, they look with the little blinders on.  
 
Buyer: Ok. I’m just trying to brainstorm. Because, I think offering some people, 
not only, just offsetting their cost in other areas, seeing the potential for that, 
besides the potential, for the patient, I’m still going down that road, even though I 
know, I understand what you’re saying. This cannot be seen as, “We’re doing this 
for profit.” 
 
006878        
PP: No. Nothing, no affiliate should be doing anything that’s not like, reasonable 
and customary. This is not- nobody should be “selling” tissue. That’s just not the 
goal here. 
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Buyer: Right. And, I never see that as, I don’t look at it that way, we’re not selling 
tissue, we’re selling the possibility of what the research can offer.  
 
PP: I think we all would agree with you. That’s just not the perception, sadly, for 
everybody. 
 
Buyer: I mean, researchers are paying for procurement, they’re not paying for- 
 
PP: Yea, I know.  
 
Buyer: You’re not buying a brain, you’re buying a procurement service.  
 
PP: Exactly. Exactly. And, at the end of the day, it is all just sitting there, it’s all 
just going to be wasted otherwise. That’s what it is, it’s a waste. It’s a complete 
and total waste. I work at a private clinic where, if the patients want to take the 
remains with them, they can do that. But at the end of the day, it’s just being sent 
off to Stericycle or some other company, I just don’t see- 
 
Buyer: It could rot in the ground. 
 
PP: And have an impact. But, I mean I understand, there’s so many ethical levels 
involved, and people have very strong feeling, and they’re entitled to their 
opinions. But at the end of the day, I’m just trying to make the most people 
happy. And to do the most with it.  
 
Buyer: Right, and do it in a way that’s mindful- often times- Lisa Harris was a 
very interesting presentation, the NAF meeting, how often times stigma 
masquerades as ethics or conscience, and so again if people are looking at 
tissue procurement services and looking at it with blinders on, as opposed to 
seeing the big picture, why are you looking at it with blinders to begin with? 
That’s a manifestation of your own prejudices and judgment. 
 
PP: Yea, Lisa’s been doing amazing work, for the last five years so on this. 
That’s another affiliate that goes to 20 weeks.    
 
Buyer: She said she’s a quite a bit of experience with it, she’s provided materials 
to Michigan researchers in the past. Although, it’s sounds like her volume is not 
very big. 
 
PP: Oh I don't know her volume- It can’t be that big, because they were sending 
their students to Los Angeles to train. 
 
Buyer: Really? Wow.  
 
PP: She didn’t come across on my list. Like I said I think we kinda went through 
the folks- Like I said, I think your best bet at this point would be FPA. They have 
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a ridiculous volume, and Rachel Steward is the person to connect with. 
Whenever she answers me, I’ll follow that up, but I think you’ve got some good 
leads.   
 
Buyer: Yea, and if Dr. Russo as well wanted to have a conversation, I think we 
would both- 
 
PP: I think that she’s always willing to talk. It’s just- we’ll get her on a 
conversation soon, don’t want to be too pushy. And when I’m down in San Diego, 
I’ll just learn a little about what they’re doing. I didn’t realize that the hostess is in 
a sling.  
 
Buyer: Her wrist. 
 
PP: Is that what happened? To get surgery or? 
 
Buyer: I asked her and she said it’s not very exciting. 
 
PP: She’s in this lovely dress and a sling. It’s hard not to notice.   
 
Buyer: So, when you’re- when you know, in the back of your mind you’ve got X, 
Y, and Z organs that need to be procured and we want them to be reasonably 
intact, and you convert to breech, are you saying that pretty much, I mean there’s 
no guarantees with any of this, but we can pretty much count on having you 
know, the major areas, torso, thorax, abdomen intact- 
 
014865 
PP: I’ll actually collect what you want sometimes, and put it aside.   
 
Buyer: Oh, so you actually do the- 
 
015120 
PP: If I see it. Why not? I’m right there.  Oh, for sure, I mean to me, I don’t know, 
it makes the procedure that much better, like I’ve done something better. Like I 
said, I think that forming a relationship with the providers, like you did at NAFF 
because that was a lot of providers. the providers as much as the patients want 
to do this. I think they would all love to participate in something like this. It just 
adds another level of interest to what they’re doing. You know, everyone has a 
different technique, so that's the thing. There’s definitely local variance, like 
no two people do a C-section the same way, no two people do a hysterectomy 
the same way. No two people do a D&E the same way. With that said, If you 
maintain enough of a dialogue with the person who’s actually doing the 
procedure, so they understand what the end-game is, there are little things, 
changes they can make in their technique to increase your success. 
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Buyer: Even though they have a set way that they do it, they’re open to 
changing that? 
 
PP: Reasonable, if they’re reasonable people, sure. I’m mean there’s 
always going to be that one person who’s like: “This is my thing I’ve been 
doing it for one-hundred years- 
 
Buyer: Warren Hern. 
 
PP: Yea. I love Warren Hern, he serves a purpose. I mean, he just lives in an 
alternate universe. He just lives in Warren’s universe. I love him, I use his 
instruments, I use a lot of his techniques, you know, but he’s Warren.   
 
Buyer: If we were to look at it from a different perspective, kind looking across 
the nation at the providers who are best, or most technically skilled maybe- 
 
PP: Yes. 
 
Buyer: Who we can say, you know, we need two intact brain hemispheres, we 
need thymus, liver, you know, not shredded liver that’s in eight pieces. Does that 
change the landscape at all? Kind of whoever’s better suited to facilitate the 
process at all.   
 
PP: I’ll be honest with you, if you have very specific things you’re looking for, 
you're almost more likely to get that, rather than at a clinic, and a private provider 
who does exactly what they want, the way they want to do it. So for example, 
when I worked at PPLA, they were seen by a nurse practitioner going over 
protocol, you have to get at least six laminaria in, if you get more, great, if you 
can’t, no big deal I’ll figure something out. When I see my private patients at the 
other surgical center where I work, I put in the laminaria myself, I know that this 
isn’t enough, so I’m going to do this, that, different things.  
 
020221 
PP: So, if there are very specific things you are thinking of, sometimes an 
independent clinic or a private provider, while your volume is going to be 
lower, you quality is going to be higher. And that’s not true for all of them, it’s 
just some of them.  
 
Buyer: But it’s possible that they may have more freedom- 
 
PP:  Yes.  
 
Buyer: To work the way they want to.  
 
020850 
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PP: But, on the flip side, for example, so I had 8 cases yesterday. And I 
knew exactly what we needed, and I kinda looked at the list and said okay, 
this 17-weeker has 8 lams, and this one—so I knew which were the cases 
that were probably more likely to yield what we needed, and I made my 
decisions according to that too, so it’s worth having a huddle at the 
beginning of the day, and that’s what I do. I don’t think other providers do that, 
but I actually like being involved in the process, so I say, ‘Okay, what are you 
looking to supply today?’ And then I look at the list, and I say well, all these 
patients, they only have 3 laminaria, I wouldn’t hold your breath for that, I think I 
might be able to get it for this case, I think I might be able to get it for that case, is 
there, you know, what else can we do? But it’s worth having that conversation, 
that’s why I say that the providers are important. Most of the conversation you’re 
going, I want say- at the NAF meeting there’s two different crowds. And I feel like 
the one’s who are going to come to your table, are going to be a lot of the 
independent clinics, owners of independent clinics, and that’s who’s going to be 
coming to your table. But there's also the 2nd trimester providers meeting, that’s 
where you heard Lisa Harris talk, that’s where- those are the folks who do just 
those cases that yield the tissue that you want, you know, there should be a way, 
maybe Matt and figure this out. But, you guys can establish a relationship with 
just those providers, to just tap into those practices. There’s not a lot of us- that’s 
the conversation to have. In most cases it’s going to be the clinic owner or the 
clinic manager saying: “Yes, we're doing this, this is what we’re doing.” You’re not 
really going to talk to the provider, they change everyday, they do what they do 
everyday. If you can establish a relationship with the providers, that would be 
great. When you work with and affiliate- once or twice a year, they have a 
providers meeting, maybe you say, I don’t know if you have meeting with 
providers, but we’d love to come in and introduce ourselves, talk about what we 
do, and that’s who those people are in the tissue lab, when they’re wondering 
what that person is in the corner. Maybe you forge that relationship to make your 
quality a little bit better. It can’t hurt, it couldn’t hurt.  
 
Buyer: Right. I didn’t realize there wasn’t a standard number of laminaria for 
each patient. But it’s highly variable? 
 
PP: Every clinic I’ve been to has an entirely different protocol. Planned 
Parenthood, New York City, the surgeon that’s there that day, takes out the 
laminaria, does an exam, decides if there’s enough for them, if there’s not they 
put more in and come back the next day. PPLA, if they’re above 20 weeks, they 
get at least six in, it’s fine. Family Planning Associates in Chicago has what they 
have. Every- Jerry Edwards has what he has. Warren Hern has what he has.     
 
025813 
PP: As far as medicine goes, this, for a very long time has been a data-free 
zone. In the last three to five years, we’ve seen a lot more, because the Society 
for Family Planning has been publishing guidelines. So, in ten years from now, I 
think it’ll be much more standard, but we’re still a long way away from that.  
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Buyer: So, that's why it’s so important to talk directly with he affiliates because 
you can’t necessarily tell us- 
 
PP: I can’t tell you how they’re doing it. I can tell you what it says in the 
standards. I can tell you the protocol as, these are all the things you must do, and 
it allows for incredible variability. Like I said, you don’t have to use digoxin, you 
don’t have to use misoprostol. Some people use laminaria, some people use 
Dilapan, so really all over the map.   
 
Buyer: Would you- because I heard for example from one of the Planned 
Parenthood providers, in Northern California, who works with StemExpress. She 
was saying that she uses misoprostol for all her dilations, and that, she thought 
made a huge difference, in terms of getting out intact specimens. So can we 
make a request like that- or maybe more realistically. Digoxin. If we were working 
with somebody who digs at twenty weeks, and somebody really needs twenty 
two week thymus, can we hold the dig for two weeks.       
 
028543 
PP: So let me tell you an interesting story. So there’s not a lot of clear data 
on digoxin. Providers who use digoxin use if for one of two reasons. 
There’s a group of people who use it so they have no risk of violating the 
Federal Abortion Ban. Because if you induce a demise before the 
procedure, nobody’s going to say you did a “live”—whatever the federal 
government calls it. Partial-birth abortion. It’s not a medical term, it doesn’t 
exist in reality. So some people use it to avoid providing a “partial-birth 
abortion.” Others use it because they actually think it makes the tissue 
softer and it makes it safer and easier to do the procedure. Is there data for 
either of these? No. Because number 1, the Federal Abortion Ban is a law, 
and laws are up to interpretation. So there are some people who interpret it 
as intent. So if I say on Day 1 I do not intend to do this, what ultimately 
happens doesn’t matter. Because I didn’t intend to do this on Day 1 so I’m 
complying with the law. There are other people that say well if you induce 
demise it doesn’t matter, you’re never gonna do it so you don’t have to 
worry about intent. So that’s one side of it. The other side is there are 
providers who actually feel it makes the procedure easier. I am one of 
those providers. And so a few years ago, we actually tried to get affiliates 
to agree together to do a randomized control trial- 
 
Buyer: Oh wow.  
 
PP: -where patients go digoxin and some didn’t, but at the end of the day, 
the affiliates who liked using digoxin, did not want to give that up. And the 
affiliates who didn’t give digoxin didn’t want to do it. We couldn’t get 
anyone to agree to randomize, so the likelihood that you’re going to go to 
an affiliate who uses dig and ask them not to do it, and they say yes? Not 
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going to happen. Not going to happen, people are not going to give up 
they’re dig. And the dig haters are not going to give in. 
 
Buyer: Wow. Wow. 
 
PP: Even in the face of research. So they say that they work with UCLA and 
USC but- 
 
Buyer: UCLA is Novogenix, that’s where they're based out of. 
 
PP: So, I’m thinking they have Novogenix. Which doesn’t surprise me because 
Dr. Steward sometimes fills in at PPLA who probably works with Novogenix. I 
asked her if she has a procurement company. So the likelihood that you’re going 
to get someone to not use dig, it’s low. You're either going to partner with 
someone who never uses dig, or you’re not going to have a choice.  
 
Buyer: They’re really set in their way basically, it’s not a- 
 
PP: Until there’s more data, I just don’t see it changing, like I said, I tried for more 
than a year to get people to agree, like this is research, this is a randomized 
control trial, they were willing to randomize everything else. They were not willing 
to give up digoxin or to give digoxin. Which is- it’s amazing how something that 
has such little data, has such strong feelings.    
 
Buyer: So, it sounds like even with data, the emotions are still going to be there.  
 
PP: Yea, well, I don’t know, I don’t think we’re ever going to get data- 
 
Buyer: Really? 
 
PP: -the data, I would love good data. the problem is, the data that we have right 
now is wishy-washy. The data is, yes providers can tell, if the dig worked or not, 
they could tell that there was demise, does it translate to anything at the end of 
the day? I don’t know. Do they subjectively see it was easy, yes. Does it make 
the procedure any easier? Are we ever going to get the volume to show data? 
Incidence of complication is so low, you would need tens of thousands of cases 
to show a difference in complications. So, they’re probably never going to show a 
difference in complications. The third difference is, does the patient experience it 
differently? and there’s only one study that really looked at this well. In a small 
number of patients it showed supposedly, that nausea was higher in the patients 
that got dig, but they didn’t measure the nausea at different parts, so you don’t 
know what the nausea was really from, was it from the laminaria insertion, was it 
from the dig injection, was it from just being pregnant? So, the people who are 
anti dig generally say: “It doesn't give you any benefit, it just increases nausea.” 
I don’t see nausea as a negative, I think most of these patients are experiencing 
nausea already, and I have been able to complete procedures already, that I 
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know I would not have been able to complete if it wasn't dig. But again, I don’t 
have a randomized control trial to back that up. I don’t know, maybe we’ll get 
there. We’ve been able to slowly get there with randomized control trials around 
cervical dilation. So, I don’t know if you guys have ever spoken to Alyssa 
Goldberg? Alisa Goldberg is at Planned Parenthood of Massachusetts, she just 
got a grant for a very large control trial for what dilation is best?  What techniques 
work? Does adding misoprostol make a difference? And things like that. I think it 
makes a difference. And so maybe after a few more years of success doing 
these large randomized control trials on dilation, maybe they’ll do it on digoxin 
again. There’s just a lot of people that just want to avoid any problem and if 
there’s some fetal demise, you don’t have to worry about intent, you don’t have to 
worry about abortion man or anything else. So, like I said, if you want no dig, 
your options are UCSF and Planned Parenthood New York City, and that's it. 
And the reason they for Planned Parenthood New York City is because they all 
trained at UCSF. So, it’s like the UCSF school. They’re the only ones to my 
knowledge that don’t use dig before 20, 22 weeks. It’s going to be hard to get 
those later cases. Like I said, New York City is worth going for, and I don’t know 
that they're partnered with anybody. I don’t know what the feasibility for that is for 
you but to me that, other than UCSF is the largest site of 20 to 22 week cases 
that have not gotten feticide, and I know because I’m a provider there too. So, I 
mean, I've practiced in both places. My subjective experience, it’s easier with dig. 
The other thing that might interesting for you to learn is that there are some 
affiliates who are interested, there are, 
 
040113 
PP: so, genetic abnormalities. Do you guys ever collected tissue in patients with 
genetic abnormalities? 
 
Buyer: Once or twice if there’s a specific project going on with that stuff. And 
even certain genetic mutations are interesting for- not for harmful abnormalities 
but for HIV, there’s a long story we don’t have to get involved.   
 
PP: There are affiliates that will do cases higher than they normally would, 
because they have genetic abnormalities. But we don’t know if you would 
accept that tissue. 
 
Buyer: For fetal indications. More than nine times out of ten, more like ninety five 
times out of one hundred, stem cell researchers want normal healthy tissue, for 
therapeutic applications. 
 
PP: Well, that’s what I figured. You can’t develop a cell line if you don’t want it to 
have abnormalities. When I went to medical school I did cell culture for—.  
 
Buyer: Oh, yea, yea yea. 
 
PP: It was just heart and muscle though. I have a little idea. 
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Buyer: Oh yea, so you know a little about a certain number of passages, and 
after a certain number it’s no good anymore. You have to source it again. 
 
PP: Well yea, people need to develop cell line, and there was this really 
interesting story in the news. You must have heard- There was a cell line and 
they traced it back to the patient and the family is suing. 
 
Buyer: Yea, Henrietta Lacks. The HeLa cells.  
 
PP: Yea, and so I’m reading that and I’m like wow. Take it and do whatever you 
want with it.  
 
Buyer: Ha ha yea, sometimes there is a specific project that, you know, has to 
do with Down Syndrome or Sickle Cell Anemia or something very specific and 
the do want something like that, but that’s definitely a rarity, especially when it 
comes to cell based therapies. Really, the fetal cells are getting the most action 
right now when it comes to translational research, which is actually taking things 
from the lab into the clinic, finding therapeutic applications that could go to 
market. There’s some really cool stuff going on with neural progenitor cells going 
on right now. Human clinical trials going on, stage two and three FDA clinical 
trials right now.   
 
044142 
PP: So, you know there are providers who go beyond 24 weeks. Are you working 
with any of them? 
 
Buyer: So, you know for example, Susan Robinson- 
 
PP: And Shelley Sella. 
 
Buyer: Over in Albuquerque, they start doing dig at 18 weeks. I had a great 
conversations with Susan at NAFF, I recognized her from “After Tiller” which I 
saw about a year ago. And so we had a great conversation and she was saying 
she had experience working with Planned Parenthood in Fresno maybe? 
 
PP: She works in the Santa Barbara-Ventura, San Luis Obispo clinic and 
probably Mar Monte and some of those up north. 
 
Buyer: She said a couple years ago, she had been working in the Central Valley 
clinics. They had been working with StemExpress at the time, and she thought it 
was so fascinating to watch the tech work, and all the parts. She said it’s 
wonderful, we’ve done it before, would love to do it but, we start doing dig at 18 
weeks in New Mexico, and I think they already working with somebody too, 
maybe with the university there or something. The really extreme or later cases, 
that’s the- there’s a standard that researchers are looking at right now, I would 
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say is roughly between 16 and 22 weeks. I think that’s kind of where everybody 
is focused on right now, and maybe some of that is artificial because there just 
aren’t that many places to get 24 and later, so that’s why nobody is using higher 
gestational tissue, I don’t know, it’s just a result of the supply that’s there, not of 
actually- 
 
PP: So, she’s not working with anybody, she’s just working in individual studies 
right now, whenever it happens. I asked if they were interested. 
 
Buyer: And that’s? 
 
PP: Family Planning Services. So you might have just hit the jackpot.  
 
Buyer: Ha, another conversation very soon, about that.  
 
047828  
PP: Yea, the reason that I mention that is, there are a few sites that go to 26 
or go further and there’s a lot of conversation-  
 
Buyer: Those are Planned Parenthood sites? 
 
PP: Not yet- but there’s a lot of conversation about who goes to the legal 
limit in their state, if they don’t go to the legal limit in their state why don’t 
they, is there another provider that does? So we’re about to start doing 
some mapping work to say, you know, are there states where nobody’s 
going to the legal limit? And if not, why not, and what can we do about 
that? So that’s just, I’ll keep that in the back of my mind, because that’s 
something worth thinking about. You know, another state you should consider, 
Utah really has just got their service off the ground, but they’re are no other 
providers in Utah. I’m sure they’d be interested in going further. 
 
Buyer: How far are they going now? 
 
PP: I just gave them a waiver. They’re probably going to 14 or 16, but I just gave 
them a waiver to go to 20, and I think they’re going to start going to 20 on a 
regular basis. Utah’s got a nice airport, Salt Lake City, right there. It’s kind 
western. 
 
Buyer: It’s not too far away. 
 
PP: And uh, they train fellows, but they’ve got some really motivated providers. I 
think they would be someone else worth considering. I’ll add it to my list. 
 
Buyer: Who’s the medical director there? His name is David Turok, he’s doing a 
lot of work right now with emergency contraception and IUDs. Pretty incredible 
guy, pretty forward thinking, always willing to push the envelope a little further 
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than anyone else, that’s kinda why he popped in to my mind. I feel that there are 
about a million introductions that I want to make, you know? Not only to people 
via email, I want you guys to talk to each other.  
 
Buyer: I mean certainly, the one’s who are closer like Dr. Russo, Dr. Patel? Did 
you say from Family Planning? 
 
PP: No, she’s in Chicago. Steward.  
 
Buyer: Steward. I have it here, yea. 
 
PP: Yea, we’ll definitely get you-   
     
000000 
 
Buyer: So, it’s easy for us to do the same kind of thing here, and for the ones 
that are further away, it would be just a little bit more preparation to- 
 
PP: Yea, well, the ones that are further away, it probably makes more sense to 
chat with them in October and then if something comes of it, follow up from there. 
October actually is not that far away. 
 
Buyer: October is not too far away, yea. No pun intended right? For Halloween, 
October. 
 
PP: I’m trying schedule another meeting and looking at the calendar, I’m like 
we’re already in the first two weeks of August, so I’m looking at October for 
scheduling meetings now. Where has the year gone? It’s just wrong, it just gets 
faster. Can we slow it down a little bit? You know, the work you’re doing? Slow 
down time? 
 
Buyer: Yea, I know. I think that’s physics, not biology. (inaudible) Well that’s the 
crazy thing. The biggest thing about R&D time lines, some of them are so 
shackled to the timeline of availability or unavailability of material to work with 
and so, if you can really open that up, and get the tissues to researchers when 
they need them, and the stuff that they need that can literally cut in half. The time 
that their projecting for what they’re working on. You know, if you’re doing a study 
that you’re foreseeing to have any kind of clinical application whatsoever, the the 
biggest thing that you’re looking at is being able to reproduce or replicate 
whatever you’re showing, so you need more samples, more trails and again, it’s 
just the volume- 
 
PP: So, I just had a really weird idea. You know I find it very interesting you 
know, explaining how tissue procurement will affect the projects, and things like 
that. Have you ever thought about doing a little talk? On it? 
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Buyer: Like a little workshop. 
 
PP: Yea, like at the NAF meeting, or just a little something for the local providers 
or something like that? 
 
Buyer: If they would let us. Yea 
 
PP: You know, where they can hear about and understand where the tissue 
goes, the impact and things like that? 
 
Buyer: That’s a word where going through my mind as you were talking. We 
need to educate.  
 
PP: Well, I’m sure people are dying to know. And, they’re dying to know, here’s 
the thing, if you can do it for providers. In a way, you have backwards word of 
mouth. They’re going to tell it to the patients too, they are able to share that 
information and everyone’s going to get on board. You do a little thirty minute 
session before the day starts or at the end of the day, about this is what happens 
once- once the patients donates tissue, this is what really happens. This is how it 
affects time lines, this is how critical it is to the people, this is the impact that you 
can have. That’s the best marketing you could ever do. Like I said, I think 
especially in the scientific community would, they would all find it unbelievably 
interesting. I certainly do.  
 
Buyer: Can we have a wine and cheese evening? We’ll get Dr. Steward and 
Russo and people from Pacific Southwest in a room together.  
 
PP: I think we should. Actually, let me reach out to them and say: Hey you 
know, do you guys ever wonder about these things? We just have to get 
together one night, and kinda talk about it and what happens. 
 
Buyer: Then we could brainstorm about messaging afterwards, and all kind of, 
you know.  
 
PP: Yea.  
 
Buyer: We’re going to change the world. 
 
PP: Look, everyday that’s what we try to do. Slow work and sometimes you wish 
things would slow down so you can have an impact but- 
 
Buyer: No, this is the good side of time passing quickly. 
 
PP: There you go. I’m going to start changing the way I think about things.  
 
Buyer: Good. Reframe it.  
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PP: I don’t consider myself a very political person, but I think it’s worth you doing 
something like that. Let’s do kind of a little local thing, and then if it’s a hit, you 
may want to do it for a bigger group.  
 
Buyer: So, when you say local, how many people are you talking about, in what 
area? 
 
PP: Here’s an idea—the southern California medical directors have an LLC 
meeting quarterly, and they do it somewhere the San Diego, Orange, 
Pasadena, LA people, and Santa Barbara people all get together. So maybe 
we can do it like to coincide wherever they’re meeting someday, at the end 
of that day. I could pull in someone who runs the program at USC, I could 
pull in the person who is at Family Planning Associates, I could figure out if 
there is anyone locally- 
 
Buyer: What type of venue and how much time? 
 
PP: I would just be interested in hearing about what you were just talking about. 
 
Buyer: So, like thirty minutes.  
 
PP: Yea, so just like a little thirty minutes talk. Just time to chat about it. I think 
that would be fabulous.  You know, you could limit it to medical director people or 
you could bring in some of the local providers as well. We could pull in the local 
fellows. You tell me what you think you would want to do. I think that’s an 
amazing idea. 
 
Buyer: You said the meet four times? 
 
PP: They meet every three months, I know they just had one, we may just want 
to do something as a one off, or we may want to give you guys some time to plan 
to do something in October.    
 
Buyer: Does that sound like something- 
 
PP: I mean we should talk about this. I feel like- 
 
Buyer: This is exciting to me.  
 
PP: And just, I can’t imagine that there's not one of them who wants to 
understand a little bit better about the other side. We know our side really well, 
we want to know your side. And it gives you an opportunity to learn our side, and 
give you ideas as well. But I also think you- you can kinda test it and see what 
happens, take a shot in the dark, maybe you want to tell them that. You could do 
a workshop on tissue donation and what it means. We want to do a little 
reception at the National Medical Conference or Forum or something. I do- I think 
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testing it, right here, right now, and seeing what comes of it is probably a good 
idea. 
 
Buyer: Yea. 
 
PP: UCLA and USC, they both have a fellowship program, so they have 
OB/GYNs who are training to be providers. So, maybe. No, I think it’s worth a 
little test. I think the conversation would be unbelievably stimulating for both 
sides. We’d all get a lot of insight. On both sides of the coin.  
 
012624 
Buyer: Yea, speaking of which you don’t have, by chance, on you copy of 
PPFA tissue procurement guidelines or anything like that. 
 
PP: There are no guidelines.   
 
Buyer: Not written.  
 
PP: They're guidelines on research, but there are no guidelines on tissue 
procurement.  
 
Buyer: Okay. 
 
PP: And there will never be guidelines. 
 
Buyer: Oh. Just to keep it—to keep everything— 
 
PP: There’s no guidelines, if something qualifies as research, and an 
affiliate wants to participate in a particular research study, there are 
guidelines of how that happens. If they’re gonna participate in something 
like this, you know there are mechanisms by which contracts can be 
reviewed and things like that, but there are no guidelines. This is something 
that the national office is not involved in. For the first few years that it happened, 
it was treated as research, and then we realized that this was kind of overkill 
because we didn’t have a particular IRB approved study, it just didn’t fit into our 
framework. So we just kind of backed off of it. 
 
Buyer: I guess, even in terms of compensation and stuff like that? 
 
PP: Nothing is written. There’s nothing in stone. 
 
Buyer: As a security measure, as much as anything else.  
 
PP: You know, it’s- if people want to ask for guidance, there is. But do we have a 
written policy? No. I can’t imagine we’re going to have one anytime soon.  
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Buyer: Yea, I think I would agree, I think these things are kind of best handled- 
when the atmosphere is the way it is, that kind of thing is best handled at the 
local level.  
 
015607 
PP: Alright, FPA apparently seems to think that it’s research and that it’s kinda 
wishy washy- 
 
Buyer: Wait. Can you explain to me, what did she say? 
 
PP: She said: “Well because we’re a for profit-company we can’t really get 
involved in research.” I said, well, I'm not sure this is research this is quite 
different, we actually- 
 
Buyer: If they want to talk profit, I’ll talk profit.  
 
PP: Well, it’s funny because at Planned Parenthood, we don’t consider that 
research. The FPA apparently they consider it research. I also think that’s 
another interesting conversation, I think there needs to be a meeting so we 
understand what it is, and how it fits into all our different agendas, whatever, how 
the environment influences all of us. I think it’s worth doing. For sure. So, I think 
this is definitely to be continued.  
 
Buyer: Definitely. Is there anything you wanted to talk- is there anything else on 
your agenda? 
 
PP: Any more picking you want to do?  
 
Buyer: No, I think we’ve got a good pit. 
 
PP: Well, I feel like we’ve got some good idea’s here. 
 
Buyer: I’m excited. Thank you for taking the time. 
 
PP: Yeah, absolutely. Thank you for being persistent and having me here today, 
and for a fabulous lunch. I have to tell you, I am excited about the prospect of 
even hearing a little bit about what happens once you leave one of our sites, with 
your tissue. What it means to the researcher and the bigger picture. It’s almost 
kind of like image building.  
 
Buyer: Yea. 
 
PP: And it’s a good thing for everyone. Yea, and who knows, maybe in 
November we’ll feel even better. Something else will happen.  
 
Buyer: There is hope. 
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PP: There is always hope, that’s why we all do what we do. Yea, so how did you 
get involved in- 
 
Buyer: I was a bio major in school and I’ve done graduate research with- my 
main interest is SCID mouse modeling, which is where you have the humanized 
mouse model, I don’t  know how familiar you are with it. So, that’s why I say liver 
and thymus and bone marrow so much, because that’s kind of the classic 
humanized mouse model when you have certain strains of mice that are 
mutated, they lack a murine immune system. 
 
PP: So, I used to bike, I went to school at the University of Wisconsin, in Madison 
and I used to bike right past this facility where all these poor mutant mice come 
from.  
 
Buyer: No, so they're not ugly or- 
 
PP: No, no. They’re lacking this gene or they’re lacking that gene. What ever 
mutation they have, they’re all have the same- 
 
Buyer: So, if they’re lacking a mouse immune system, then you can graft 
whatever you want into them and they won’t reject it. So you can graft human 
fetal tissue into them, and if it’s fresh and the cells still viable, then the thymus 
will still grow and produce thymus cells and the liver will do it’s thing, still have 
hematopoiesis going on. You can construct a human immune system inside a 
mouse, and then test different diseases, drugs- 
 
PP: Vaccines. 
 
Buyer: All kinds of stuff on a human immune system, except it’s a mouse. It’s 
because of that kind of model that we are on the brink of a cure for HIV. I mean 
it’s right- they’re are functional cell based cures, based on bone marrow and 
things like that. That’s when I was talking about the CCR delta-32 mutation, I 
don’t know if that means anything you, it’s a mutation that affects the way the 
actually binds to a cell, and so people- individuals who have the CCR delta-32 
mutation in their cells, the virus can’t enter the cells. 
 
PP: I know. I know someone who has that.  
 
023493  
Buyer: You know the Berlin patient? 
 
PP: I do, I know the patient. It’s funny that you mention it, it’s very interesting. 
 
Buyer: I mean so it figuring out- how can we use viral vectors or genetic therapy 
to tale regular stem cell, alter them and put them back in, and producing an 
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immune system that it itself immune to HIV truly. And there’s other models, 
there’s other ways to go about it. There’s a lot of interesting work being done, 
where it’s not the CCR delta-32 mutation. Where the idea is to genetically modify 
the cells to express the same factors and chemicals as typical HIV anti-virus 
cocktails, the medicine that people take. There was one study where they 
combine the three most potent HIV meds and took whatever combination that 
was and inserted it into the cells, and inserted that into the stem cells, and the 
stem cells will produce antiviral retro therapy stem cells. 
 
PP: Yeah, we’re really excited, we just rolled out PREP through Planned 
Parenthood- 
 
Buyer: Truvada or something else? Truvada. 
 
PP: It’s actually affordable for some patients. Not all of them, but for some. See, 
that’s the thing, if people to hear more about the bigger picture too, that’s what 
you need to tell them about. Everybody, at the end of the day, they need to 
understand the big picture, the end game. It’s very easy to protest when they 
have their blinders on at they’re twenty feet view. They get a ten thousand feet 
view, and suddenly it all fits together.  
 
Buyer: [inaudible] Where is that person now? Just being sensitive to how much 
they can hear. How about you? How did you come to do- 
 
027697 
 
PP: Oh god, you know, it’s funny, I train a lot of people, I do a lot of mentoring, 
I’m probably the worst person ever to tell you how to get where you are. I didn't 
ever really ever have a plan, I knew what I liked, and knew what I didn’t like, and 
luckily for me opportunities presented themselves every so often and so, I made 
a decision every few years, but I never looked for a job in my life, I never said I 
need to do this, I need to do that, it just kind of happened. So, to make a long 
story as short as possible, I was an athlete and I had a whole bunch of injuries 
and surgeries, and things like that. I became very interested in orthopedic 
surgery, and then I said ok, I’m going to be an orthopedic surgeon. And then I 
went to college and I said, I don't want to be an orthopedic surgeon, maybe I’ll 
just do sports medicine. But, you know I’ll be a physical therapist, because that’s 
easier than- Orthopedics are like big old burly guys, and I didn’t know if I wanted 
to be with these people, surrounded, that’s just not what I look like, I’m not the 
orthopedic surgeon type. So I’m going to be a physical therapist, and when I was 
in college physical therapy became a master’s degree instead of a bachelor’s 
degree, and I said, if I’m going to graduate school, I might as well become a 
doctor. So, I decided to go to graduate school, and then I hung out with all the 
Ortho people, and I said No, this definitely isn’t for me. But I really liked babies, 
believe it or not. And I said ok, I’m going to be a pediatrician. I don’t know if you 
know much about pediatrics, it’s really treating moms. It’s not really treating kids, 
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and the kids you do treat, they’re sick, and it’s very depressing and I said there’s 
no way I can do this. I could maybe do perinatology, where I deal with like just 
born babies, and neonatology, and then I said ok, I’m going to be an OBGYN, 
and then I’m going to become a maternal-fetal medicine specialist. And that was 
kind where I was going, and I will tell you the date, I was on-call, it was my last 
day, I was on call, when you’re a resident in obstetrics and gynecology you 
spend a dedicated amount of time in obstetrics and a dedicated amount of time 
in gynecology. In your senior year, it’s four months of each. So, February 28th 
1998 was my last day of GYN ever as a resident and then I would be done. July I 
would graduate and then I would be an OB/GYN. And on that day, there was 
patient that was transferred to me, from an outside clinic, who had had a D&E, 
dilation and evacuation, late second trimester abortion, she was bleeding. That 
patient was transferred to me and she got to the hospital and I met her in the 
emergency room and I saw her and she was as white as this napkin, and I still 
remember her name, I remember everything about her, and she looked up at me, 
and she said, “Don’t let me die.” And she actually bled to death. We did a 
hysterectomy in about twelve minutes and she died. It was very distressing and 
very upsetting. I probably had a very different reaction than most people would, 
which was well I do D&Es all the time, and I don’t ever have complications. 
And I think I’m pretty good at them, I need to keep making sure that there are lots 
of people doing these D&Es safely so there’s not another patient like this. That 
was the day I said I’m not doing perinatology, which is high-risk OB, I’m going to 
do family planning, and I’m going to train others to do family planning. So I 
interviewed for a fellowship in family planning, and Dan Michelle was my program 
director at the time and he interviewed me and he said: “Why do you want to do 
this?” And I told him the story, and he said: “What do you see yourself doing in 
five years?” And I told him all the things I wanted to be doing.  He said, “Oh, you 
want to be the medical director of Planned Parenthood.” I said, really? I didn’t 
even know what Planned Parenthood was. I think I went to a Planned 
Parenthood once when I was in college- 
 
Buyer: What year? 
 
PP: I think it was ’90—no, 2001. He said: “You want to be the medical director of 
a Planned Parenthood.” So, I finished my residency in 2002, I did the Fellowship, 
it was two years, and then about six months after I finished the Fellowship, I was 
still faculty at USC, I decided to stay, and I was running the family planning 
program there. Planned Parenthood of Santa Barbara called me and asked if I 
would interview to be their medical director. I did, the next thing I know, I was 
there medial director. I did that for three years, but I didn’t get the opportunity to 
do as much research and teaching there, as I did when I was in LA. I left there 
and became an associate medical director at LA. I ran the research program and 
I trained all the fellows at USC. I did that for a few years and then I started 
consulting for PPFA, and they asked me if I would write protocol for this and that, 
and I did. And they said our Senior Director of Medical Services job is opening 
up, would you interview for that? I said no, I’m too young and there's a lot of 
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things I still want to do. They said: “We understand but we can’t guarantee that 
after you do those things, the job will still be available, we think you should 
interview.” So, I did and I got the job, and that’s where I am. That was five years 
ago and that’s where I am now. So, I mean, every few years, I’ve made a 
decision based on what I feel I should do. I’ve been very fortunate, that's just kind 
of happened.   
 
Buyer: Totally disagree with you about the mentoring thing.  
 
PP: I tell people all the time, I’m just very lucky. I’ve heard you make your luck. 
I’m like no, I don’t think so.  
 
Buyer: I totally disagree with you, it’s fabulous. 
 
PP:  Point taken, but yea, how about you? 
 
Buyer: Well, I’m older much than probably both of you combined, it would take 
too long. What time is it? You need to be out by three? Oh my goodness, my 
story? I have to go to the bathroom. 
 
[bathroom break] 
 
000000 
 
Buyer: I’m a terrible not taker, I have kind of a photographic memory so I just like 
to sit and listen as opposed to- 
 
PP: No, I hear you. I have to write certain things down, just because there are so 
many, that if I don’t have key points then I’ll forget it and not do any of it.  
 
Buyer: I’m trying to think if we covered everything. Is there anything that you 
feel- I think we’re good. I don’t know, maybe you’re clear so maybe we don’t 
need to go over this compensation, how that- 
 
PP: Yea, I feel like you guys- 
 
Buyer: I think I’ve got- I know that we want to be sensitive when we talk about 
that obviously, and if it’s an issue- it seems like- when we’re talking about that- 
what we’re looking at is less a situation of competing with other people or just- it’s 
not so much about competing piles of money. As it is being able to fit the needs 
of the affiliate, because they’re just trying to be a successful non-profit and meet 
their bottom line. That’s ultimately what we’re trying to facilitate, does that sound 
like a good way to summarize it? 
 
PP: Yes, like I said, at the end of the day. What you’re trying to do is say, if you 
were to take money out of the equation, which is what most of the affiliates are 
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trying to do. How can we do this for you in the most beneficial way? I think you've 
totally got it. 
 
Buyer: Yea, what are the cost gaps that an affiliate is typically looking at?  
 
PP: I don’t understand what you mean. The way they look at time, is space and 
staff time. So, you know, it’s a matter of- here’s how we can help, we’re going to 
take up the least possible space, we’re going to do as much as we can, so it’s 
not your staff time, it’s our staff time. You know, maybe there is some other, in 
kind something else that can happen. You know, so that’s it’s simply not a- they 
all want to do this. They just don't have to present it to a single patient ever. That 
would be the ideal situation, obviously that’s not going to work. Somebody is 
going to have to flag somebody or have the conversation and let them know, this 
is available, and it’s probably going to be their staff. The way to do this with 
leaving the fewest footprints at the health center, it’s going to be beneficial for 
everybody. We can do that.    
 
Buyer: No, I think we started thinking very creatively about way to do that. I do 
think feedback is good too. Sure, anyone can come get the tissue donation and 
send it off. I think affiliates would like to know, we send specimens to research 
who are working on this and this. I think that kind of positive feedback in the end 
it will just be a better relationship, it just kind of adds a whole human touch.   
 
PP: Yea, and we’re talking about people in the non-profit sector, the motivations 
are a little bit different. This is all- anything you can do to help explain, who’s 
benefitting, the benevolence of what they’re doing. I think that holds as much 
value as any cash prize. You know, I think the affiliates would be proud of this. 
They would go back to their donors, they would go back to their boards, and say 
look, we contributed to this, this, this, with just this one service, working with this 
one partner. You know, I think that this could help you on the back end too, 
because if there are board members- maybe there are board members 
somewhere else, that say alright, who else can partner with this organization. 
How else can we contribute to this? They’re are bound to be people that have 
personal connections, patients, donors, board members.   
 
Buyer: Yea, we have the Berlin patient right over here. 
 
PP: It really, really makes a difference. So, I think, perhaps the difference is, 
affiliates are looking to benefit in very different ways than just dollars and cents. I 
mean I get, they’re not going to do it in a way that costs them money. They want 
to break even, they want to be compensated reasonably for the time and space, 
whatever impact it has. But, I think that they are looking for something bigger.    
 
Buyer: And $30 to $100 is what we’re going to be looking at in terms of- that’s 
what they’ll reasonably think is going to cover- 
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PP: I think so. I think, again, you’re going to have to do- it’s funny we do a lot of 
training and we’ve been trying- is there a way to standardize the contract and 
what the rate looks like, and at the end of the day, the lines be the same, but at 
the end of the day, it’s very different. The staff member that’s involved, the 
amount of time it takes them, the space it’s going to be variable. Could we come 
up with a line item? Sure. This is what we pay for space, this is what I’m going to 
pay you for your staff time for this- it’s almost the way an affiliate comes up with a 
research budget. Right? I need this level of staff to consent the patient. It’s going 
to take fifteen minutes, this is what they get paid per hour plus twenty percent, 
that’s how much that costs. So, can you come up with a standard way to do it? 
Probably, but I wouldn’t expect it to be the same number.  
 
Buyer: Is that a PPFA project? You’re trying to figure out a standard-   
 
PP: A lot of the training programs are funded by the same donors. So, from there 
they came back to us and they’re like: “How come with this affiliate it cost his 
much to train a resident, how come this affiliate-” I said well this affiliate has five 
ultrasound machines in two rooms, and this affiliate does one ultrasound in one 
room and so they’re losing patient revenue. So, it all has to fit into the bigger 
picture. So can we come up with a template and line items, and think about this 
creatively in a way that these are all the things we should consider? Yes. Is the 
number going to be the same at the end of the day or everybody? No way.  
 
Buyer: Yea. 
 
PP: And that’s just the way it is.   
 
Buyer: It’s such a tapestry we’re looking at.   
 
PP: It’s just like when a patient walks into a health center in Nebraska or Los 
Angeles of Minnesota. It’s going to be very different cost, and it’s based on the 
dynamics and the demand and you know, the level of staff that is required by the 
state medical board and things like that. At the end of the day the number’s going 
to be different. But, all the input should be exactly the same. And yea, hey in the 
perfect world if you could find a way to help them deal with their biological waste, 
pathological waste, they would love that. 
 
Buyer: Yea, I’ll do some research and see what the details are of getting an 
incinerator.  
 
PP: And also, some of the people that you supply everybody- 
 
Buyer: Yea because if there’s a university that just processes- there’s a 
university hospital they have their own incinerator. There’s all kind of networks 
that this ends up opening up.  
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PP: Yea, I know originally, when we did research on it, we looked at- what are all 
of these labs that we work with, because these labs, we send in the labs tissue 
and at the end of the day, they do something with it. Turns out they use 
Stericycle like everybody else.  
 
Buyer: Sounds like Stericycle is able to get the monopoly. They figured out, well 
everyone has garbage.  
 
PP: That’s what ended up happening, they bought up everyone’s contracts, they 
bought up all the smaller vendors, and they’re this big multi-national. But no, 
there has to be another option. Messaging, that’s a whole ‘nother issue. If you 
guys could come up with a way to message, it makes it easier for everyone at the 
end of the day. if there’s some kind of one pager that says this is what we offer, 
this is the service, this is the type of research it contributes to, these are the 
types of achievements we’ve been able to work in. This is something you might 
be interested to ask you doctor or your nurse, if this is something that works for 
you. It will make it easier for whoever actually does the consenting. It’ll drive 
demand, it’s a win-win. 
 
Buyer: When- as far as consenting, at your site is it Planned Parenthood 
counselors who are doing the consenting or is it Novogenix? 
 
PP: It’s the same medical assistants who consent for everything else. Once all 
that’s done, they say oh by the way, we also do this.  
 
Buyer: So it’s a PPLA consent form. 
 
PP: It is, it’s a PPLA consent form for tissue donation. But the interesting thing, 
I’ll tell you is, some people consent, some people don’t. The funny thing is, the 
second day, when that patients actually comes back for their procedure, when 
they’re waiting, what often happens is, Novogenix will talk to people who haven’t 
consented, and they usually do, once someone has the time and energy to sit 
and have the conversation with them. So, she ends up picking up several more 
specimens, just from being there and speaking.  
 
Buyer: The seeds have been planted.  
 
PP: The seeds have been planted, they thought about it for twenty four hours, 
now here’s somebody else- they’re sitting there, waiting, they’ve got nothing else 
to do, it’s not like one on top of the next, on top of the next. So, I think it’s always 
beneficial, if you have somebody who that’s just what they do, they’re going to do 
it much better than incorporating it in, but it can be, it works both ways. 
 
Buyer: I was just thinking about if we use our own consent form or would we use 
the Planned Parenthood form.  
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PP: You could use the consent form you created, but it would still have to be 
approved. 
 
Buyer: At the end of the, it’s another thing, depending on the affiliate that’s 
gonna- 
 
PP: Yes, one thing I can promise you, it won’t have to go through the rigorous 
role of a research project, because there is precedent for this now, and affiliates 
know how to deal with it. Like I said before, it was a nightmare, it had to go 
through an IRB, not just your IRB, it had to be an IRB for the affiliate. It would 
have to go through the national office, it had to go through contracts and all these 
other things. We’ve totally removed ourselves from the equation because, we 
said look, in reality, is this tissue going to research eventually? Yes. Is this a 
dedicated product, that adds additional risks, there is no specific protocol, we’re 
not changing the way we care for the patient. It’s just a decision between you and 
the patient, and we’re not going to be apart of it.  
 
Buyer: So, is it only the affiliates that have a robust research department like 
Gulf Coast have IRBs or-  
 
PP: Yea, and most of them use commercial IRBs- 
 
Buyer: I think most people do.  
 
PP: Yea, commercial IRBs, they all know which IRBs to use depending on what 
they are doing, and how they feel about it so, yea. Most people hate Western IRB 
now.  
 
Buyer: There’s quite a few options out there, Quorum and other. 
 
PP: I get emails from Quorum on a daily basis. But yea, everyone has their own 
process. With that said, most of the affiliates who go to the higher gestational 
ages, who also tend to be more developed, there may be a little more process 
involved. But, I can’t speak to everyone’s processes. Like I said, I’m going to 
have a conversation with Rachel, there’s misperception on every level. I don’t 
think that misperception exists in Planned Parenthood anymore, because this is 
a conversation we’ve been having for years now, where people know it’s 
research and yes, it’s an alternative way to help you manage your tissues, but it 
doesn’t account for all tissue, because everybody’s not going to be eligible, 
everybody’s not going to consent, you’re still going to have someone else 
manage your tissue, even though it’s donated, everything’s not donated. At the 
end of the day, it all goes somewhere.  
 
Buyer: And all that’s conversations, like we’re having. None of that’s written 
down?    
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PP: No.  
 
Buyer: So I mean if we’re concerned about messaging, I don’t know if- well, you 
can have messaging be spoken word. You don’t have to have things written 
down.                
 
026776 
PP: Well you can have messaging, and what happens is, folks will ask the 
national office questions. We certainly have answers to the questions, but 
we don’t have a policy per se, and that is by choice.   
 
Buyer: Yea. 
 
PP: So for now, that’s the way it will be. And when they ask the questions they’re 
going to get the answer. It’s just getting people asking the question. But, I think 
like I said, people have been talking about this for so long now- California’s pretty 
saturated, I think we have an opportunity with FPA. But most of the other 
locations, I don’t think they are so much, and so it’s just a matter of what makes 
the most sense where you can put some resources and how it can work out. So, 
between PPFA and FPA in California, I think you have pretty broad reach, I don’t 
know of any other volume providers, and the academic sites will be at the Forum. 
But, they don’t have any particular volume.  
 
Buyer: Yea. Yea. 
 
PP:  Cedars is going to have a fellowship program, they’re in the process of 
putting it together. USC has one, UCLA has one. Those are basically the three 
sites that are training all the providers in the region. So, if everybody who is 
providing knows you exist, you know, I don’t know what you’re interest is in a 
small provider, who wants to call you up and offers one case today, do you want 
to come out and do this? That’s kind of a lot of work.  
 
Buyer: Yea, that’s really not an ideal situation. 
 
PP: That’s why you want to go with someone like PPFA, who does 40 percent of 
the cases and has a whole schedule for the day. Again, FPA is a possibility we 
just have to do some education there. On both sides, now you know they don’t 
dig until 18.6, now I just need to let them know, it’s not really research.     
 
Buyer: Does FPA do actual research, research where they have IRBs for that 
or? 
 
PP: Nah, they might participate in a one off study but, like she was just saying, 
they feel uncomfortable doing research because they are a for-profit. I think it 
actually looks worse for their research partner. 
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Buyer: Oh.   
 
PP: You know for profit companies doing research. 
 
Buyer: I’m sure that the partner can make that determination though- they’re 
talking about people who are partnered with FPA? 
 
PP: She’s basically partnered with USC and UCLA to help them recruit for 
studies, but I guess it looks weird when a for profit partner for a project, because 
they probably have some- they could be accused of having an outcome in mind, 
if they stand to gain something. As opposed to just general letting patients 
donate their tissue, it’s a service. 
 
031513 
PP: I see it as a service that is offered to patients, and it just happens to be a 
service that is offered to researchers on the back side. It’s not what’s seen on the 
face of the health centers though. It’s if our patients want to do this, we make it 
available to our patients. And, I think I can have that conversation with Rachel as 
well. So, it might take a little while, I need to have a few conversation with Rachel 
before I can make an introduction. We’ll see what happens. 
 
Buyer: How much time do you think you need to have that conversation. 
 
PP: Couple weeks. Yea, just because I’m leaving town on Monday. I won't be 
able to have a real conversation with her until I get back. I’m leaving town for a 
week, and then I go to New York for half the week, then I get back, so I’m 
guessing mid-August. It’s not too far way, it’s July 25.  
 
Buyer: Time goes quickly. 
 
PP: And apparently that’s a good thing. I need to just change my perspective. Is 
there anything else we haven’t touched on? 
 
Buyer: I think we’re saturated for now.   
 
PP: Haha, like much of southern California.   
 
Buyer: The conversation will continue, I’m sure a million things will come up.  
 
PP: I’m going to have to write a whole bunch of follow-up emails and I’m really- 
Like, if we can get you guys to the forum, I think that’s going to be pretty 
beneficial. We’ll get some people by your table once I know where it is. 
 
Buyer: I’m sure we can commit to that, we’ve been intending to, I don’t know 
how far Brianna got talking to the organizers but, even- at this point, even if there 
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were some other stem cell stem cell meeting that was of conflict of the same 
weekend, I think this is easily more important so- 
 
PP: It’s October 11th or something, it’s around October 11th. You know more 
than I do, I just know I have to go down there on the 9th. Probably then, the 8th. 
 
Buyer: Are you presenting there, or speaking, or anything.  
 
PP: I run a lot of the meetings, and then there’s pre-meetings. It’s basically three 
conferences back to back to back, I have to go, I’m having a pre meeting on the 
9th. I have to go the meeting on the 10th and 11th, the12th and the 13th. Then I 
have to go on the 14th, then I’m hoping to take a few days off to just breathe after 
like six days of no sleep. But I just go where I’m told. I think I’m giving two talks at 
the meeting, and part of the panel. 
 
Buyer: So, what can we do? So that you, this part that you’re helping us with? In 
a couple weeks, send a little reminder?  
 
PP: Yea, I’ll send a follow up email after, to make sure I’ve got my follow up 
thing. I mean, like I said, I’m going to have this conversation with Rachel, I’m 
going reach out to Arizona, - mean I have to figure out what Gulf Coast is doing, 
what Orange is doing, figure out what San Diego is doing. To reach out to some 
people on the East Coast, to reach out to Chicago, and also reach out to Utah. 
Like I said, I’m going to be at a retreat all next week, so this isn’t going to happen 
until the week of the fourth. Or even the week after the 4th. Why don’t we check 
back in like, mid- August, figure out what’s going on with you guys, being at the 
forum, and me getting some contacts to some people then we can figure out 
where we are.  
 
Buyer: So, I’m going to say about August 19th. 
 
PP: Wonderful, by then I should have all the emails out. Ok, that’s right before I 
go to the CDC. So, I have a few days to get my act together. Yes, no, and I 
would like to talk more, just about a little meet and greet. Just even in California 
to talk about who you’re working with, and the work that they’re doing, just the 
whole process. I’m very excited at that. That sounds really good, because 
everyone talks about tissue donation, but it’s kind of a giant brown box. Kinda 
puts a face on a whole new perspective. Like I said, especially if it’s the places 
where it’s our staff that’s talking to patients, we know what’s going on, they know 
what’s going on. Everyone knows what’s going on, it just makes it more genuine. 
Alright, we will be following up, circling back in a few weeks. This has been pretty 
beneficial. 
 
Buyer: This has been good. Thank you so much for being able to take the time 
to- 
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PP: Thank you for being persistent. That’s what it takes with me because I am 
busy and have many things going on at one time. Alright, I am going to say my 
farewell then, so good to see you, thank you.   
 
End of Transcript 
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6 February 2015 
 
Speakers: 
 
-Mary Gatter, MD, President, Medical Directors’ Council, Planned Parenthood 
Federation of America and Medical Director, Planned Parenthood Pasadena & 
San Gabriel Valley (“Gatter”) 
 
-Laurel Felczer, WHCNP, Senior Director of Medical Services, Planned 
Parenthood Pasadena & San Gabriel Valley (“Laurel”) 
 
-Two actors posing as Fetal Tissue Procurement Company (“Buyer”) 
 
frame counts are approximate 
 
 
 
Buyer: Dr. Gatter, good to see you again. 
 
Gatter: Yea, nice to meet you. Thank God you introduced yourself, I really didn’t- 
 
Buyer: We met in October, in Miami. 
 
Gatter: Oh yea, that’s right. 
 
Buyer:  I was there with one of our procurement techs. Go ahead, yes. [Name] is 
in the restroom. 
 
Gatter: How are you? 
 
Buyer: Pretty good, it’s been really since the holidays, I feel like I’ve been going 
on stop. It’s been kinda tough to find the time but I’m glad we were able to make 
it work. 
 
Gatter: Ok, where are you based? 
 
Buyer: We’re based in Long Beach.Yea, Norwalk-Long Beach area.  
 
Gatter: Long Beach, ok. The music is loud, what do you think about turning it 
down?  
 
Buyer: Fortunately it isn’t too crowded here, I was surprised. I thought there 
would be a lot of people. 
 
Gatter: Now, you’re in Long Beach, are you associated with an academic 
institution of any sort or? 
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Buyer: Myself? Not really, no. I have a relationship with some people at Cal 
State Long Beach, but it’s not very official.   
 
Gatter: Ok, and you’re company is called, what, again? 
 
Buyer: [Company Name]. I’m the procurement- Oh, there’s my boss.   
 
Gatter: Hi. Mary Gatter.  
 
Buyer: Mary. Nice to meet you. You know what I was just thinking? Is this 
meeting now supposed to be happening? Sinus headache. Just totally out of it. 
But,no. I couldn’t postpone again, right? Thank you so much. 
 
026800 
 
Gatter: Keep your eyes peeled. 
 
Buyer: Ok, what does she look like? 
 
Gatter: Mid-fifties. Chunky, my height, blondish hair.  
 
Buyer: Ok, I’ve got a clear shot. So, how are you? 
 
Gatter: I’m doing well. So, your companion, whose name is? 
 
Buyer: [Name].  
 
Gatter: Ok. I’m getting older, the names- 
 
Buyer: Me too. If we- I have been calling him a different name, and I don’t even 
know, he looked at me, and I was like oh, you’ll understand when you get this 
age. What did I call him. Oh, it was, I said [Name], which is his middle name, but 
I never call him that. So, I think it’s the sinus headache.    
 
Gatter: Plus, this music is loud. Maybe because I put in my hearing aid this 
morning. Anyway, so [Name] was explaining that your company is in Long 
Beach. How long have you been around? 
 
Buyer: Well, I’m a start up. We’re coming up on our anniversary very soon. One 
year. So uh- 
 
Gatter: How did you get into this business?  
 
Buyer: Oh, that’s a long story. I got into it years and years ago, so eighties. What 
I was doing, was I was working with women, really doing counseling with them. 
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The whole stigma, pressure from family, depression. So, that was really where I 
started. And then, you know, we’re about the same age I would guess. How it got 
babies, very dangerous. So, I was raising my family and that went away. Just still 
keeping my hands in it. The clinic in this area has closed down since then. Now, I 
just see such a positive direction I can take.  
 
Gatter: How did you connect that with your- 
 
Buyer: So, my niece was working in research and she knows [Name], and she 
came to me and she was telling me about the work that she was doing. And that 
researchers were not able to- 
 
Gatter: Get tissue. 
 
Buyer: Yea. So I just sorta put two and two together, and thought- the main thing 
at the time. The main thing at the time was this could be positive. If I could work 
with women saying, no, no, this is not all negative. You don’t have to- 
 
Gatter: Well, it’s been my experience that people are eager to find some silver 
lining in the situation, and they’re seventy or eighty percent of the people you 
thought would say yes.  
 
Buyer: Exactly. Really? Is that what you’re finding? seventy/eighty-  
 
033000 
Gatter: Years ago, I was involved; I’m stepping back now. For years, I was the 
medical director of Planned Parenthood Los Angeles. We had fifteen thousand 
procedures a year. We had a relationship with people out of UCLA, which 
switched to USC. They would bring their own researcher in- we would get our 
staff to get informed consent which has to be the federal consent. Then, their 
staff would get the tissue, what ever tissue they wanted that day. They would 
come mostly to our main site, where we did procedures to 24 weeks. And they 
would mostly handle the bigger cases.       
 
Gatter: So it was my experience that maybe 60% to 70%, but a large percent of 
 patients we approached would say yes. [inaudible] I don’t know how much you 
know about this. But at Los Angeles we used digoxin- a feticidal agent- once you 
apply a feticidal agent- 
 
Buyer: It nukes the stem cells.  
 
Gatter: Anyway, about a year and a half ago I retired from PPLA and I had been 
at Pasadena since ‘05, so I continued my work at Pasadena, which is a much 
smaller affiliate, much more suitable for a semi-retired person. I live in San 
Moreno, much closer to here. Laura who will be joining us, is the lead clinician 
there. We do about eight hundred abortions a year, and about sixty of them are 
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between twelve and sixteen weeks. So, I didn’t know if that was going to satisfy 
you, not satisfy you. Or what you were interested in, or what.  
 
Buyer: Well, ok. Whether it would satisfy, maybe it’s not the volume I was 
thinking about, but would it fulfill something else? Yes. I think it would. What do 
you- 
 
Gatter: So, where we stopped off was with your organization, so you started a 
year ago as a start up.  
 
Buyer: Yes.  
 
Gatter: And you are for profit? 
 
Buyer: Yes.  
 
Gatter: Your academic connections or researchers are with? 
 
Buyer: I was telling her, Briana coming to me and talking about researcher not 
being able to get tissue and- 
 
Gatter: It’s a perennial problem, thirty years ago when I was working in New 
Haven and we had people at Yale who were doing research on Parkinson’s and 
stuff like that. I was involved with tissue donation there as well. Not at Planned 
Parenthood, it was women’s health services. They would come, they were very 
good and they would take whatever I could give them, because they were just 
desperate to have tissue.  
 
Buyer: So, I might be looking high volume to satisfy needs but, I’m just in a 
position where I see, this last year, the great strides we made. One problem that I 
have encountered is saying yes, I can get this for you and then not be able to. 
So, I don’t want to run into that, I don’t want to get that reputation. There are 
some organizations with that reputation. 
 
Gatter: Well, it depends, if you have high enough volume you can get pretty 
much anything.  
 
Buyer: Right.  
 
Gatter: So, have you thought about FPA or- 
 
Buyer: Yea, FPA is- because we’re close with Dr. Nucatola- She was kind of our 
go between FPA this summer. And FPA doesn’t feel like they’re in a position to 
partner with something like that, they feel like it’s too research based and-  
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Gatter: Now that I think about it, you know Rachel Steward, the medical director? 
I think, this is before Rachel though, they’re attitude was they were for profit and 
they didn’t feel like they could partner with another for profit because they’d be 
accused of selling tissue or convincing people to have procedures [inaudible] it 
was a PR issue for them. They do fifty thousand abortions a year, they’re a huge 
[inaudible] 
 
Buyer: Yea, I didn’t know much about them when we started talking to Deb, and 
it sounded really good but- apparently she reached out to them, I think she’s 
close to Rachel, they said that’s not something they wanted to be involved in. 
You know, what’s kind of the most disappointing thing that summer, was we 
discovered pretty much every affiliate in California was already partnered.   
 
Gatter: Yea.  
 
Buyer: StemExpress has the whole North and ABR has San Diego, and there’s 
Novogenix in LA, and I guess there’s a private lab in Orange. So, had assumed 
that California was saturated, so we’re starting to cast our gaze further.  
 
Gatter: You’ve got one small pocket of people who are not partnered, that’s 
Pasadena because the volume is not big.  
 
Buyer: And so it’s literally eight hundred surgical procedures a year. Wow. 
 
Gatter: That’s surgical. Our medical is up too, medicine abortion came around in 
two thousand (inaudible) Who would want to do this? (inaudible) come in for a 
quick little surgical procedure. It turn out a lot of women would rather do that than 
come in for any kind of surgical procedure. So our- it might be as many as thirty 
percent of out total AB volume is not medicine abortion. That’s not- it isn’t helpful 
to you.  
 
Buyer: No. So, you found that- that surprised you when- 
 
Gatter: Yea, I was surprised. I’ve learned from my experience and (inaudible) 
But I was surprised. Plus there was a lot of fear, back in two thousand that our 
phone lines would be overwhelmed but you know, if you do proper counseling up 
front, and what to expect-  
 
Gatter: You know, when we first, we got calls from 12-year-old kids who hadn’t 
told their parents they were coming in, who were horrified, they were now 
bleeding, cramping, some of them went to the emergency rooms, some of the 
emergency rooms were Catholic hospitals, so you know, all this kind of stuff goes 
on, but in general, we now have permission to go to 10 weeks as well, the 
original FDA was approved up to 7 weeks, and then evidence-based protocols 
started- I wonder if my- let me just walk out there, she’s usually pretty reliable.  
Buyer: So, did you want to wait for Laurel or- 
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Gatter: We can go ahead and start the conversation. 
 
Buyer: So, what have you done in the past as far as providing tissue, how has 
that worked with the logisitics- 
 
Gatter: Ok. I was involved in New Haven, I was involved in Boston- 
 
Buyer: Dr. Stubblefield? 
 
Gatter: So Novogenix was our partner in PPLA and they would send us- you 
know, big volume. They would send their staff to the site, and our staff, our 
medical assistants were used to discussing with the patients, do you want to 
consent? And they would say yes or no, and a lot of them said yes. Maybe it 
wasn’t entirely sixty, and then once the patients have signed the consent form, 
the patients did not receive digoxin, and Heather would look at the tissue- that’s 
probably Laura- she would take the pieces that she wanted and it worked out 
well for everyone. She was unobtrusive, she was helpful, she did all that kind of 
stuff.     
 
Laurel: Oh, my apologies. Hi.   
 
Gatter: So we just started the conversation.  
 
Gatter: They’re a start up, they’ve have been about a year in business. They are 
for profit company connecting researchers with people willing to donate tissue. 
We just started talking- they were a little bit concerned about the fact that they’re 
in Long Beach, but they understand that every California affiliate is paired up in a 
tissue donation program, except for Pasadena. Volume, that you for getting it to 
me is eight hundred a year. We were just starting to talk about the process 
worked with Novogenix down in Los Angeles when I was there. To back up a 
little bit, PPFA, our parent body, is on board with tissue donation, but we have to 
ask for a waiver to do it, and we have to lay out for them what our program’s 
gonna be like. And it’s absolutely a requirement that we use only the official, 
federal government form for tissue donation, that we don’t modify it in any way. 
Novogenix was working on a concept that California has slightly different 
requirements, and so it’s different, and so they wanted to very reasonably insert 
the California requirements into the consent form, the federal form, PPFA said 
no, you have to have two separate forms, so it just added to the burden of 
consent issues. But I was also explaining to them, back when I was in Los 
Angeles maybe sixty to seventy percent of people said yes to tissue donation.  
 
So Heather, a Novogenix person would come to the site, and our staff would sign 
the patients up, and get consent. Heather would look at the tissue and take what 
she required, so logistically it was very easy for us, we didn’t have to do anything. 
There was compensation for this, and there was discussion if that was legal, they 
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have been paying by the case, and there was some discussion about do we, in a 
different way, or I don’t know what you’re used to doing, how you’re used to 
doing compensation. Patients don’t care what we do, of course, but- 
 
Buyer: I want to go back to the percentage of people that do consent, do you 
find it makes a difference with who is approaching them? How they’re 
approached? 
 
Gatter: The person approaching them, medical assistants have to be on board 
with the program. I didn’t find any difference who approached. What I found the 
difference was, they were not consistently approached because of how busy it 
was. The busier you are, the less likely the staff is going to take the time to say 
“by the way, there’s two more forms for you to sign.” Which is such a waste 
(inaudible) If we need liver today, and there’s a seventeen week patient who 
would be perfect, but she wasn’t approached, then you can’t do that.  
 
Buyer: Is that-  whether you want to use your clinic staff doing consenting, or 
whether our technician should be don’t that, because that’s an option as well. It 
sounds like it has to be a PPFA form?- 
 
Gatter: PPFA uses the Federal form. The federal government put out a form, 
saying here’s the form for tissue donation, aside from PP. PPFA, the form that 
we use, is a federal form. Now, you can use the California form, or your company 
specific form but you’ve got to use at least, that one.  
 
Buyer: But your experience is always your clinic staff doing all the consenting, 
not the outside technician.  
 
Laurel: I was with the San Diego affiliate, and they were utilizing the same 
process. It was the staff who was doing the consenting and then there was 
someone from the company also. You know, it’s an education piece, absolutely 
for the staff. Support staff are well trained and I think it’s a small amount of 
training and it’s easy to bring them up to speed. We’re participating in a research 
project, and that’s gone well. There was a learning curve, with the education but 
they took that on and did quite well with it.  
 
Gatter: What Novogenix did, they came in for a half hour session for the staff, 
before we started the program. They had a power point saying here is where the 
tissue is going, here’s the diseases that are being helped (inaudible) So, yea I 
think the staff that understand the program is more likely to buy in to it and want 
to do it.  
 
Buyer: So, logistically, what would that look like if we were to come in, not come 
in. We’re paying to- I was always envisioning that our tech would do everything, 
so that’s less work for you guys. Obviously they’re doing the collecting and 
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shipping and they would also do the consenting. They can also be a clinic float 
that way, depending on your flow or however that works.  
 
Laurel: Yea, I mean that’s not something to turn down. I think that may well help 
with flow to decrease the amount of time that they have to take with our staff, and 
then move them to a different room, then we- I’m trying to strategize about that. 
We have the three rooms, I don’t think, spacewise it would be an issue.   
 
Buyer: It wouldn’t be a problem. 
 
Gatter: We could move people for one building to another. 
 
Laurel: Well, I think we could- 
 
Buyer: There’s multiple buildings?  
 
Laurel: We use- we have a second building in front of the parking lot. Actually, 
we just moved into a trial that we’re working on (inaudible) It’s a separate waiting 
area for patients who come in for in-clinic abortion and they’re able to wait with 
their partners and it’s out of the family planning setting. They are splitting it 
sometimes but for the most part, let me take it back. they intake in the main clinic 
and they move them for pre-op and everything, the rest of the time out there. We 
could keep it consistent (inaudible)   
 
Gatter: Here’s a side issue, if we use your staff to do the consenting, obviously 
this is your employee, not our employee. And so far when’s she’s dealing with 
out patients, she took all those courses; how to talk about abortion, how to talk 
about this, how to talk about that.  
 
Laurel: They’re probably a couple that it would fall under, that we’d want her to 
take.    
 
Gatter: Her status wouldn’t be independent contractor. It would be- 
 
Laurel: I don’t know what- 
 
Buyer: You feel like Planned Parenthood would contract with our tech or? 
 
Gatter: We would have a contract with you guys that would specify some of 
these things. (inaudible) It would specify that you wear a nametag, all those 
things.  
 
Buyer: But on top of that there would be a personal contract with the technician. 
  
 
Gatter: We were just talking about it, probably not.  
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Laurel: Maybe not, it may fall under- if they’re your employee, then probably not. 
(inaudible) 
 
Gatter: Tissue donation on the cusp of research and something else. I know that 
for years, well PPLA and northern California, we were kind of the vanguard to 
have PP doing this kind of stuff. I know that PP national had a hard time trying to 
figure out where to draw the lines and whether to have us sign—in fact, now it’s 
all coming back to me. If you guys were doing a specific, one research project, 
we would have to sign it up as a research project. But if you’re collecting tissue 
for multiple research projects, not just one, then it falls into the tissue donation 
area. It’s complicated. The paperwork is a nightmare. But, yeah. 
 
Buyer: Does that track with what Deb was telling us before? 
 
Dr. Gatter: Yeah, they’re always changing their mind, they’re always doing 
things different. I’m sorry. The last moment I checked into this, we did not require 
any research form submission to do tissue donation, providing it wasn’t a one-on-
one relationship with a researcher who was collecting the tissues in order to use 
them. 
 
Buyer: Does that track- I think so. We’ll be exhibiting at the Medical Directors 
Council meeting in a few weeks. I don’t know if you’ll be attending. 
 
002800 
 
Gatter: I am now the president of that organization. Of course I’ll be there.  
 
Buyer: Excellent. So we’ll be there, and I guess- I imagine, I mean I’ve never 
been but I imagine there would be more dialogue with the national office or 
something like that. So that might be a good opportunity to hear what the most 
up to date protocol is.   
 
005300 
 
Buyer: What would you expect for intact tissue? What sort of 
compensation? 
 
Gatter: Well why don’t you start by telling me what you’re used to paying. 
 
Buyer: Okay. I don’t think so. I’d like to hear, I would like to know, what 
would make you happy. What would work for you? 
 
Gatter: Well, you know in negotiations the person who throws out the 
figure first is at a loss, right? So [laughs] 
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Buyer: No, I don’t look at it that way. I know, you want to play that game, I 
get it. 
 
Gatter: I don’t want to play games, I just don’t want to lowball, because I’m 
used to low things from— 
 
Buyer: You know what? If you lowball, I’ll act pleasantly surprised and 
you’ll know it’s a lowball. What I want to know is, what would work for you. 
Don’t lowball it, tell me what you really— 
 
Gatter: Okay. $75 a specimen. 
 
Buyer: Oh. That’s way too low. 
 
Gatter: Okay. 
 
Buyer: And that’s, really, that’s way too low. I don’t, I want to keep you 
happy. 
 
Gatter: I was going to say $50, because I know places that did $50, too. But 
see we don’t, we’re not in it for the money, and we don’t want to be in a 
position of being accused of selling tissue, and stuff like that. On the other 
hand, there are costs associated with the use of our space, and that kind of 
stuff, so what were you thinking about? 
 
Buyer: Exactly. Way higher than that. 
 
Gatter: Mhm. 
 
Buyer: So I’d like to start at around $100. 
 
Gatter: Okay. Now this is for tissue that you actually take, not just tissue 
that the person volunteers but you can’t find anything, right? 
 
Buyer: Exactly. What is, what we can use, what is intact. So that’s why I’m 
saying no, don’t lowball, I want you to be happy and— 
 
Gatter: Well, it’s complicated by the fact that our volume is so low too. I 
mean, are you looking at 8 and 9 week specimens or only 2nd trimester 
specimens? 
 
Buyer: Well, here’s kinda the different factors that come in to that. A lot of the 
research demand, I would say the majority but a plurality would be for second 
trimester and later trimester. So, there are some good scientific reasons for that, 
with cell differentiation, how developed it is and all that. But, at the same time it’s 
all somewhat artificial because there’s the practical consideration, like what you 
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said, of whether the tech can actually find what they’re looking for, and it 
happens to be easier in the second trimester. Whereas if you’re trying to do first 
tri, you’re waiting for an intact enough specimen to come out to try and find. Even 
then, you spend an hour playing find the liver. And uh- it wouldn’t be microscope 
assisted.  
 
Gatter: Naked eye? (inaudible) 
 
Buyer: Our techs are most used to- they’re most used to adipose tissue and stuff 
like that from cosmetic surgery centers. That might be a logistical thing we have 
to look at a little more carefully.  
 
Gatter: The problem is that we’re only doing sixty second tri’s a year. If she 
doesn’t say yes, then your staff is tied up the whole day. When we first started 
the program, we had a situation- a policy that she would call the day before and 
how many ten weekers do you have, she wouldn’t come in unless we had a 
chance for getting tissue that day.   
 
Buyer: So call the day before? So that- 
 
Gatter: For the schedule, say how many second tri’s are- and you know second 
tri’s could not show up, there’s a lot of slip between plans and the actuality. The 
staff- your staff would call the night before and say “I need a twelve weeker, do 
you have any?” That kind of thing. Then they could come in or not come in. It 
would be irregular for you in terms of whether she could do it or not.  
 
Buyer: So coordinating what we need with what is available, the night before? 
 
Laurel: I mean we- the schedule is full almost a week before, we do-    
. 
Buyer: How much does it change? Within a weeks time? Just ballpark it.  
 
Laurel: Usually the schedule is so full they don't’ add anymore appointments, so 
they move to the next weeks schedule. So at least typically the Monday before 
the Friday, the schedule’s set. It’s full.  
 
Buyer: And you don’t see so much- 
 
Laurel: No. we can certainly check back, but no.  
 
Gatter: For the full schedule on Monday, have them show up on Friday.  
 
Laurel: Well that’s I mean, they’re having an excellent show rate today. Last 
week they were at twenty three patients. The demand is higher up because of 
the holidays, which is what we always see. But, on the average week we see 
about twenty to twenty four patients every Friday, and it’s a combination of first 
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and second tri’s. in those numbers, you know, second tri’s are much less than 
first tri’s. 
 
Buyer: So, is Friday your only procedure day? 
 
Laurel: Mm-h. It is. 
 
Gatter: We’re thinking of adding more.  
 
Laurel: Yes. We’re on the cusp- staffing wise and the need to carry out family 
planning visits, we’re watching how far out our scheduling is, we’re not ready to 
add a second day yet. As I was just going to share, once in a while, there is a 
change in the schedule, so coming up in the end of March we’re going to change 
Friday to a Tuesday, and send it out a good month in advance, so we know that 
too.       
 
Buyer: And would you be adding a second procedure day this fiscal year, or no? 
 
Laurel: Not this fiscal year, no. Unless something dramatically changed with the 
numbers, in the last year, our in-clinic numbers have been very steady if not 
dropped just a little bit with the switch to medication abortions. But for the most 
part the numbers have been fairly constant. (inaudible) 
 
Buyer: When you add another procedure day, I guess it’s not relevant for this 
year. Does that mean procedure volume is more spread out over the week or 
does it increase- 
 
Laurel: No.  
 
Gatter: It actually increases volume. There’s no point if you just divide the days 
up.   
 
Buyer: The intact specimens, I wanted to touch on that. What I was trying to say 
is if the 10 to 12 week specimens, end of the 1st trimester, if those are pretty 
intact specimens, that’s something we can work with. 
 
Gatter: So that’s an interesting concept. Let me explain to you a little bit of 
a problem, which may not be a big problem, if our usual technique is 
suction, at 10 to 12 weeks, and we switch to using an IPAS or something 
with less suction, and increase the odds that it will come out as an intact 
specimen, then we’re kind of violating the protocol that says to the 
patient,“We’re not doing anything different in our  care of you.” Now to me, 
that’s kind of a specious little argument and I wouldn’t object to asking Ian, 
who’s our surgeon who does the cases, to use an IPAS at that gestational 
age in order to increase the odds that he’s going to get an intact specimen, 
but I do need to throw it out there as a concern. Because the patient is 
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signing something and we’re signing something saying that we’re not 
changing anything with the way we’re managing you, just because we 
agree to give tissue. You’ve heard that before. 
 
Buyer: Yes. It’s touchy. How do you feel about that? 
 
Gatter: I think they’re both totally appropriate techniques, there’s no difference in 
pain involved, I don’t think the patients would care one iota. So yeah, I’m not 
making a fuss about that. 
 
Buyer: Mhm. IPAS is the manual suction, right? 
 
Gatter: Yeah, our shorthand for that. 
 
Buyer: So, would you, I could see where it might present some sort of problem 
for you. So, to, if we could compensate more on something like that, or— 
 
Gatter: Well, now you’re shading into the area of you’re paying me to do 
something that’s not right. So [laughs] that’s not what I want to talk about! 
 
Buyer: No, I don’t, I don’t see that. What I want to make sure is that you, 
whatever you have to go through to deliver intact specimen, that that’s 
compensated. Not that I”m paying you to do something shady or— 
 
Gatter: Well I will discuss it with Ian, our surgeon. We’ll see what he has to say. 
Do you have feelings about this? 
 
Laurel: I’m just trying to think of it from his perspective. You know, I don’t know 
what his opinion would be on that. 
 
Buyer: You’re not putting the patient at any more risk, right? As you said. 
 
Gatter: No. Just slight variation of the technique. 
 
Buyer: Okay. 
 
Laurel: Which, the consent they’re signing is for suction aspiration, it doesn’t 
describe  what kind it is. 
 
Gatter: Yes, but I have heard people argue that for the tissue donation, it says 
we’re not doing anything different, so. 
 
Buyer: That’s what I need to understand, because what I’m seeing it as, of 
course, I’m looking for intact specimens. You know from a medical perspective, 
the patient is receiving just as good of care. So help me understand the problem. 
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Gatter: Well, there are people who would argue that by using the IPAS instead of 
the machine, you’re slightly increasing the length of the procedure, you’re 
increasing the pain of the procedure, is it local anesthesia or conscious sedation, 
so they’re technical arguments having to do with one technique versus another. 
 
Buyer: So it’s technicalities, is what I’m hearing. 
 
Gatter: It’s something that I need to discuss with Ian, before we agree to do that. 
 
Buyer: And when you do second tri’s- your gestational limits is sixteen weeks? 
Are you doing D&E’s at all when you go up to sixteen weeks? 
 
Laurel: Thirteen to sixteen weeks are D&E’s.  
 
Buyer: And Ian? He’s the one who does the procedures? And that’s a hard cut 
off, at that point he switches over to D&E’s? 
 
Gatter: It’s a cut off. Under twelve weeks, it’s a D&C, over twelve weeks it’s a 
D&E, whether you do all with suction or dismemberment. I have written 
documentation from ACOG describing D&E even though you’re doing suction. 
So, it’s totally a billing issue. The technique we use at thirteen weeks is the same 
suction technique we use at eleven weeks. As it gets a little bigger, because we 
practice in LA, (inaudible) 
 
Buyer: Even at fourteen weeks, he’ll do an actual D&E?  
 
Gatter: He might do a suction, I don’t know, I haven’t seen him in a while.  
 
Buyer: Ah, yea, then it’s kind of a different ball game too, when we’re talking 
about D&E’s because then it’s all about the cervical dilation- 
 
Gatter: We don’t use laminaria, we do everything same day.  
 
Buyer: Oh, interesting. Is that just a personal preference? 
 
Gatter: Yea. What do you guys prefer in terms of collecting? 
 
Buyer: Well, the best for us would be, you know, multi-day induction.  
 
Gatter: Yea. That’s not going to happen. 
 
Buyer: Right. I don’t know enough about the aspiration procedures, I think that’s 
uncharted territory for- well, maybe not completely uncharted, but it’s certainly 
less common for tissue procurement right now. Most people- what we’re most 
familiar with is D&E’s and trying to get as intact a specimen as you can with that. 
Like I said, if we’re looking to increase volume by dialing up specimen quality 
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earlier then it’s just a different kind of thing. So cervical dilation isn’t going to 
affect the intactness of a specimen in the first trimester? Right? or is there any 
difference in the cannula width or  anything like that? 
 
Gatter: No. In the first trimester you train to use a cannula at certain gestation 
(inaudible) If you over dilate, you can put a bigger cannula in and get a more 
intact specimen, but again, you promise that you wouldn’t change up the 
procedure (inaudible) 
 
Buyer: Are there any other benefits to having a larger cannula?  
 
Gatter: No. The smaller you go, the more likely you are to miss tissue. 
 
Buyer: Right. That’s what I ment- this might be too technical but in your 
procedure volume figures do you have a breakdown at like the end of the second 
trimester? Ten, eleven, twelve weeks to know what we’re looking at there or? 
 
Laurel: Might be- 
 
Gatter: It’s something that we can pull up. Most patients are coming in earlier 
and earlier so we have more seven weekers than nine weekers.  
 
Buyer: What’s your feeling about how your staff would feel about us coming in- 
 
Gatter: I think if you present it in a positive light, maybe give a little fifteen minute 
powerpoint or lecture about who we’re doing this for, they would be for it. 
Especially if you bring in your own staff to consent.  
 
Laurel: It’s an extra burden on them to explain it. 
 
Buyer: Is your staff, are they aware of the research- 
 
Laurel: No. 
 
Buyer: So, that’s something I think would helpful, for people to know the 
positives.  
 
Laurel: Yes.  
 
Buyer: Would that be beneficial? For a little educational- 
 
Laurel: Yea. Absolutely.  
 
Buyer: I mean, when we talked to people before, that seemed like going away 
from it, there was a change in attitude. Just our presence there, and how people 
can be used to the flow and what they’re used to, and to have people coming in. 
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So I have found it, so far, when people don’t understand the research that’s 
going on, they don’t understand the positives, once they’re told, once it’s 
presented- so, you think they would be- 
 
Buyer: So, you think they would be open to that? 
 
Laurel: yea, we have, just to share with you, each health center has a monthly 
meeting and we have speakers that come in all the time. 
 
Buyer: Ok. 
 
Laurel: Whether it’s a pharmaceutical company, or we do our own end services 
and updates on items. They’re very interested and appreciative of that kind of 
thing. I think they would react positively to this because of the understanding.    
 
Buyer: Ok, and then, once there’s an understanding about why we’re looking for 
what we’re looking for, and trying to coordinate patients with providing that- was it 
Heather? Did you say Heather was looking for something but because of the 
rush, rush, rush she’s not able to-  
 
Gatter: Because of the rush, rush, rush, they couldn’t consent the patients and 
she couldn’t get what she needed.  
 
Buyer: That was why I suggested having our techs doing the consenting, so we 
don’t miss- 
 
Gatter: Even if your techs are doing the consenting, our staff has to identify the 
patients to talk to them. So, I can easily see with the rush, rush, rush, even if 
you’re person  is there twiddling their thumbs, patient services is too busy to 
enter this topic. Not saying it will happen often- 
 
Buyer: Mhmm. So, how many days is that rush, rush, rush? 
 
Laurel: Ha. One of the ways we would go back to this research we’re currently 
involved with the Ellis study. Is we added a special form to the intake paperwork 
to remind the staff to ask these specific questions, it’s like a script and they don’t 
have to remember this stuff, they could check off on the slip, I would envision 
probably developing something similar, that would say discuss patient declines, 
patient agrees, and then the patients who read it would be passed on to your 
staff member.  
 
Gatter: And how long is Ellis going on for? 
 
Laurel: It’s going through May. 
 
Gatter: It would be helpful to finish with that, before starting this.  
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Buyer: So, you’re saying this is something what would need to be in place before 
we could come in? Is that what I’m hearing? 
 
Gatter:  No. I was suggesting that if Ellis finished soon, we could transition.   
 
Buyer: I was going to suggest some kind of pre-screening process, which is 
what I think you’re referring to.  
 
Laurel: Yea exactly. To be more easily be able to identify and have a set script 
that they can just follow and talk about, it makes it much easier.   
 
Buyer: Is that a reason that you would prefer to have your staff doing that part?  
 
Gatter: We have to have our staff do the initial triage, and then your staff could 
do the consenting.   
 
Buyer: So, your staff has to be the initial contact? 
 
Gatter: Yea. because otherwise it’s ridiculous , if you talk to everybody, then the 
patients who do want to do it- 
 
Buyer: Mhmm. 
 
Gatter: We would have to have a contact in place before we could even start.  
 
Buyer: Because I was even imagining- I’ve heard of people who have the tech 
as a floater, in the front. They can kind of pre-screen, they have a little clipboard. 
“Hi my name is Heather, my name is Briana, I’m from Novogenix, there’s an 
opportunity at this clinic to donate you’re- I just think back to the eighties, you 
know, when you and I are talking about that. Had this been around, I don’t think I 
would have been doing as much work in those days with women who were 
suffering and-   
 
Gatter: That might be overstating the case, we were talking about people 
wanting to see something good come out of their thing, they want to see a silver 
lining but I’m not sure that would change all that much.   
 
Buyer: I’m more hopeful. I think that’s just from working with the people.You’ve 
got a different perspective but that’s what I would be my hope. If people could, if 
the staff could just be educated to see it, to know about it. What do you think 
Laurel? 
 
Laurel: No, I think if you look at our staff, the age range, they’re young twenty 
plus years. We now have a process of MA training, and most of them are. 
Previously we were training our own staff so I don’t think with official MA trained 
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staff they would get that exposure at all. I’m sure they’ve heard of it, but I think it 
definitely brings up their level of interest when they understand something and 
the reasons behind wanting to do it. 
 
Buyer: Do you happen to remember, off the top of your head, maybe use last 
week or this week as an example, I guess today is a procedure day, it’s Friday. 
Do you know what the breakdown is for gestational ages today? 
 
Gatter: You keep asking the question, we keep telling you we don’t know. Stop 
asking that question.    
 
Laurel: If we look at the schedule itself, it’s not broken down by first or second. I 
know there were some scheduled, a few weeks ago, I think there were two. It 
also takes looking at documentation on the individual ultrasound, again-  
 
Gatter: Its also on the EPN. It’s on the EPN. (inaudible) 
 
Laurel: It’s for first and second tri. 
 
Gatter: Yea, (inaudible) can have the gestational age pulled directly from the 
ultrasound.  
 
Laurel: Yea, the billing may help.   
 
Gatter: Then you just run the EPN report and it was say that we had seven 
hundred-eighty nine procedures and how many were second trimesters. When I 
was at LA, I used to be able to do it myself, it’s just not as easy now. 
 
Buyer: So, you think there was at least one second tri today?   
 
Laurel: I didn’t look at the schedule, so no.  
 
Gatter: The law of averages is one or two every week. 
 
Buyer: So Mary, did I hear you say that you are semi-retired? 
 
Gatter: Yupp. I filled my schedule, I’m busier than I was when I was working in 
LA. This was a sixty hour a week job, you know. Now, it’s like one day a week, 
but I joined a barbershop chorus on Wednesdays, these women are serious 
singers, I mean serious singers. We go to retreats and we sing for twelve hours a 
day and we stretch and there's a contest coming up, and we wear these 
costumes they would be embarrassed about in Las Vegas, and I belong to a 
local amatur theater group and I’m on the membership committee and were 
discussing what it means to be a member and dues and that conversation, I’m 
just busy. Then I got a call yesterday from PP national, they want to put together 
a cadre of  medical directors to do international reviews, I also do reviews all 
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around the country, part of the accreditation process. The answer to your 
question is I am busy. What were you thinking of? Oh, my daughters wedding, 
that’s coming up, mother of the bride dress, ugh. I’d be having that ruben if I 
didn’t have to fit into the dress. So yea, how about yourself, what do you do? 
 
Buyer: Nothing for fun. Nope. Nothing for fun. But it doesn't sound like, well I 
don’t know, you sound busier now.  
 
Gatter: They’re activities but yea. I do research, I had a research paper 
published last week. There was a research paper inspired by Danco. A lot of red 
states are trying to limit abortion access by passing ridiculous legislation, and 
one of them is you have to use the FDA regimen for medication abortion, it’s from 
two thousand, it’s outdated and we have evidence alternatives now. But the red 
state legislation says no, no you have to have seventeen million visitors, you 
have to do this, you have to do that, and you can’t to telemedicine either, which is 
great. So, Danco- people rarely go back to the FDA to change the label, because 
it’s expensive and there’s no point to it and doctors are used to using evidence 
based alternatives that don’t have to have a label. But, if the politicians are 
saying you have to use a label, we go back to the FDA and say we want to 
change the label. Danco says you need a big volume of patients to say it’s safe 
and effective, because LA had all those cases. Deb and I put together a paper 
based on fifteen thousand cases with LAMS and alternative methods saying 
guess what? Its safer, easier, more effective than the regimen that those stupid 
idiots want us to use. Im interested in political research so.  
 
Buyer: Mhm. Where do you see that going? You’re working with Deborah, you 
said? 
 
Gatter: We just published, it will be out shortly. And I had worked with some 
researchers out of UCSF, Tracy’s (inaudible) who moved to Omaha to be part of 
the Buffett foundation. So, the doctors and I looked at if it made a difference in 
abortion if you were forced to have an ultra sound or not. As it happens we have 
them in our system but when you record that patients decision, do you want to 
see it or not, because it California it’s optional. So, now they give a court ordered 
decision to see it, and we have a separate thing asking how sure are you about 
your decision. Very sure, not sure, you know, So we looked at thirty thousand 
patients to see if looking at the ultrasound made a difference. Guess what? For 
most patients, it does not. Sixty percent of patients did not want to look at it, forty 
percent did. They both proceeded to have the abortion the exact same way, with 
the exception of women who were unsure about their decision. If you were 
uncertain and you saw the ultrasound, you are one or two percentage points less 
likely to have the procedure. So, it’s kind of a nuance, and our enemies don’t do 
nuance as you know, so we published that last year. What do you do for fun? 
 
Buyer: I think I enjoy blowing off steam the same way anybody else does. 
There’s lots of funs stuff to do in south LA and Orange county area.  
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Gatter: Mmm. I can tell you’re a clubbing person. 
 
Buyer: Yea, that’s a polite way of putting it.  
 
Gatter: You’re a young man.  
 
Buyer: I’m sure that Dr. Van Handel of Novogenix would say the same thing. 
 
Gatter: Who else is with Novogenix? It’s an Asian guy, I’m so bad at names now. 
I’m sure he would be horrified.  
 
Buyer: So, they’ve been exclusively contracted with PPLA for quite some time? 
Interesting, and that’s the thing, once someone is in, there isn’t much room to 
share. 
 
Gatter: They’ve got to do something really bad to get kicked out. Part of the self 
sustaining, you know.   
 
Gatter: (Inaudible) Heather, when she came in, was pleasant, unintrusive, she 
didn’t get into anything, she didn’t get in the way. She was efficient, wrapped up 
her specimens, sent them out- shipped them out.   
 
Buyer: I’m thinking about the 2nd tris, if we knew were going to be able to get a 
liver-thymus, even if it’s just one, consistently, per week I think that would be a 
good start. Obviously, that limits how many researchers are being served at 
once, but at the same time, it gets you started-  
 
Gatter: It’s a promise we can keep. 
 
Buyer: It’s a promise you can keep, exactly.   
   
Gatter: So, what gestational age are we talking about, liver and thymus? 
 
Buyer: Well, if it’s a liver and thymus pair, that’s used in the humanized mouse 
models, I don’t know if you’re familiar, the way they have immunodeficient rodent 
and you can engraft human blood products in order to reconstitute a human 
immune system. That’s used for all kinds of applications, and highly dependant 
on having a liver- thymus set from a fetal cadaver. So, that’s always in demand, 
people always want that, I was just at two or three- 
 
Gatter: How big is the thymus in case I’m looking for something?    
 
Buyer: The thymus is pretty tiny, and liver is similar in coloration and consistency 
as the vaginal lining so, that can be difficult, that’s one of the reasons for second 
tri, they’re just easier to identify I think but in terms of differentiation of the 
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progenitor cells in those tissues, there is some some kind of a sweet spot, say 
fourteen and up. Fourteen to twenty-two weeks, most of the protocols call for 
eighteen to twenty-two weeks, well, no I think that’s an older protocol, sixteen to 
twenty-two weeks. SCID mice have definitely been engrafted with fourteen week 
liver and thymus tissue. It’s just a matter of knowing that if our tech goes there, 
you know, that Friday, there is going to be one case there that’s got that for 
certain, we can get it and send it off. 
 
Gatter: So, suppose you call in Monday, and there’s two 14 weekers, coming in 
on Friday, we don’t know if they’re coming in until Friday. So, you could call again 
in the morning, be asking again if you should come in. We don’t really have the 
volume you need. That’s a problem, when developing a relationship. (Inaudible)  
 
Buyer: Yea, if it’s a matter of finding out  and committing the day before, it’s a 
two hour round trip, or whatever for someone to drive out there, that could be 
worth it, that could be really worth it. So, it would be good to- the name of your 
physician again? Dr.- 
 
Gatter: Ian Tilley. 
 
Buyer: Ian Tilley, it would be good to touch base with him- 
 
Gatter: Actually, I’m having lunch with him in two weeks so, I could chat with him 
then. 
 
Buyer: Oh, excellent.    
  
Gatter: You know, PPFA takes a enormous amount time to get back in terms of 
contractual issues and stuff. 
 
Buyer: Oh, so you would have to apply for the waiver that you spoke of. 
 
Gatter: Which, I’m willing- it’s not that big a deal.  
 
Buyer: Does that go to Deborah? Is she the one that signs off? 
 
Gatter: She’s one of the people it goes to, but they change who it goes to so, 
she’s involved in the process.  
 
Buyer: So, that’s why I don’t want to lowball. Because, I hear this is what you’re 
going to have to go through, frustration, time just paper work.    
 
Gatter: Oh, we will. Where’s your company located? 
 
Buyer: Long Beach.  
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Gatter: When I was at PPFA, they used to have surgical site in Long Beach. 
(Inaudible) They stopped that Long Beach site too.  I don’t think I ever went to 
Long Beach, now that I think about it. 
 
Buyer: Do you know well, the Orange/San Bernardino affiliate?  
 
Gatter: Jennefer Russo.  
 
Buyer: Because we’re told they’re very high volume, and they’re right there, next 
door to us. The last that I heard was they were working with a private laboratory 
in Orange, but I guess that would be a research study, a bone-fide research 
study because they’re going right to the researchers who are using it there. But, I 
don’t know, I don’t have any more information on what they were after, and what 
was being done. It sounded to me like it was just one laboratory. There’s 
probably availability- 
 
Gatter: Room for expansion. 
 
Buyer: Room for expansion. Or maybe room for someone else to come in. I 
don’t know, maybe if Dr. Russo will be in Orlando- 
 
Gatter: She will. Absolutely. 
 
Buyer: Maybe we can have that conversation.   
 
Gatter: Come up to me in Orlando and remind me to introduce you.  
 
Buyer: Definitely, yea that would be helpful. So even though you don’t have high 
volume, I see that their are other niches you could fill for us. Don’t you think so? 
 
Gatter: Here is my suggestion. Write me a three of four paragraph proposal, 
which I will then take to Laurel and the organization to see if we want to proceed 
with this. And then, if we want to pursue this, mutually, I talk to Ian and see how 
he feels about using a “less crunchy” technique to get more whole specimens. 
Then, if we agree to move forward, the steps, I would need to apply for a waiver 
at PPFA, in order to do this, we need to have a contract, do you have a contract?  
 
Buyer: What we’ve used in the past is a materials transfer agreement. And 
obviously, that’s open to discussion.   
 
Gatter: It needs to say exactly what your staff is going to do. It needs to say 
exactly what your expectations are. Exactly what the compensations is. That 
you’re agreeing that your person will only use specified the Federal government 
tissue donation form, you can add extra forms if you want. California- 
 
Buyer: Do you have a copy of your form that you could send us and- 
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Gatter: Our form? 
 
Buyer: Your form for tissue donation. The standard one.  
 
Gatter: Outline this in the email you send, because I will forget as soon as I walk 
out.   
 
Buyer: And are we agreed that $100 would keep you happy.  
 
Laurel: I think so— 
 
Dr. Gatter: Well let me agree to find out what other affiliates in California 
are getting, and if they’re getting substantially more, then we can discuss it 
then. 
 
Buyer: Yes. 
 
Dr. Gatter: I mean, the money is not the important thing, but it has to be big 
enough that it is worthwhile. 
 
Buyer: No, no, but it is something to talk about. I mean, it was one of the 
first things you brought up, right? So. 
 
Dr. Gatter: Mhm. 
 
Buyer: Now here’s another thought, is we could talk about specimen, per 
specimen per case, or per procured tissue sample. 
 
Dr. Gatter: Mhm. 
 
Buyer: So if we’re able to get a liver/thymus pair, maybe that is $75 per 
specimen, so that’s a liver/thymus pair and that’s $150. 
 
Dr. Gatter: Mhm. 
 
Buyer: Versus if we can get liver, thymus, and a brain hemisphere, and all 
that, then that’s— 
 
Dr. Gatter: Okay. 
 
Buyer: So that protects us so that we’re not paying for stuff we can’t use. 
And I think it also maybe illustrates things— 
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Dr. Gatter: It’s been years since I talked about compensation, so let me just 
figure out what others are getting, if this is in the ballpark, it’s fine, if it’s 
still low then we can bump it up. I want a Lamborghini. [laughs] 
 
Buyer: [Laughs] What did you say? 
 
Dr. Gatter: I said I want a Lamborghini! [laughs] 
 
Buyer: Don’t we all, right? 
 
Dr. Gatter: [laughs] Exactly! I wouldn't know how to drive a Lamborghini. Oh 
god I was hysterical, three months ago, driving on the wrong side of the road. 
Thinking oh my god, I’m too close to that side.  
 
Laurel: I couldn’t even sit in the front seat in Australia. It was (inaudible) I’ll sit in 
the back.  
 
Gatter: I sat in the front and my sister was driving, and every time she’d stop or 
get too close, I’d go eek, eek. And finally, my other sister was sitting in the back 
goes “Stop. Get out of that seat.” 
 
Buyer: Do you have family there? 
 
Gatter: My sister did our genealogy and have Irish and half Scott. For the Scotts 
part we went to Ireland where my great-great grandfather emigrated, he was a 
sea captain actually. He wrote some very interesting letters about being caught in 
the south seas, 1870 or so. 
 
Buyer: That was your first time there? 
 
Gatter: Yes. Yes. Actually, it was my second time because I was in Edinburgh 
when I was a medical student. We did pre med in OB, that was interesting 
because the midwives in the deliveries at the time weren't allowed (inaudible) any 
time there was a delivery, eight am the next morning, the medical student would 
go out and do (inaudible) it was ridiculous. So, that was my second time.  
 
Buyer: And no you have a wedding coming up? 
 
Gatter: My daughter is getting married in New Jersey, Atlantic City. Yes, she’s 
getting married, she’s going to law school, so she’s moving forward with her life. 
 
Buyer: And how about you Laurel? Do you have children? 
 
Laurel: Two married children. And one- my daughter is pregnant again. Five 
months.  
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Gatter: Oh no! That was quick! 
 
Laurel: She wanted to have them thirteen months apart, guess what? She had 
them thirteen months apart. I said Good for you.  She said:  
“Are you ready to retire yet?” 
I said: “Can you afford for me to retire yet?” So, very good, five month old 
granddaughter and then older grandchildren, step grandchildren from twenty six 
to sixteen.  
 
Buyer: My goodness. What made her reasoning for thirteen months apart? 
 
Laurel: She just wanted to have them close together, it looks like it’s going to be 
thirteen months. 
 
Gatter: Yea, my sister and I are thirteen months apart.  
 
Laurel: Yea, my brother and I are too. Very fortunately, she is a stay at home 
mom, she doesn’t need to work. 
 
Gatter: Hey. alright. How about you? You’ve got the energy. How are your 
children doing?  
 
Buyer: They’re both in college. 
 
Gatter: Where do they go? 
 
Buyer: They go to Cal Poly.  
 
Gatter: Oh. Two of them go to Cal Poly. 
 
Laurel: Very good.  
 
Gatter: We should be moving on here, we’re going to stick you with the check. 
 
Buyer: Yes. Yes. Thank you for taking the time, thank you for being flexible. 
 
Laurel: I really apologize for being late. 
 
Buyer: No need. 
 
Laurel: It’s been one of those days.     
 
Buyer: I'll draft a four paragraph proposal, I’ll send over one of our draft contracts 
as an example. Excellent. I will see you in Orlando. Thank you so much. 
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Laurel: I’m not going to shake your hand because of my cold. Nice meeting you. 
   
Buyer: Nice meeting you. 
 
Gatter: Nice meeting you.  
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News

Governor Doug Ducey's Statement on Planned Parenthood

J U L Y  2 0 ,  2 0 1 5

PHOENIX – In light of recent allegations of unlawful practices and procedures being performed by Planned Parenthood, Governor Doug Ducey today directed the Arizona
Department of Health Services to conduct a thorough review of current law and immediately promulgate emergency rules designed to prohibit the illegal sale of any tissue
from an unborn child. 

“The footage released by The Center for Medical Progress regarding the alleged sale and trafficking of aborted fetal tissue and body parts by Planned Parenthood is
horrifying and has no place in a civilized society.  I am calling on the Department of Health Services to conduct a thorough review of the law and immediately promulgate
emergency rules designed to prohibit the illegal sale of any tissue from an unborn child.  This is consistent with federal law and will deter action that we all agree is
abhorrent.  Further, I have instructed ADHS to provide any and all assistance required to Attorney General Brnovich in any efforts conducted by his office.”

###
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Governor Rick Scott: We Are Investigating
Planned Parenthood Offices in Florida

On July 29, 2015, in News Releases, by Staff

ORLANDO, Fla. – Governor Rick Scott announced today that he has asked the Agency for Health
Care Administration (AHCA) to immediately begin investigating the 16 Planned Parenthood offices
in Florida that perform abortion procedures to ensure they are in full compliance with the law.

Governor Rick Scott said, “The videos coming out about Planned Parenthood are deeply troubling to
say the least. It is against the law for any organization to sell body parts. I asked AHCA Secretary
Liz Dudek to begin immediately dispatching staff from their licensure office to evaluate the 16
Planned Parenthood offices in Florida that perform abortion procedures to ensure they are in full
compliance with the law. If a Planned Parenthood office is not following the law, we will move
quickly to take legal and regulatory action against them. We hold our healthcare organizations in
Florida to the highest standards of safety and we expect them to fully comply with the law at all
times.”
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Governor Nathan Deal
Office of the Governor

Home » Press Releases » Deal orders review of Planned Parenthood clinics

Deal orders review of Planned Parenthood clinics
July 16, 2015

Gov. Nathan Deal is committed to protecting life at all stages, particularly the most
vulnerable and defenseless among us. In light of recent revelations regarding alleged illegal
Planned Parenthood activity and to ensure this horrific practice is not occurring here, the
governor is directing the Department of Community Health and the Department of Public
Health to conduct a joint review of the clinics run by Planned Parenthood Southeast in
Georgia. 
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Brownback calls on Kansas State Board of
Healing Arts to investigate Planned Parenthood
Area Planned Parenthood CEO says Kansas facilities don't donate tissue
Posted: July 21, 2015 - 4:27pm

JANUARY 2015 FILE PHOTO/THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback on Tuesday called on the
Kansas State Board of Healing Arts to investigate the
state’s Planned Parenthood facilities on Tuesday.
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Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback on Tuesday called on
the Kansas State Board of Healing Arts to investigate
the state’s Planned Parenthood facilities following the
release of two videos accusing Planned Parenthood
of selling body parts from aborted fetuses. An official
from a regional chapter of Planned Parenthood
responded that Kansas facilities don’t participate in a
tissue-donating program.

Last week, the anti-abortion group Center for
Medical Progress released a hidden video purporting
to show Deborah Nucatola, a senior director of
medical research for Planned Parenthood, discussing
how to abort fetuses in a manner that preserves
tissue and organs for medical research.

This week, the group released a second video
showing Mary Gatter, medical director for Planned
Parenthood Pasadena and San Gabriel Valley in
Southern California, discussing the price of fetal
tissue.

While Planned Parenthood officials have repeatedly
claimed the videos are highly edited by anti-abortion
activists and that Planned Parenthood is acting
within legal and ethical guidelines, conservative
politicians have spent a week railing against the
abortion provider.

“Kansas remains committed to a culture that respects
the dignity of life at all stages,” Brownback said
Tuesday. “Recent videos show Planned Parenthood
employees treating the unborn as commodities as
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they discuss the sale of tissue and organs. This does
not reflect the culture of life most Kansans want.”

The Kansas State Board of Healing Arts, which
inspects surgical practices and certifies doctors in the
state, was asked by the governor “to address the issue
of sale of tissue and organs from the unborn” when it
conducts its inspections. There are two Planned
Parenthood centers in Kansas, according to the
group’s website, one in Wichita and another in
Overland Park.

“We must remind ourselves and others that unborn
children are just that — children — with certain
inalienable rights that we must respect and protect,”
said Brownback, a Republican.

Planned Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri
responded to the governor’s comments in an email
late Tuesday afternoon, calling Brownback’s request
for an investigation “politically motivated.”

“These political attacks claiming that Planned
Parenthood profits in any way from tissue donation
or illegal activity are simply not true,” said Laura
McQuade, president and CEO and Planned
Parenthood of Kansas and Mid-Missouri. “Some
Planned Parenthood affiliates in the country have
programs for women and families who want to
donate tissue to leading research institutions that
will use it to help find treatment and cures for
diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. Our
affiliate does not have or participate in tissue
donation programs.”

McQuade said Planned Parenthood follows all laws
and “has the highest medical and ethical standards.”

“The fact that Planned Parenthood in Kansas does
not participate in tissue donation programs
underscores that calls for an investigation are about
political grandstanding, not facts,” McQuade
said. “This is yet another orchestrated attempt to
restrict access to safe, legal abortion in Kansas and to
the needed services Planned Parenthood has
provided for nearly 100 years. We will, of course,
cooperate fully with any investigation.”

Last Wednesday, Republican U.S. Rep. Lynn Jenkins
called on U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch to

investigate Planned Parenthood and bring criminal charges against the group and Nucatola after the
first video was released.

“The idea of making money from the sale of the tissue of an unborn baby is unconscionable,” Jenkins
said. “Yet this horrific and heart-wrenching practice was apparently treated as normal business in this
appalling video. The practices discussed by a senior official from the central office of Planned
Parenthood are clearly illegal and morally unjust.”

On Thursday, U.S. Rep. Tim Huelskamp spoke on the House floor about what he called “horrifying
abuses by the nation's largest, most profitable abortion business,” comparing it to human trafficking.

“Abortion giant Planned Parenthood has exposed itself as a perpetuator of another shocking form of
trafficking — the illegal selling and buying of baby body parts and intact organs,” said Huelskamp, a
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Republican. “Planned Parenthood should not be allowed to profit off the death of its abortion victims
by selling their organs to the highest bidder.”

Huelskamp is among Congress’ most vocal opponents of abortion, repeatedly calling for an end to
taxpayer subsidies of Planned Parenthood and sponsoring this year’s Pain-Capable Unborn Child Act.

The Kansas Legislature passed its own anti-abortion legislation this year, banning the use of dilation
and evacuation procedures, which were used in about 8 percent of abortions before the ban. Kansas
became the first state to outlaw the procedure when Brownback signed Senate Bill 95 into law April 7.

“Human life has dignity at all stages of life. Senate Bill 95, banning dismemberment abortion in
Kansas, prevents the barbaric procedure of dismembering an unborn child,” the governor said
Tuesday.

Justin Wingerter can be reached at (785) 295-1100 or justin.wingerter@cjonline.com.
Follow Justin on Twitter @JustinWingerter.
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yardman  07/21/15 - 04:59 pm

yardman  07/21/15 - 05:04 pm

smejhawk1  07/21/15 - 05:25 pm

Hot_Toe_Picker  07/21/15 - 05:29 pm

Mav  07/21/15 - 05:59 pm

do his JOB and stop attacking women's rights.

MORE

37 7

Do they stay up nights thinking this stuff up?

Let's all the P.O.'d People of Kansas demand
thorough investigation of sam-u-l!

MORE

35 6

"unborn children are just that – children"?

"with certain inalienable rights that we must respect and protect"?
Well hey sammy, after they are born, what do they become,
ON THEIR OWN COMMODITIES TO BE EXPLOITED BY YOU?!?

MORE

36 6

Brownback goes into deflection mode after fundraising snafu

Brownback goes into deflection mode after fundraising snafu.

Brownback got caught red handed bribing a Westar official and now he fires
up the anti-abortion at any cost crazies by loudly proclaiming: Planned
Parenthood is selling "baby" parts.

Meanwhile, Planned Parenthood officials have repeatedly claimed the videos
are highly edited by anti-abortion activists and that Planned Parenthood is
acting within legal and ethical guidelines.

Continue to REUKE the Brownback agenda at every twisted turn it careens
into on the road to Bankruptcy.

MORE

36 7

Brownback is a failure

These videos have already been proven to be edited by a group of liars who
have been trying to destroy Planned Parenthood for years. I seriously doubt
that Brownback doesn't know this, so he's just doing this to divert attention
away from his failed tax scheme and to gin up support from his low-
information base.

MORE

36 6

I call for

An investigation of Brownback.
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Hammertime  07/21/15 - 06:14 pm

catsncats  07/21/15 - 06:16 pm

Hammertime  07/21/15 - 06:23 pm

kansasstreet  07/21/15 - 06:28 pm

catsncats  07/21/15 - 07:09 pm

MORE

8 32

Never going to defend

Never going to defend Brownback. But I think some of you need to see the
video planned parenthood got caught with. Not making this an abortion issue
either, but I think it is impossible to defend the statements made by PP last
week. Spare parts, huh? Evil and sick. Not scientific or breakthrough
technology. Anybody read Huxley? Scary, and I do think the line has to be
drawn somewhere, and this aspect has nothing to do with women's rights.

MORE

7 31

several states are looking...

into this now. given that planned parenthood gets around 500 million per year
from taxpayers and is responsible for about 40% of all abortions in this
country, they damn well should be investigated. these are only the first 2
videos so far...the group doing the undercover investigative work has been
looking into this for 2 1/2 years now. they have around 12 more awaiting
release. lead investigator was interviewed earlier on the Mark Levin program.
says there is very little in the way of oversight at planned parenthood and at
other clinics as well.

MORE

8 29

And watch the whole video.

And watch the whole video. Not an edited snippet. No editing, it's clearly
continuous and fluid.
Speaks to society and where we are headed.

MORE

33 7

The video...

Was heavily edited to suit their purposes by the turds who recorded it.
Agree strongly with the commenters who say this is deflection by Brownback,
who repeatedly tiptoes up to the grey area of triggering a RICO investigation.
For the uninitiated, RICO stands for Racketeer Influenced Corrupt
Organization.

MORE

4 33

nobody put words...

into either Nucatelo's mouth or Gatter's and nobody edited anything.
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rayD8  07/21/15 - 07:20 pm

smejhawk1  07/21/15 - 07:20 pm

rayD8  07/21/15 - 07:22 pm

Alan Lunn  07/21/15 - 07:38 pm

Alan Lunn  07/21/15 - 07:50 pm

StJacques  07/21/15 - 07:50 pm

MORE

33 4

it's been edited

The whole video is available and it's looooong. It's been heavily edited.
Multiple times they "conveniently" leave off an import sentence being said right
before something inflammatory. Like explaining costs recovering as being
different than selling tissue.

Yes the person speaking is "cold". But the edited videos just capitalize on
that, and intentionally edit out important context.

MORE

31 4

That is BS cats and you know it

That is BS cats and you know it.

The videos most likely were edited with a video toaster. This has already been
stated on the National news.

MORE

27 4

Curious...

How many investigations into DCF has Brownback called for after
*EXISTING* children were murdered? How come he's not putting in his 2
cents about DCH trying to withhold files for investigations?

MORE

24 4

At a moment when Republican governors

`across the country are under investigation for political improprieties of every
sort (including our governor), this is a very useful diversion. Note: the tone is
hysterical. You can't find the truth about something when you are venting a
head full of steam.

http://factivists.democrats.org/your-go-to-guide-for-gop-governors-scand...

MORE

25 4

"“Ten times during the conversation, Dr. Nucatola said

Planned Parenthood would not sell tissue or profit from tissue donations, and
all ten instances were cut out of the video, misleading the public into thinking
she said something she didn’t,” Planned Parenthood said in a letter to House
Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton Monday.

http://www.politico.com/story/2015/07/planned-parenthood-accuses-group-o...

26 5
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catsncats  07/21/15 - 07:52 pm

jgames7456  07/21/15 - 08:18 pm

jgames7456  07/21/15 - 08:25 pm

Betty Crocker  07/21/15 - 08:31 pm

999  07/21/15 - 08:45 pm

MORE

You're pathetic Brownback!

I just wish you had enough brains to know which end of the sword to fall on.

MORE

5 30

smejhawk1...

no..I don't know it, as you seem to think I should. the bs is the liberal
progressive spin as they try to deny the reality of getting caught for what they
did.

MORE

23 5

????????????????????????????????/

Mein Fuhrer Brownback CONTINUES to prove that he has lost complete
touch with REALITY!!!

MORE

23 5

catsncats

Guess you live in the Brownback/ Koch Universe, eh?

MORE

26 5

SAMMIE . . . .

This is all hogwash - and you know it . . . but as others have commented . . . it
causes people to talk about it rather than your sleazy method of trying to
extort money out of Westar.

You are an unethical piece of work and there is no limit as to how low you'll
stoop.

I really wonder how you sleep at night, trying to keep all your lies straight, etc.

MORE

24 4

Fraudulent diversion to

Fraudulent diversion to inflame the people in order to further cut government
services. Gotta make cuts so the wealthy can have a free ride! Cats is full of
it. It's already been on the news and PBS stating that the video was tampered
with and heavily edited. Another dirty, dishonest con trick from their playbook.
Gee whiz con's, are you going after the medical research orgs too? Yeah,
didn't think so
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999  07/21/15 - 08:53 pm

Lucinda  07/21/15 - 08:55 pm

MzSphalerite  07/21/15 - 08:56 pm

jacovdog  07/21/15 - 09:02 pm

John B  07/21/15 - 09:36 pm

What a convenience this faux outrage is in timing when the real fraud is in
voting machines.

MORE

23 4

Cats you are changing your

Cats you are changing your story here? You admitted earlier it was edited.
What are you? A paid evil con spinner?

MORE

28 4

Cats and Hammertime

Did you read this line in Alan's post above?

"“Ten times during the conversation, Dr. Nucatola said

Planned Parenthood would not sell tissue or profit from tissue
donations, and all ten instances were cut out of the video, misleading the
public into thinking she said something she didn’t,”

Who do you think cut and edited that video in such a way?

And why do you think they edited it?

MORE

27 5

Nothing But Politics

This is nothing but politics. Kansas already has laws on the books. So how
will Brownie pay for this investigation given the state of the budget?

Since he has cut back so much already on a woman's access to healthcare
including breast cancer exams and pap smears, as well as access to birth
control, it is no wonder more women use Planned Parenthood since they
provide the services to those that don't have access to insurance.

I'm sure, that based on medical ethics, that the patient has the right to decide
if they want to donate the fetus to medical research. As already stated, no
donations occur here.

MORE

5 17

Since some like to cast

Since some like to cast dispersions on the authenticity of the video, all the
more reason to investigate. If PP is doing nothing wrong, they would have
nothing to to worry about.

20 2

Switch and bait, Sammies tax cut policies from hell continue to
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Infidel51  07/21/15 - 10:00 pm

rayD8  07/21/15 - 10:54 pm

MORE fail miserably, so does he start to address them? NO.

His supporters are more then happy to change subjects to, I don't blame
them.

His budget policy estimates have been wrong again and again and again. All
the work and effort by previous Kansans on education and highways is being
squandered by this idiot just to enrichen a few of his buddies. Look for him and
his band of minions that cant shoot straight to do all they can to keep try to
change the subject as their estimates keep being wrong again and again and
again.

MORE

2 26

Apparently Planned

Apparently Planned Parenthoods baby part business has spurred the new
"less crunchy technique."
Much less damage to the merchandise!

MORE

17 4

dispersions on the authenticity of the video

"Since some like to cast dispersions on the authenticity of the video"

No one is doing that. Sounds like you're trying to deflect.
Pointing out that *omitting* facts (even ones repeated over and over for
emphasis) is a form of deceit is not questioning the "authenticity of the video"
as you are trying to portray it.

In legal terms, its called "selective omission" and "factual misrepresentation".
Though nothing technically illegal about such unless it crosses the line into the
legal definition of slander. That's why politicians, PACs, and special interests
can (and will) do it all day and night long.
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News > Press Releases

Jul 14, 2015
Governor Jindal Announces Investigation Into Planned
Parenthood

Today, Governor Jindal announced he is directing the Louisiana Department of Health and
Hospitals to launch an investigation into Planned Parenthood after reports surfaced alleging
some Planned Parenthood affiliates are using partial birth abortions to sell fetal body parts.

A video surfaced showing a Planned Parenthood Federation of America senior director
describing how some Planned Parenthood employees are actively engaging in illegal partial
birth abortion procedures and attempting to conduct these abortions so that they leave body
parts intact so that they can later be sold on the open market.

Governor Jindal said, “Today’s video of a Planned Parenthood official discussing the
systematic harvesting and trafficking of human body parts is shocking and gruesome.  This
same organization is seeking to open an abortion clinic in New Orleans.  I have instructed
Louisiana’s Department of Health and Hospitals to conduct an immediate investigation into
this alleged evil and illegal activity and to not issue any licenses until this investigation is
complete.  I  am also asking the FBI to assist DHH in investigating this alleged criminal activity
by this organization.”

###
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Ohio Attorney General  Mike DeWine's office announced Thursday it is investigating Planned Parenthood's three Ohio abortion clinics to see whether
they are illegally selling fetal  body parts. Planned Parenthood denied taking such action, saying its Ohio clinics don't allow patients to donate fetal
tissue.  (Associated Press file)

By Jeremy Pelzer, Northeast Ohio Media Group 
Follow on Twitter 
on July 16, 2015 at 1:19 PM, updated July 16, 2015 at 3:33 PM

COLUMBUS, Ohio – Attorney General Mike DeWine's office announced Thursday it is investigating Ohio's three Planned
Parenthood clinics to see whether they illegally sold organs from aborted fetuses.

The move by the Republican attorney general, a longtime abortion opponent, comes in response to an undercover video
purporting to show a national Planned Parenthood official discussing the sale of fetal body parts to medical
researchers. Planned Parenthood says the video was selectively edited to give a false impression.

A DeWine spokesman said the AG's charitable law section is subpoenaing documents from Ohio's Planned Parenthood clinics to
see whether they violated a state law banning the sale of body parts from aborted fetuses.

Stephanie Kight, the president and CEO of Planned Parenthood Advocates of Ohio, said in a statement that because of that law,
Planned Parenthood clinics in Beford Heights, Cincinnati, and Columbus don't allow patients to donate fetal tissue.

Mike DeWine to investigate Planned Parenthood in the wake of controversial
video
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"We will not allow these accusations to knock us off course," Kight stated.

Mike Gonidakis, president of Ohio Right To Life, praised DeWine's move in a release.

"It is critical that Ohio responds swiftly to ensure that such a horrendous practice does not exist within our borders," he said in a
statement.

The video, released by the activist group Center for Medical Progress, depicts Deborah Nucatola, Planned Parenthood's senior
director of medical research, talking about fetal body parts that are in demand and how to remove them to use for research.

Abortion opponents have seized on the video as evidence that Planned Parenthood is illegally selling organs from aborted fetuses.

Planned Parenthood has strongly denied that claim, saying the video was heavily edited to wrongly give the idea that
Nucatola was talking about trafficking body parts.

"These outrageous claims are flat-out untrue," said Eric Ferrero, a spokesman for Planned Parenthood Federation of America, in
a release.

Republicans on Capitol Hill also expressed outrage over the Planned Parenthood video.

On Wednesday, U.S. House Speaker John Boehner, a West Chester Republican, asked the relevant congressional committees to
investigate the video and called on President Barack Obama and U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Burwell to
"denounce and stop these gruesome practices."

"If you've seen this video, I don't have to tell you how sickening it is," Boehner told reporters on Thursday. "Rest assured, we're
going to get to the bottom of this and protect the values we hold dear."

U.S. Rep. Jim Jordan, a Champaign County Republican who chairs a House Oversight and Government Reform subcommittee,
said the issues depicted in the video were not "the first time that Planned Parenthood has been engaged in something that the
vast majority of Americans, probably all Americans, think is just flat-out wrong.

"When we have this hearing, the focus should be on all the bad things that are going on there and the idea that they're getting
our taxpayer dollars, "Jordan continued. "That's what needs to stop."

Northeast Ohio Media Group Washington bureau reporter Sabrina Eaton contributed to this story.
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435 comments

Ohio officials seek to defund, investigate Planned Parenthood (video)

Planned Parenthood denies group's claim that video shows official discussing sale of fetal organs for
research
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JourneyForTruth Jul 17, 2015

Problem is women could be enticed to donate a life just for the buyers. Someday women could be asked for body parts and have
babies just to produce the parts. 

Look at how the blood bank works by giving money to organizations if they can find blood donors. Same for planned parent hood,
they could get women's shelters money to find women to volunteer babies. 

If planned parenthood was a Christian way of doing business they would operate in a way that their lawyers would not be
ashamed of them.

FlagShare
LikeReply

mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

Throw a fireman in to boot:

http://www.toledoblade.com/Police-Fire/2015/07/16/Rossford-firefighter-indicted-for-rape-and-sexual-
battery-of-a-minor.html

FlagShare
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mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

And now lets add the cop low life story: http://www.sanduskyregister.com/news/law-enforcement/9065826

White men complaining about abortion are the biggest problem. 

FlagShare
LikeReply

CensoredBaBlvr Jul 17, 2015

@mickyotool Why specifically white men? All other complaining men are okay or are you just racist?
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@CensoredBaBlvr @mickyotool good question. I also would like to know Micky's answer to that.

FlagShare
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mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

Like this:
http://www.cleveland.com/akron/index.ssf/2015/07/stow_man_accused_of_having_sex.html#incart_river
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mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

Almost a month ago today the Ohio republican senate worked to pull an abortion clinic restriction from budget legislation to get
votes. The abortion issue is a bargaining chip for old white men. They could care less if abortion stays or goes.

http://www.toledoblade.com/Politics/2015/06/19/Ohio-Senate-OKs-budget-drops-abortion-limits.html

Politicians DNC or RNC could care less about abortion. They use it as a tool to suck in votes. So stop with the barry executioner
nonesense. The President can't have or perform an abortion. Only the "Do no harm" folks and women can.

If the US wants to stop abortion then start telling your daughters to stop getting drunk and having unprotected sex. Oh, but then
the divorcing and cheating parents and pastors, teachers, coaches and police men and doctors would need to do the same thing. 

Only women can end abortion. The posters here are simply regurgitating campaign slogans while old white men use them as
pawns to do their dirty work.

If you are Christian then say it. Sex outside of marriage is a sin. And abortion is murder and punishable by eternal damnation. If
your not a Christian then tell the truth. Accidentally getting pregnant was an ignorant mistake on your part and the innocent
child growing inside of you should not have to give up it's life for your ignorant drunken mistake.

Almost all abortions are a birth control method. I made a mistake and have to clean it up.   

  

FlagShare
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CensoredBaBlvr Jul 17, 2015

@mickyotool Why specifically old white men? Are you saying it would be okay for other races to use the issue as a bargaining
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chip or are you just racist?
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CensoredBaBlvr Jul 17, 2015

@mickyotool Why specifically old white men? Do you think other races don't use women or are you just racist?

FlagShare
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mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

@CensoredBaBlvr @mickyotool Accuse me of whatever what you wish. 

However, last month the Ohio republican senate, mostly middle aged white men, were willing to sell their souls for a single vote
by eliminating the abortion restriction from the state budget.
http://www.cleveland.com/open/index.ssf/2015/06/cleveland_senator_stops_proposed_limits.html. It is quire
clear and documented that these men don't care the least about reproductive rights. And will lie to their constituency to
accomplish their goals.Can you deny this truth in any way?

But a better example might be the Hobby Lobby aca case heard by the supreme court. Here is a "Christian" older white man
arguing about reproductive rights on the grounds of Godliness, in the highest court in the land, when his companies profits from
selling Chinese junk has paid for more abortions than our US tax dollars will ever pay for. He is heralded as a righteous
"Christian" job creator and millions of Americans walk into his store and send money to the Chinese state which forces abortion,
sterilization and the murders of young Chinese girls; simply because the they are girls. You can argue the race card if you want.
However I will choose to argue the sin.

I just don;t see how anyone cannot see the truth before their eyes. 40+ years this issue has been talked to death. And 40+ years
now it goes on. No white or black, it makes you feel better, politician can end this. Only those that commit the sin.  

FlagShare
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@mickyotool if you are a Christian couldn't you say either of those remarks you suggested?

FlagShare
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@mickyotool why only women? Ciuld not families that hold morality ,life, and individual responsibility at the top of their
values? If so then couldn't a old white man help end abortion? 

FlagShare
LikeReply
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mickyotool Jul 17, 2015

@jkoz88 @mickyotool How does an old white man stop abortion? Abortion existed before Roe V Wade and will continue if
Roe V Wade is ever overturned. With the exception of rape, only a woman can decide if the act she is about to take part in will
end with an unwanted pregnancy. Just like only a criminal can stop a crime. You get the opportunity to decide at the moment of
committing the act. 

The true point is that Politicians will never be able to end this. So stop blaming them or holding them up as righteous and focus
on the real issue. Because in the end you being duped by political promises and false alliances to get your vote.
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

Could families that hold morality ,life, and individual responsibility at the top of their values? If so then couldn't a old white man
within that family help end abortion.you are speaking in absolutes and I think you mean in politics in general. Then I agree with
you just not your way of wording it.
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pollen Jul 17, 2015

In stories like these you can see who the political nut-cases are.

FlagShare
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Barry on Radio Jul 17, 2015

barry'y war-on-children continues.......

right after barry's war-on-women.
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Cybersophist Jul 16, 2015

This is a joke

It is an edited document. You can edit Rick Santorum into advocating for gay sex
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@Cybersophist full video is online
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californie Jul 16, 2015

The Planned Parenthood doctor in the video is a complete jerk for her cavalier attitude towards human life and she should be
fired immediately,

HOWEVER,

fetal tissue donation is legal and it is legal to recoup the expenses involved.
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Barry on Radio Jul 17, 2015

@californie  maybe she should be 'crushed' on either side first, before falling on her sword.
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@californie altering and abortiong to harvest organs is illegal. Why would they break the law for their research affiliates? $$$$
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Hash Tag Jul 16, 2015

So I am reading some posts and the usual suspects are trying to defend this by saying the video is a hoax yada yada yada...WTH
does a liberal organization have to do to get these people to question it?....what a bunch of sheep!

FlagShare
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2 LikeReply

DonaldDuck Jul 16, 2015

@Hash Tag They all goose step right in line to the talking points from the DNC.

FlagShare

1 LikeReply

Barry on Radio Jul 17, 2015

@DonaldDuck @Hash Tag  the unions and ngo's like no more parenthood are just extensions of the DNC.

Look for barry to endorse euthanasia before his term is out....its on the rad lib agenda.

FlagShare

1 LikeReply

clevebaron9 Jul 16, 2015

stop giving them tax money

FlagShare

1 LikeReply

Hash Tag Jul 16, 2015

Appalling disgusting horrific...words can't describe.

FlagShare

2 LikeReply

WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

That woman was clear: Planned Parenthood got permission from women to "donate" their fetus and unborn baby's body parts.
She also stated that Planned Parenthood only accepted "donations" like this to help "break-even." she also goes to great length to
explain how deliberate surgical procedures can remove those important and valuable parts and keep them intact. That is another
way to say they sell fetus and aborted infant body parts to cover their epenses - AS IF THAT IS OKAY!
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This is NOT okay. That is sick and perverted. There should be an investigation. 
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JohnJustice Jul 16, 2015

Boehner - "Rest assured, we're going to get to the bottom of this and protect the values we hold dear."

Gonidakis - "It is critical that Ohio responds swiftly to ensure that such a horrendous practice does not exist within our borders"

All well and good, but if the taxpayers are going to foot the bill of a DeWine investigation of Ohio's three Planned Parenthood
clinics.. will that include a determination if the video released by the activist group Center for Medical Progress is doctored up or
not?

And if so, will Dewine make them pay for the investigations expense?
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WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

@JohnJustice There's been a claim that the video was "doctored." Just that it was edited in parts. However, when you watch
the entire thing there is no good spin to be put on what they are doing: They are harvesting fetus and infant body parts, using
special procedures to keep those valuable parts intact, and accepting "donations' (as they call sales) from medical organizations
to help their bottom line. 

If you don't think that is worthy of investigation, then what is? It's illegal to traffic in body parts, born or unborn. 

FlagShare

2 LikeReply

JohnJustice Jul 16, 2015

@WhoDooVoodoo12 @JohnJustice It proven true ("accepting donations"..) then I am all for prosecuting those involved,
including those on the receiving end. .
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Cybersophist Jul 16, 2015

Errrr.... let's see the UNEDITED version. Lol
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You can edit Santorum into soliciting gay sex with the right Apple tools.
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WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

@Cybersophist Go watch it. Go on, go watch it. 

FlagShare
LikeReply

blacksquirrel Jul 16, 2015

Hey, the GOPers tell us there's no war on women. I, for one, certainly believe them.

FlagShare

2 LikeReply

redz28 Jul 16, 2015

You're wrong Hillary is leading it. BENGHAZI BENGHAZI BENGHAZI MONEY MONEY EMAIL EMAIL!

LMAO

FlagShare

1 LikeReply

Bango__Tango Jul 16, 2015

@blacksquirrel All those lefties having abortions are the real war on women.
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jkoz88 Jul 17, 2015

@Bango__Tango @blacksquirrel war on children
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foxghostwriter Jul 16, 2015

Hilarious.  One video that was kept under wraps for a year surfaces and these folks are ready to investigate.  I guess there's no
need to verify the video at all.  Didn't they learn anything from James O'Keefe?
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3 LikeReply

Woody Jul 16, 2015

@foxghostwriter 

It's their job.  If they ignored the video people would start screaming about their failure to do their duty. 

FlagShare

2 LikeReply

WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

@Woody @foxghostwriter You Democrats have been in denial so long, you can't tell right from wrong. Do you honestly think
selling fetus and unborn infant body parts for "donations" to keep Planned Parenthood's "break even" line solid is okay?  
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2 LikeReply

DonaldDuck Jul 16, 2015

@WhoDooVoodoo12 @Woody @foxghostwriter Actually they do.  Whatever you do though don't ever execute a mass
murderer that would be inhumane.
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1 LikeReply

Badger937 Jul 16, 2015

@foxghostwriter James O'Keefe and the guy who made this video are friends.
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Spykeohio Jul 16, 2015
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@Badger937 @foxghostwriter You sound like you are obsessed with this James O'Keefe guy.
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Badger937 Jul 16, 2015

@Spykeohio @Badger937 @foxghostwriter Why would you say that? Because I actually read news reports? 
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pbluzz Jul 16, 2015

@foxghostwriter  Um....an investigation would probably involve verifying the video.....
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WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

@pbluzz @foxghostwriter The video is "verified." Planned Parenthood already said that. They complained because it was
edited, meaning not the entire length not that anything had been spliced to have the women saying things she didn't say.

She said them. They are now trying to clean this up by suggesting that "donations" for fetus and unborn infant body parts are not
"sales." Sure. 
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Bango__Tango Jul 16, 2015

@foxghostwriter Isn't verifying the video part of the investigation?
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WhoDooVoodoo12 Jul 16, 2015

@foxghostwriter The video might have been edited, but it was not altered or doctored. The content remains the same: The
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woman in the video admits freely that Planned Parenthood accepts "donations" (her tricky word) for fetus and unborn infant
body parts. She also goes to great lenght to explain the surgical procedures they use to keep those valuable parts intact. She also
explains how women are asked to "donate" their aborted fetus parts, which means they allow women to collude in breaking the
laws, too. She also goes on to explain how these "donations" help their bottom line, or to "break even." As if that's just fine and
dandy!
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pollen Jul 17, 2015

@foxghostwriter You are so political it isn't even funny

FlagShare
LikeReply

joefucci Jul 16, 2015

The tape has already been revealed to have been selectively edited and is basically a hoax.  Dewine needs to be investigated for
allowing his Catholic religious beliefs to cloud his judgement.  The AG is mixing his religion with is authority to investigate.
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Woody Jul 16, 2015

@joefucci 

It does happen to be illegal, and there has been an attempt to demonstrate that the activity is taking place.  So - absent the self-
serving rhetoric - DeWine is duty bound to investigate the allegation. 

FlagShare

1 LikeReply

joefucci Jul 16, 2015

@Woody @joefucci First of all the video is suspect because it was recorded by an anti abortion organization, not a news
organization.  Secondly, it is legal for mothers to donate tissue.  Thirdly, abortion is legal.  Dewine will waste taxpayer money,
find no violation of law, and win points with his base.
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blacksquirrel Jul 16, 2015

@joefucci @Woody I'm guessing it's more about that last thing about the base.  Nothing for the next 1.5 yr is about anything
but election.
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browns19fan Jul 16, 2015

VERY old news, when it comes to DeWine.
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Show More Comments

Conservative enough? Jeb Bush's Right Angle

An in-depth look at just how far right Jeb Bush leans.

Terri Schiavo and the brink of constitutional crisis
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More Election News »

Most Read

Cleveland Cavaliers have Terry Talkin' about Timofey Mozgov, big men and big money -- Terry Pluto (photos)

Ohio's Sales Tax Holiday: What to know before hitting the stores Aug. 7-9

University of Akron president's home renovations cost $950,000, records show

Browns RBs Duke Johnson and Terrance West could miss a little time with hamstring and calf injuries

Cleveland Browns Scribbles about Justin Gilbert, Pierre Desir, Terrelle Pryor, passes to backs and other stuff -- Terry Pluto
(photos)

Active Discussions

1 Browns WR coach Joker Phillips on Terrelle Pryor: 'The guy's talented and talent wins ballgames'
(300 comments)

2 Akron police check on unsupervised toddler eating charcoal, find meth lab
(85 comments)

3 Ted Cruz says global warming 'ain't happening': Ted Cruz in the news
(43 comments)

4 Oakland Athletics beat Cleveland Indians, 2-1, on walk-off double in 10th inning
(182 comments)
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Republican Attorney General Mike DeWine

he’s launching a civil
investigation into the state’s
Planned Parenthood clinics to
ensure they’re not “profiting
from the sale of aborted babies.”

But officials from Planned
Parenthood Advocates of Ohio
said they are following Ohio law,
which forbids experimentation
upon, and sale of, fetal tissues
and organs gained through an
abortion.

The Center for Medical Progress,
an anti-abortion group, released
a video on Tuesday that
purported to show a Planned Parenthood official discussing the body parts and tissues of aborted
fetuses with two actors posing as representatives from a human biologics company.

Deborah Nucatola, Planned Parenthood’s senior director of medical research, details in the secretly
taped video how to properly abort a fetus so its organs and tissues remain intact for medical
research, as well as the cost of sharing that tissue with researchers.

“Any person or abortion clinic involved in such a practice described in the video may have violated
specific state or federal laws,” said DeWine, who is staunchly against abortion.

Dan Tierney, spokesman for the Attorney General’s Office, said that although abortion clinics are
operated with licenses through the Ohio Department of Health, DeWine’s office has “some civil
jurisdiction over clinics that operate under nonprofit status.”

While illegal in Ohio, donating tissue is legal in some other states with the woman’s consent.
Buying and selling fetal tissue or organs is illegal in the United States, however.

“In accordance with the Ohio Revised Code, Planned Parenthood health centers in Ohio do not
allow patients to donate tissue because it is explicitly prohibited by law,” Stephanie Kight, President
and CEO of Planned Parenthood Advocates of Ohio, said in a statement.

Cecile Richards, president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, said in a new video
statement that the nonprofit organization does not profit from fetal tissue donation.

She also apologized for Nucatola’s remarks.

“Our top priority is the compassionate care that we provide. In the video, one of our staff members
speaks in a way that does not reflect that compassion,” said Richards, whose statement did not
name Nucatola. “This is unacceptable, and I personally apologize for the staff member’s tone and
statements.”

Still, Planned Parenthood officials say on their website that the video was a “highly edited video
from anti-abortion activists who have made false charges for years” and that the full video “ shows
that the Planned Parenthood staffer was talking in the context of stem cell research, and was talking
about standard reimbursement rates for costs associated with tissue donation — all of which was
edited to change the meaning.”

Anti-abortion advocates nationwide are calling for Planned Parenthood to be stripped of its federal
and state funding as a result of the video.

“Yet again, Mike DeWine is demonstrating that he’s putting people first, and hopefully with this
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investigation we identify and uncover any violations of law,” Ohio Right to Life president Mike
Gonidakis said.

Gov. John Kasich called the video “abhorrent” on Wednesday and called for swift prosecution of
those involved. He was joined by state Auditor Dave Yost, who said the video warranted a full state
and federal investigation. House Speaker John Boehner has said he’s setting up congressional
hearings on the matter.

In response, two House Democrats came out in support of Planned Parenthood.

“The video does not demonstrate that Planned Parenthood is ‘selling’ fetal tissue,” judiciary
committee ranking member John Conyers Jr. of Michigan and Steve Cohen of Tennessee said in a
joint statement.

Kellie Copeland, executive director of NARAL Pro-Choice Ohio, said, “Ohio’s abortion clinics are
inspected regularly by the Ohio Department of Health, and there is no reason to believe any of them
have engaged in any wrongdoing.”

Information from Reuters was included in this story.
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11 Comments Sort by 

Ron Solove · Partner at Solove and McCormick
Another headline grabbing move by Mike (The Empty Suit) DeWine. There is no probable
cause whatsoever for this investigation -- no evidence at all that any Ohio clinic has been
violating Ohio law concerning fetal tissue. More money about to be wasted as DeWine abuses
his office to advance his own personal agenda. What a clown!

Like · Reply · 9 · Jul 16, 2015 8:53am

Richard Anthony
Worried about the money? Then stop giving it to them...."Planned Parenthood’s net
revenue increased 5% to total of $1.21 billion in its organizational fiscal year ending on
June 30, 2013, according to its new Annual Report 2012-2013, and about 45% of that
revenue--$540.6 million--was provided by taxpayer-funded government health services
grants." (CNS)

Like · Reply · 2 · Jul 16, 2015 9:28am

Elizabeth Presley · Columbus, Ohio
Richard Anthony Opponents of Planned Parenthood insist that giving the organization
federal dollars allows it to spend other money in its budget to provide abortions. That is
not possible — there is no other money.

Title X is a federal grant program that exists solely to help low-income and uninsured
people access contraceptives and sexual health care; 5.2 million people use the
program annually. But Congress has never appropriated enough money to take care
of the estimated 17 million Americans who need publicly funded family-planning care.
There always are more patients than subsidies.

Furt... See More

Like · Reply · 6 · Jul 16, 2015 10:28am

Richard Anthony
Elizabeth Presley ...Ron is the one worried about the money....take it up with
him....anyway, all of these cost more lives than money...."in the year that ended on
Sept. 30, 2012 it did 327,166 abortions." (Ibid)

Like · Reply · 1 · Jul 16, 2015 10:39am

Susan Riley
Dewine is a wicked little Xian Fundie twerp, who will believe just about anything he hears, so
long as he thinks there might be a chance to do away with birth control and/or a woman's right
to her own body.

Like · Reply · 3 · Jul 16, 2015 12:30pm

David Scott
Never let it be said that Mike DeWine missed a chance at being partisan and crass.

Like · Reply · 2 · Jul 16, 2015 5:06pm
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Richard Anthony
Never let it be said that David Scott missed a chance at being partisan and crass.

Like · Reply · 1 · Jul 16, 2015 5:34pm

Anita Appelhans
The video was heavily edited. Below is link to page showing the edits and how they altered the
content of the conversation.

http://mediamatters.org/.../attack-on-planned.../204419

Like · Reply · 2 · Jul 16, 2015 11:15am

Richard Anthony
^^conspiracy theory^^
Like · Reply · Jul 16, 2015 11:55am

Doug Berger · Findlay, Ohio
How about investigating sexual harrassment in your own office AG DeWin. Why does he hate
women so much??e

Like · Reply · 2 · Jul 16, 2015 11:02am

Richard Anthony
^^ad hominem^^
Like · Reply · Jul 16, 2015 11:54am

Doug Berger · Findlay, Ohio
Richard Anthony and your point is????? ad hominem only matters in a debate and I
wasn't debating. I was making a statement. Do you know why DeWine spends so
much effort attacking women?

Like · Reply · 2 · Jul 16, 2015 1:11pm

Richard Anthony
Doug Berger....When did you stop beating your wife? (Hint: Both questions most likely
have a similar answer)
Like · Reply · Jul 16, 2015 1:19pm
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Upstate lawmakers call for investigation into Planned Parenthood

 Anna Lee, zlee@greenvillenews.com 6:44 p.m. EDT July 30, 2015
14

7

4

South Carolina lawmakers have joined those in a
growing number of states in calling for investigations
into Planned Parenthood’s government funding
sources.

At an anti-Planned Parenthood rally in Greenville
Thursday, U.S. Rep. Jeff Duncan referred to a series of undercover sting videos
released this month by the anti-abortion group Center for Medical Progress.

The group claims the four videos show that Planned Parenthood is selling aborted
fetal tissue for a profit, which is illegal.

Planned Parenthood officials have insisted that the organization has broken no laws
and say the tapes are part of a “smear campaign” by extremists to entrap doctors.

Duncan said he would push Congressional leadership to cut funds to Planned
Parenthood in “any way,” including federal grants.

“The egregious acts by Planned Parenthood of systemically killing babies in such a
way as to maximize the viable baby parts to sell sickens me and it should sicken
every American,” Duncan said at the rally outside faith-based Piedmont Women’s
Center in Taylors.

He was followed by state Rep. Garry Smith of Simpsonville, who said he’s asked the
state’s Legislative Audit Council to investigate the state’s abortion providers and the
agencies that regulate them, such as the Department of Health and Environmental
Control.

South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson, meanwhile, said in a letter that his

(Photo: Anna Lee / Staff)
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office would forward any complaint regarding criminal activity by Planned Parenthood
to the State Law Enforcement Division for investigation.

“The media reports about the selling of body parts are horrific and require
Congressional action to ensure our tax dollars do not fund such inhumane activity,”
Wilson’s letter said.

A spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood said fetal tissue donation isn’t offered at its
two South Carolina locations and that the organization doesn’t receive any
government funding — state or federal — except for Medicaid reimbursements for
health care services.

In a statement released by Planned Parenthood South Atlantic on Thursday,
executive director Melissa Reed said claims that the organization profits from fetal
tissue donation are “outrageous and false.”

“These videos are heavily doctored, and the longer tapes show that there is nothing in
any of the released fraudulent videos that suggest any violation of law,” Reed said.

“It is shameful that South Carolina anti-abortion politicians and their allies are using
the recent widely discredited and fraudulent video attacks against Planned
Parenthood to advance their own political agendas.”

Of the state’s Planned Parenthood affiliates in Charleston and Columbia, only the
Columbia location offers abortion services.

Combined, the offices see more than 6,500 patients a year, according to Reed. At
least 70 percent of those patients are uninsured.

Planned Parenthood says any costs associated with fetal tissue donation, such as the
cost to transport tissue to research centers, are reimbursed, which is standard across
the medical field.
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State lawmakers to hold fact-finding hearing on Tennessee Planned Parenthood fetus
practices

July 23rd, 2015 by Andy Sher in Politics State Read Time: 1 min.

×

Tennessee state Sen. Mike Bell, R-Riceville, addresses the Pachyderm Club of Hamilton County meeting on August 4, 2014, in Chattanooga.

Photo by Shawn Paik /Times Free Press.

NASHVILLE -- Chairmen of two House and Senate panels announced today they will hold a "fact-finding
meeting" on Aug. 19 to examine enforcement of Tennessee's law banning sales of aborted fetuses.

Senate Operations Committee Chairman Mike Bell, R-Riceville, and House Operations Committee
Chairman Jeremy Faison, R-Cosby, said the meeting was spurred by the release of two videos by the
Center for Medical Progress, an anti-abortion group, "allegedly showing executives of Planned Parenthood
discussing prices for intact fetal specimens and methods to destroy a fetus without harming organs or
tissues considered valuable for sale to vendors."
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"The gruesome videos released by the Center for Medical Progress have implications at Planned
Parenthood affiliates nationwide, including those located here in Tennessee," Bell said in a news release.

Executive in the videos "were in national leadership roles in the company," Bell added. "We want the facts
about who is watching to ensure that the trafficking of baby parts is not happening in Tennessee and
whether or not we need additional rules and regulations to make sure federal and state laws against this
horrific practice are enforced."
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Tennessee law states no person, agency, corporation, partnership or association shall offer or accept
money or anything of value for an aborted fetus.  The law is punishable as a Class E felony which carries a
one to six-year year jail term and a fine of up to $3,000.
   
Rep. Faison said, "Regardless of where you stand on abortion, we can all agree that what we have seen
Planned Parenthood do is abhorrent! The Tennessee Department of Health must take all precautions to
see that his never happens in our state."

The group last week released both edited and unedited videos last week of a Planned Parenthood
executive discussing money related to aborted fetus organs and tissues. CNN reported the group later
posted what they said was an unedited version to YouTube. 
 
Critics have charged the videos were selectively edited. 

Last week, national Planned Parenthood President Cecile Richards released a statement saying, "I want to
be really clear: The allegation that Planned Parenthood profits in any way from tissue donation is not true.
Our donation programs like any other high-quality health care providers follow all laws and ethical
guidelines."

Officials from Planned Parenthood of Middle and East Tennessee had no immediate comment.
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TEXAS AG VOWS ‘AGGRESSIVE
INVESTIGATION’ OF PLANNED
PARENTHOOD

AUSTIN, Texas—The Attorney General of Texas testified today before a state senate committee and
promised an “aggressive investigation” of Planned Parenthood. The committee is investigating the
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business practices of the abortion provider. Texas officials have called for an investigation after the
recent release of undercover videos of Planned Parenthood executives discussing the harvesting and
sale of baby body parts.

A hearing, held on Wednesday before the Texas Senate Committee on Health and Human Services, requested the Texas attorney general as
one of the witnesses to testify before the committee.

On July 15th, the Office of the Texas Attorney General (OAG) announced that there would be an investigation, and that it would be
coordinated with Governor Greg Abbott, and the Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HSSC).

Paxton testified that shortly after the undercover videos surfaced “my office, coordinating with Gov. Abbott and officials at the HHSC,
launched an investigation into Planned Parenthood’s activities in Texas.” He said, “Our goal is to find out if anyone anywhere in Texas has
violated the law, and if so, to seek legal redress.”

The investigation is occurring across Texas, and the OAG is gathering information and evidence.

Representatives of the OAG visited a Houston Planned Parenthood clinic last week where they were invited by those at Planned Parenthood
to look around the facility.

Attorney General Paxton said OAG employees were invited to “take a look around, including a stop at what they call the ‘POC Room.’” He
clarified, that “POC stands for ‘Products of Conception.’”

It is in this room he said, “where Lab technicians receive the remains of aborted children – also known as ‘the products’ – which are washed,
examined, bagged, refrigerated, accumulated and every week taken away by a contractor that burns their bodies as medical waste.”

He said his staffers watched a technician take an aborted child from a jar, rinse it in a colander, and place the body parts in a tray. He
testified, “Fingers and toes, exceptionally tiny but fully-formed, were clearly visible.” The baby parts were eventually deposited in a red plastic
bag which was about the size of an average grocery sack.

The employees at the Houston abortion clinic told his staff that an average of 260 pounds of “medical waste” is collected every week.

The Texas attorney general guaranteed that his office “is aggressively investigating and we will go to any and all lawful lengths to get to the
bottom of what has been happening. But more than any misdeeds involving the sale of aborted baby parts is this fundamental truth: the true
abomination in all this is the institution of abortion.”

Paxton condemned abortion, and the disposal of the bodies of the unborn children. He said, “their fate is a plastic bag in a refrigerator, and
anonymous disposal in an incinerator somewhere.” He said, “Even the remains of our most vicious criminals are treated with respect.”

In referring to the Planned Parenthood videos which started federal and state government investigations, Paxton said, “At a minimum, the
people involved project a cold, calculating, almost inhuman indifference to the lives they treat as a product they’re attempting to sell.” He
continued, “At worst, they may represent a violation of state and federal laws.”

The chairman of the committee, Senator Charles Schwertner (R-Georgetown), asked the Attorney General whether he had seen whether any
federal or state laws have been broken. Paxton answered that it was too soon to answer his question at this time.

Paxton promised that his office will continue to investigate, and if necessary, “will seek to bring any Texans that might be involved to justice.”

When asked for a timeline in which he could expect to have the investigation completed, Paxton replied he would not guess.

Senator Donna Campbell (R-New Braunfels), a practicing licensed physician, mentioned that federal law prohibits the alteration, timing, or
method of an abortion, and expressed concern whether baby body parts are being harvested through illegal abortion procedures.

Sen. Campbell also wanted to know, “What is the most respectable thing to do with regard to human life remains?”

Senator Sylvia Garcia (D-Houston) asked Paxton if he was going to investigate the individuals who “got false IDs” and went undercover to get
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the videos. Paxton told her that it would be up to local district attorneys to prosecute any criminal violations.

The Houston senator showed up for the committee hearing and sat with the senators although she was not a member of the committee.

Senator Jose Rodriguez (D-El Paso) told the AG, “there is more than one party involved in the sale process. If you are going to conduct a full
investigation, you need to start from top to bottom.” He was concerned with whether or not the nondisclosure agreements signed by those
who made the videotapes were violated. The Democrat senator wanted the OAG to investigate and “let the chips fall where they may.”

Sen. Schwertner reminded the senator from El Paso that the “abortion facilities have the ultimate responsibility and it does not absolve them
… from following the law.” The chairman said the focus of the investigation is whether women are giving informed consent, whether abortion
procedures are being altered to harvest an asset that is valuable to the abortion industry, and the handling of the bodies of these children
once procured.

The chairman repeatedly said that the focus of the senate hearing would be on whether state or federal laws have been broken by abortion
providers.

During the hearing, Garcia and Rodriguez seemed more focused on the behavior of those shining the light on Planned Parenthood than on
the organization itself.

The attorney general said that the investigation would be very focused on whether state laws and federal laws were broken as it relates to the
sales and harvesting of baby body parts. He said he would certainly look at any violations of the law to see if a referral to local or federal
authorities needed to be made.

The attorney general told the senators on the committee that his office received a video involving a Texas branch of Planned Parenthood.

Texas’ top lawyer said that he could not go into detail about the recordings at this juncture because the video is part of the OAG’s
investigation.

He said, these recordings “appear to be consistent with other videos that have been released regarding Planned Parenthood.”

Lana Shadwick is a contributing writer and legal analyst for Breitbart Texas. Follow her on Twitter @LanaShadwick2

Read More Stories About:
Breitbart Texas, Abortion, Governor Greg Abbott, Ken Paxton, Planned Parenthood videos, Texas Attorney General, Senator Donna
Campbell, Texas Senate Committee on Health and Human Services, Senator Charles Schwertner, Senator Sylvia Garcia, Senator Jose
Rodriguez

Comment Count on this article reflects comments made on Breitbart.com and Facebook.
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Paxton: Texas Planned Parenthood video 'consistent' with
others

Alexa Ura, The Texas Tribune 6:13 p.m. CDT July 29, 2015

13

Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton confirmed on
Wednesday that a video obtained by his office as
part of its investigation into Planned Parenthood's
practices is "consistent" with other undercover
videos released by an anti-abortion group of the
organization's executives discussing fetal tissue

donations.

Testifying before the Senate Health and Human Services Committee, Paxton said his
office had "gained possession" of "hours of recordings" involving a Planned
Parenthood clinic in Texas as part of its inquiry into Planned Parenthood's practices
regarding fetal tissue donation in Texas. Paxton declined to go into specifics about
the recordings and how they were obtained.

Instead, Paxton detailed a recent visit by AG investigators to a Planned Parenthood
facility in Houston where they witnessed how the abortion provider handles fetal

(Photo: Marjorie Kamys Cotera)
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remains before they are sent to a contractor who disposes them.

"The true abomination in all this is the institution of abortion," Paxton told the
committee. "Even the languages that they use — 'product of conception' — betrays a
profound denial of humanity."

RELATED: Abbott calls for investigation of Planned Parenthood

The revelation comes days Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast told The Texas Tribune
that two people "fraudulently representing themselves" as research executives and
providing fake California driver's licenses toured its Houston facilities in April "under
the guise of discussing tissue research" with Planned Parenthood's staff.

Planned Parenthood sign (Photo: Getty Images)

Rochelle Tafolla, a Planned Parenthood spokeswoman, said the two people who
visited the Houston facility identified themselves as executives with Biomax
Procurement Services, a shell company created by the Center for Medical Progress.
That group is behind the hidden-camera videos depicting Planned Parenthood
executives in California talking about how their providers obtain fetal tissue for
medical research.

Tafolla had said the organization suspects that the two individuals secretly taped that
visit, which included a tour through a center where abortions are performed. The
videos previously released by the Center for Medical Progress also appear to have
been stealthily recorded by actors posing as buyers for Biomax.

Multiple requests for comment from the Center for Medical Progress have not been
returned.

After they were unable to gain access to the video obtained by the AG's office,
Planned Parenthood representatives in Texas declined to testify in person before the
committee and sent the committee written testimony instead.

"We believe this committee has no desire to hold a responsible, fair fact-driven
hearing," Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast president and CEO Melany A. Linton wrote
to the committee." In fact, this committee cares more about political gamesmanship
than the truth. Therefore, we decline the request to testify in person."

The organization's written testimony included a timeline of Biomax's visit and details
about an unsolicited "procurement agreement" the fake company sent to Planned
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Parenthood. In that contract, which Planned Parenthood rejected, Biomax offered to
pay $1,600 for a liver and thymus — "an astronomical amount compared to the
minimal cost recovery fees that tissue donation programs currently recoup," the group
wrote in its testimony.

Planned Parenthood facilities that participate in fetal tissue donation can donate the
tissue for research if a patient consents, according to the organization. Federal law
allows clinics to be reimbursed for costs "associated with the transportation,
implantation, processing preservation, quality control, or storage of human fetal tissue"
for research purposes.

Planned Parenthood health centers in Texas do not currently donate tissue for
medical research, according to the organization.

The Gulf Coast affiliate in Houston participated in fetal tissue donation as late as
2010, when it partnered with the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston for
a study on causes of miscarriage.

Lawmakers on the Senate Health and Human Services Committee were given access
to view that video ahead of Wednesday's hearing under the legislative privilege
provided to members of the Legislature by open government laws.

Legislative privilege allows state agencies to provide confidential information to
lawmakers who request it "for legislative purposes." Members of the committee were
asked to sign nondisclosure agreements after viewing the video obtained by the AG's
office.

In light of Planned Parenthood's absence at the hearing, Republicans on the
committee condemned the organization. "I think that shows, in some ways, their true
colors," said committee Chairman Charles Schwertner, R-Georgetown, adding that
Planned Parenthood's written testimony would not be entered into the official record.

Meanwhile, Democrats on the committee asked that the lawmakers avoid making
"premature" indictments of the organization and wait for the results of ongoing state
investigations.

"We're not a civil court, we're not a criminal court, but we are a fact-finding
committee," said Sen. Carlos Uresti, D-San Antonio. "I think it's only fair to everyone
involved that we wait until we hear all the facts."

Paxton said the AG's investigation, which is being considered both a civil and criminal
investigation, would probably extent into the next month.

Prodded by lawmakers about any early findings, Paxton said it was "too soon" to
answer questions on whether Planned Parenthood clinics in Texas broke any laws
related to fetal tissue.

Texas Department of State Health Services officials also fielded questions from
committee members on how Texas oversees fetal tissue donations. But the agency
does not currently have jurisdiction to regulate that process, officials said. Kathy
Perkins, the agency's assistant commissioner for regulatory services, also told the
committee that DSHS has received complaints regarding the handling of fetal tissue in
the last couple years, but no complaints have been substantiated.

Citing policies in other states that ban fetal tissue donation, Republicans on the
committee made clear that they would like to increase DSHS' jurisdiction on the issue
or consider a similar ban in Texas — proposals supported by four representatives
from anti-abortion groups who also testified before the committee.

Heather Busby, executive director of NARAL Pro-Choice Texas, said groups that
advocate for abortion were not invited to testify.

Go here to read this article in its original form.
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July 31, 2015 

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 

Ms. Catherine Short, Esq. 
Life Legal Defense Foundation 
P.O. Box 2105 
Napa, CA 94558 
 
counsel of record for: 
  
The Center for Medical Progress 
15333 Culver Dr, Ste 340-819 
Irvine, CA 92604 
 
Dear Ms. Short: 

In response to the Center for Medical Progress’s (CMP) release of videos documenting aspects 
of Planned Parenthood’s involvement in the provision of fetal tissue, Congressional committees, the 
executive branch, and state governments have initiated inquiries into both the acquisition of fetal tissue 
and the methods used by CMP in its investigation.  In response to the information in the first video, 
this Committee began an inquiry regarding the provision and acquisition of fetal tissue, and has 
accordingly contacted the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA), all of the Planned 
Parenthood affiliates, and the three companies mentioned in the video series thus far that reportedly 
acquire fetal tissue from Planned Parenthood.   

According to interviews given by members of CMP, the group plans to release several more 
videos with additional information on this issue and has hundreds of hours of related video footage.  In 
order for the Committee to further its inquiry into the provision and acquisition of fetal tissue, please 
provide the Committee the following by August 14, 2015, to the extent CMP may lawfully do so: 

1. All video footage in CMP’s possession relating to the provision, acquisition, 
preparation, transportation, and sale of fetal tissue, as well as all footage relating to 
associated training, advertising, contracts, consent forms, and certifications by PPFA, 
Planned Parenthood affiliates and associated clinics, intermediary businesses, end-users, 
as well any other individuals, entities, and organizations involved in these processes.  
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 Ms. Short 
July 31, 2015 

  Page 2 of 2 
2. All documents and records in CMP’s possession involving PPFA, Planned Parenthood 

affiliates and associated clinics, as well as any individuals or entities that acquire, 
provide, or resell fetal tissue, relating to the range of fetal tissue activities described in 
item 1.  

If you have any questions about this request, please contact Jason Foster of my Committee staff 
at (202) 224-5225.  Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Charles E. Grassley 
 Chairman     
 Senate Committee on the Judiciary 
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DECL. OF ABIGAIL A. SOUTHERLAND ISO DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE 

Case No. 3:15-cv-3522 

Brian R. Chavez-Ochoa (CA Bar 190289) 

CHAVEZ-OCHOA LAW OFFICES, INC. 

4 Jean Street, Suite 4 

Valley Springs, CA 95252 

Tel: (209) 772-3013; Fax: (209) 772-3090 

brianr@chavezochoalaw.com  

 

Jay Alan Sekulow (DC Bar 496335) 

AMERICAN CENTER FOR LAW & JUSTICE 

201 Maryland Avenue, NE  

Washington, DC 20002  

Tel: (202) 546-8890; Fax: (202) 546-9309 

sekulow@aclj.org  

 

(Other counsel listed on signature page) 

 

Attorneys for Defendants, The Center For Medical 

Progress, Biomax Procurement Services, LLC, 

David Daleiden, and Troy Newman 

 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

 

 

NATIONAL ABORTION FEDERATION  Case No. 3:15-cv-3522 

(NAF)       

     Judge William H. Orrick, III 

  Plaintiff,     

 

 v.    DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE TO ORDER 

     TO SHOW CAUSE RE: PLAINTIFF’S  

THE CENTER FOR MEDICAL PROGRESS,  APPLICATION FOR A TEMPORARY 

BIOMAX PROCUREMENT SERVICES   RESTRAINING ORDER 

LLC, DAVID DALEIDEN, and TROY 

NEWMAN, 

    Hearing: August 3, 2015 at 4:00 p.m. 

  Defendants. 
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2 
DECL. OF ABIGAIL A. SOUTHERLAND ISO DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE 

Case No. 3:15-cv-3522 

I, ABIGAIL A. SOUTHERLAND, declare as follows:  

 1.  I am senior litigation counsel with the law firm of the American Center for Law 

& Justice, attorneys of record in this action for The Center for Medical Progress (CMP), Biomax 

Procurement Services, LLC (Biomax), David Daleiden, and Troy Newman. I submit this 

declaration in support of Defendants CMP, Biomax, Daleiden, and Newman’s concurrently filed 

brief in opposition to the Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order and for other relief. Except 

where expressly stated on information and belief, I have personal knowledge of the matters set 

forth below, and if called as a witness I could and would testify competently as follows: 

Exhibits 

 2.  Attached as Exhibit A hereto is a true and correct copy of the YouTube page for 

the video, “FULL FOOTAGE: Planned Parenthood Uses Partial-Birth Abortions to Sell Baby 

Parts” posted by The Center for Medical Progress. This document was obtained by downloading 

it from YouTube, at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4UjIM9B9KQ.  

 3.  Attached as Exhibit B hereto is a true and correct copy of the YouTube page for 

the video, “FULL FOOTAGE: Second Planned Parenthood Senior Executive Haggles Over 

Baby Parts Prices” posted by The Center for Medical Progress. This document was obtained by 

downloading it from YouTube, at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwAGsjoorvk.   

 4.  Attached as Exhibit C hereto is a true and correct copy of a transcript of a video 

released by The Center for Medical Progress on July 14, 2015. This document was obtained by 

downloading it from The Center for Medical Progress website, at: 

http://www.centerformedicalprogress.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/05/PPFAtranscript072514_final.pdf. 

 5. Attached as Exhibit D hereto is a true and correct copy of a transcript of a video 

released by The Center for Medical Progress on July 21, 2015. This document was obtained by 

downloading it from The Center for Medical Progress website, at: 

http://www.centerformedicalprogress.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/05/PPFA020615_transcript.pdf.  
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 6.  Attached as Exhibit E hereto is a true and correct copy of a Letter from 

Congressmen Goodlatte and Franks to Attorney General Lynch dated July 17, 2015. This 

document was obtained by downloading it from Congressman Goodlatte’s website, at: 

http://judiciary.house.gov/_cache/files/6476fb6f-d3ef-4b23-82b2-73e6826f5400/2829-001.pdf.  

 7.  Attached as Exhibit F hereto is a true and correct copy of a Letter from the 

House Committee on Energy and Commerce sent to Cecile Richards, President of Planned 

Parenthood Federation of America dated July 17, 2015.  This document was obtained by 

downloading it from the Committee website, at: 

https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/files/114/Letter

s/20150717PPFA.pdf.  

 8.  Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of a Letter from Representative 

Marsha Blackburn and 134 other Members of the House of Representatives to Attorney General 

Lynch dated July 27, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from 

Congresswoman Blackburn’s website, at: 

http://blackburn.house.gov/uploadedfiles/pp_doj_final.pdf.  

 9. Attached as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of Arizona Governor Doug 

Ducey’s Statement on Planned Parenthood dated July 20, 2015. This document was obtained by 

downloading it from the Governor’s website, at: http://azgovernor.gov/news/governor-doug-

duceys-statement-planned-parenthood.  

 10. Attached as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of Florida Governor Rick Scott’s 

News Release, “We Are Investigating Planned Parenthood Offices in Florida” dated July 29, 

2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from the Governor’s website, at: 

http://www.flgov.com/2015/07/29/governor-rick-scott-we-are-investigating-planned-parenthood-

offices-in-florida/.  

 11.  Attached as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of Georgia Governor Nathan 

Deal’s Press Release ordering a state investigation of Georgia Planned Parenthood clinics dated 

July 16, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from the Governor’s website, at: 

http://gov.georgia.gov/press-releases/2015-07-16/deal-orders-review-planned-parenthood-
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clinics.  

 12. Attached as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of an article from The Topeka 

Capital-Journal entitled, “Brownback calls on Kansas State Board of Healing Arts to investigate 

Planned Parenthood,” dated July 21, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from 

CJOnline.com, at: http://cjonline.com/news/2015-07-21/brownback-calls-kansas-state-board-

healing-arts-investigate-planned-parenthood.  

 13.  Attached as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of Louisiana Governor Bobby 

Jindal’s Press Release announcing a state investigation into Planned Parenthood, dated July 14, 

2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from the Governor’s website, at: 

http://gov.louisiana.gov/index.cfm?md=newsroom&tmp=detail&articleID=5030.  

 14. Attached as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of an article from Cleveland.com 

entitled, “Mike DeWine to investigate Planned Parenthood in the wake of controversial video,” 

dated July 16, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from Cleveland.com, at: 

http://www.cleveland.com/open/index.ssf/2015/07/mike_dewine_to_investigate_pla.html.  

 15. Attached as Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of an article from The Columbus 

Dispatch entitled, “Attorney General Mike DeWine’s office to investigate Planned Parenthood,” 

dated July 16, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from Dispatch.com, at: 

http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2015/07/16/mike-dewine-office-to-investigate-

planned-parenthood.html. 

 16.  Attached as Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of an article from The Greenville 

News entitled, “Upstate lawmakers call for investigation into Planned Parenthood,” dated July 

30, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from GreenvilleOnline.com, at: 

http://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/local/2015/07/30/upstate-lawmakers-investigation-

planned-parenthood/30908923/.  

 16.  Attached as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of an article from Chattanooga 

Times Free Press entitled, “State lawmakers to hold fact-finding hearing on Tennessee Planned 

Parenthood fetus practices,” dated July 23, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it 

from timesfreepress.com, at: 
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http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/politics/state/story/2015/jul/23/state-lawmakers-hold-fact-

finding-hearing-tennessee-planned-parenthood-fetus-practices/316115/. 

 17. Attached as Exhibit Q is a true and correct copy of an article from Breitbart Texas 

entitled, “Texas AG Vows ‘Aggressive Investigation’ of Planned Parenthood,” dated July 29, 

2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from Breitbart.com, at: 

http://www.breitbart.com/texas/2015/07/29/texas-ag-vows-aggressive-investigation-of-planned-

parenthood/.  

 18.  Attached as Exhibit R is a true and correct copy of an article from The Texas 

Tribune entitled, “Paxton: Texas Planned Parenthood video ‘consistent’ with others,” dated July 

29, 2015. This document was obtained by downloading it from WFAA.com, at: 

http://www.wfaa.com/story/news/health/2015/07/29/texas-lawmakers-set-to-scrutinize-planned-

parenthood/30821593/.  

 19.  Attached as Exhibit S is a true and correct copy of a letter from Senator Grassley 

as Chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting documents, records, and 

footage from the Defendants for its inquiry into the provision and acquisition of fetal tissue, 

dated July 31, 2015. This document was obtained when Senator Grassley sent it to us for our 

clients. 

 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  Executed this 3rd 

day of August, 2015. 

 

 

        /s/ Abigail A. Southerland    

       ABIGAIL A. SOUTHERLAND 
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	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87)_(88): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87)_(88)_(89): 
	button1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82)_(83)_(84)_(85)_(86)_(87)_(88)_(89)_(90): 
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